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Logan Square residents, politicians and other stakeholders 
gathered May 21 at Congress Pizzeria, 2033 N. Milwaukee 
Ave., to learn about a new affordable-housing development, 
intended to be welcoming for LGBT individuals. The project 
been guided by the office of Ald. Proco “Joe” Moreno (1st 
Ward).
 The complex, to be named The John Pennycuff Memorial 
Apartments at Robert Castillo Plaza, will be financed through 
the use of TIF funds from the existing Milwaukee-Fullerton 
Tax Increment Finance (TIF) district, as well as Chicago Hous-
ing Authority (CHA) funds, tax credits and private funding. 

The development is slated to have 88 units, according to of-
ficials.
 Castillo, a longtime activist for both LGBT rights and af-
fordable housing, attended the open house. Pennycuff, his 
husband, was equally active in those causes and passed away 
in 2012.
 “Obviously, this is bittersweet,” Castillo said. “A lot of 
friends posted that they wish John were here to see this. 
Obviously, I wish John were here. But this is a legacy to all 
the work that he’s done, not only for the LGBT community but 
also the Logan Square community. We were born here, we did 
a lot of our activism here, and a lot of our community work, 
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Say hello to savings
Get to where you need to go for way less when you share your 

uberX trip with another rider. Request POOL and we'll connect 

you with someone heading in the same direction. Only a few 
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TOP-QUALITY INSPECTED USED CARS & SUV’S
IMPORTS & DOMESTICS

‘12 Honda Pilot Touring AWD/Navi....... Auto., Leather, White, 15001A ..........$26,995
‘12 Toyota Highlander Ltd. AWD/Navi. .......... Auto., Leather, 14242A ..........$23,995
‘14 Mercedes C250 Coupe/Navi ...... Sunroof, Sport Package, 14824A ..........$23,995
‘13 Honda CRV EX AWD .................. Automatic, Sunroof, White, 13930A ..........$19,995
‘15 Honda Civic EX-L ........ Automatic, Sunroof, Leather, Silver, 14740A ..........$18,995
‘07 Lexus RX 350 AWD .............. Auto., Leather, Sunroof, Mica, 15012A ..........$13,995
‘14 Toyota Corolla LE...................... Automatic, Full Power, Slate, P5173 ..........$13,995
‘09 Honda Accord EX-L .... Auto., Sunroof, Leather, 50K, Silver, 14728A ..........$13,995
‘12 Honda Civic LX  .................. Automatic, Full Power, 30K, Blue, P5183 ..........$12,995
‘15 Hyundai Elantra SE .................. Automatic, Full Power, Grey, P5174 ..........$11,995
‘10 Honda Fit Sport .................... Manual, Full Power, Blackberry, P5186 ..........$10,995
‘15 Nissan Versa Note SV .............. Automatic, Full Power, Blue, P5168 ..........$10,995
‘14 Hyundai Accent GS.................. Automatic, Full Power, Silver, P5165 ............$9,995
‘05 Toyota Sienna XLE Ltd............. Loaded, 7 Passenger, Grey, 14754B ............$9,995
‘10 Honda Civic LX  .................... Manual, Full Power, 52K, Blue, 15048A ............$8,995
‘04 Acura TSX .................................. Automatic, Full Power, Blue, 14961A ............$6,995
‘04 Honda CRV LX AWD................ Automatic, Full Power, Silver, 14672A ............$6,795
‘00 Oldmobile Intrique GLS .. Automatic, 1-Owner, 59K, White, 15125A ............$3,995
‘99 Chrysler 300M .......................... Automatic, Full Power, Red, 14497A ............$2,995

SUBARU FORESTERS‘14 Forester Touring     ..............Auto., Sunroof, Leather, Silver, 14957A ..........$24,995
‘16 Forester Prem.     ..........Auto., Sunroof, Heated Seats, Grey, 13393R ..........$23,995
‘15 Forester Prem.     ..........Auto., Sunroof, Heated Seats, White, P4924 ..........$21,995
‘13 Forester Touring     ..................Auto., Sunroof, Leather, Red, 14588A ..........$20,995
‘14 Forester Prem.     ........Manual, Sunroof, Heated Seats, Grey, P5189 ..........$18,995
‘05 Forester X     ..............................Automatic, Full Power, Blue, 14426B ............$8,995
‘03 Forester X     ..................Manual, Full Power, Only 49K, Blue, 14726A ............$6,995

SUBARU LEGACYS / OUTBACKS
‘14 Outback 2.5i ................................ Automatic, Full Power, Silver, 14859A ..........$21,995
‘13 Outback Prem.  ................ Auto., Bluetooth,  All Weather, Silver, P5203 ..........$20,995
‘14 Legacy Prem.  ..............Automatic, Alloys, All Weather, Silver, 14945A  ........$17,995
‘11 Outback Prem.  ................ Auto., Bluetooth,  All Weather, Grey, 14935A ..........$16,995
‘12 Outback 3.6R  Ltd. ....Automatic, Moonroof, Leather, Silver, 14512A ..........$16,995
‘13 Legacy  Prem. ................Automatic, Alloys, All Weather, Blue, 14570A  ........$14,995

SUBARU IMPREZAS / CROSSTREKS 
‘15 Crosstrek Prem. .. Automatic, All Weather, Full Power, Khaki, P5128 ..........$21,995
‘13 Impreza Prem. ........ Automatic, All Weather, Full Power, Red, P5121 ..........$15,995
‘11 Impreza 2.5i .............................. Automatic, Full Power, Grey, 14815A ..........$13,995
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2016 Forester

ENDS MAY 31st

When A Great Deal Matters, Shop Rob Paddor’s...

   

Evanston Subaru  
 

   

NO SECURITY DEPOSIT! 36 month lease.
$2,995 due at signing. GRA-01 #6548

All-Wheel-Drive, 
HD Radio, USB

Bluetooth
Back-up Camera

NEW 2016 SUBARU
CROSSTREK 2.0i

**

NO SECURITY DEPOSIT! 36 month lease. 
$2,995 due at signing. GDB-01 #2351

AUTOMATIC
Back-up Camera
Bluetooth, USB
All-Wheel-Drive

NEW 2016 SUBARU
OUTBACK 2.5i 
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NO SECURITY DEPOSIT! 36 month lease. 
$2,995 due at signing. GFA-01 #1456

Back-up Camera 
All-Wheel-Drive
Bluetooth, VDC
Flexible Storage

NEW 2016 SUBARU
FORESTER 2.5i 

*
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Truly Exceptional
C  

 
Customer Service

  
  

TRUE  LOVE
PROUD SUPPORTER FOR TWO DECADES

847-869-5700
3340 OAKTON - SKOKIE • EVANSTONSUBARU.COM

A+
RATED

   

Evanston Subaru in Skokie
E  

   

* Add tax, title license and $169.27 doc fee.  **Finance on approved credit score Subject to vehicle insurance and
availability.   *Lease on approved credit score. Lease, 10k miles per year, 15 cents after.  Lessee responsible for excess wear and early ter-
mination of lease.  Option to purchase;  Forester $14,876. Crosstrek $15,262, Outback $18,349 All offers end in 3 days, unless noted.  

MEMORIAL DAY
W

 

 
WEEKEND

 
OPEN MONDAY
10AM-4PM

FREE BBQ  
FRIDAY, SATURDAY & MONDAY 11-2
•BURGERS •BRATS •HOT DOGS

END-OF-MONTH DEALS - GIANT SELECTION

http://www.evanstonsubaru.com


by GRetChen RaCheL haMMond

Today I will be discharged from the Mayo Clinic 
in Rochester Minn. with one kidney less than 
when I arrived on May 20.
 My left kidney now belongs to Elvie (L.V.) 
Jordan—a reader of the newspaper for which 
I have served as a staff writer for nearly three 
years. 
 At first I was reticent to write about it. As 
a journalist, I have been taught very well by 
my boss and professional role model Windy City 
Times Publisher Tracy Baim never to be a part of 
a story I am covering.  
 That said, according to the Living Kidney 
Donor Network, there are 93,000 people who 
need a kidney and who have been waiting for a 
chance at life for as long as five years. 
 This current and particularly ugly electoral 
cycle has been fueled by the politics of conceit. 
So it is easy to forget that, even if you don’t 
have the resources of a wealthy philanthropist, 
it is more important than ever to help someone 
in need and, in so doing, change their world and, 
as a consequence of that action, the world as a 
whole for the better.   
 The account which follows from now until after 
the surgery this month is dedicated to that ideal.  
 I was frankly surprised at the number of people 
who asked me why I was donating as if I was 
offering to trade places with someone serving a 
life sentence at San Quentin or worse, give up 
my perfectly interesting and meaningful job to 
become a golf commentator.  
 “I might do it for a family member,” they say. 
“But not for someone I have never met.” 
 Maybe that’s the problem.
 How many of us pass by homeless people on 
the street who are asking for a few dollars to get 
something to eat? We keep out heads down and 
move on without ever looking them in the eye. 
 For many, if we think about them at all, 
we conclude one of two things: “I don’t carry 
cash any more or I would” or worse “They 
probably make more than I do in a single day 
of panhandling. In fact I think I read an article 
in the Weekly Standard that said something like 
that”? 
 As a naturalized American, I am supposed to 
state with conviction that I live in the greatest 
country on earth. Having been born in the UK 
and  looking at it from an outsider’s perspective, 
I know that, for as many truly good people who 
populate it, the U.S. is also one of the most 
cynical places to live.  
 Ten minutes of listening to conservative talk 
radio and you could be forgiven for thinking that 
the “great Americans’ who are lauded on those 
programs tell people in need to get off their 
asses and help themselves rather than accepting 
them any kind of hand.  
 I have an unashamedly bleeding heart. But I’d 
rather it bleed than be made of granite. 
 Speaking of conservatives, I am also 
transgender. 
 The governor of North Carolina, the American 
Family Association, Alliance Defending Freedom, 
Sean Hannity, Rush Limbaugh, Michael Savage, 
Dennis Prager and so on would have you 
convinced I am part of a community of sub-
human perverts who creep through the shadows 
of this country emerging only long enough to 
prey upon unsuspecting wives and daughters 
while they are reaching for a piece of toilet 
paper and so at their most vulnerable.  
 Even though there aren’t enough of us to fill 

Rhode Island, it seems we have become the 
enemies-of-freedom-du-jour.  
 I could try to tell you it is just not true; that 
we are as human as you with the same frailties, 
strengths and desire to solve life’s conundrum of 
happiness whether that is through love, a career 
or contributing to the world in a positive way. 

 

But, much like the great big hole in the 
conservative argument about us, actions do 
speak louder than words.
 My ex-wife once told me she was going to 
“change the world through music.” While I was 
always proud of her ambition to do something 
unique, I would address her impatience by 
saying “sometimes you can only change the 
world one person at a time but, trust me, the 
effect is cumulative.” 
 She didn’t buy that and her plans changed. She 
divorced me. 
 On Dec. 28, 2015 (over a year after my wife 
left me) I read an article in my paper written by 
a colleague: http://www.windycitymediagroup.
com/lgbt/LV-Jordan-st i l l -seeks-kidney-
donor/53793.html.
 “[Elvie] Jordan and her partner Challis Gibbs 
were among the first same-sex couples to marry 
legally in Illinois, due to Gibbs’ own health 
situation,” the story read. “Gibbs died a few 
weeks later, and soon after, Jordan became ill 
and now is in a search for a kidney donor.” 
 To my mind, that paragraph might as well have 
been highlighted in bright neon.  
 I had loved my wife down to every last shred 
of my humanity. I thought I was going to be with 
her for the rest of my life.
 In fact, we had “forever and day” etched on 
the inside of our wedding rings. When she left 
it was out-of-the blue and I have never been so 
devastated. 
 It took me weeks to pick myself up from the 
puddle on the floor in which I was lying and 
begin to rebuild my life. 
 So something about Elvie’s story hit home with 
me. 
 While my wife didn’t die physically, the 
relationship did and it happened in a way that 
hit me like an oncoming train. Had I come down 
with kidney disease during my recovery, I don’t 
know, I probably would have just given up.  
 Elvie had not and, to my mind, I had to do 
something to help her.  
 Naturally I did a lot of research before I called 
the Mayo Clinic. 
 There are some detractors to this, even a 

by Rex WoCkneR

Mexico is the current hotspot of the marriage-
equality movement and requires extensive 
treatment to wrap one’s head around what’s 
happening.

As was the case in the U.S., Mexico’s legal-
ization of same-sex marriage is proceeding 
state by state but unlike in the U.S., there is 
no possibility for a single ruling from the high-
est court that will overturn same-sex marriage 
bans nationwide. Even the Supreme Court of 
Justice of the Nation (SCJN) will have to go 
state by state.

Mexico has 31 states and 1 federal district. 
Marriage equality has arrived in the federal 
district (Mexico City) and in nine states—via 
three different routes: Legislative legalization, 
a Supreme Court ruling, and state adminis-
trative decisions to stop enforcing their ban. 
Those states are:

• Campeche (legislative)
• Chihuahua (administrative)
• Coahuila (legislative)
• Guerrero (administrative)
• Jalisco (SCJN ruling)
• Michoacán (legislative) 
• Nayarit (legislative)
• Sonora (administrative)
• Quintana Roo (administrative)
+ Mexico City aka Distrito Federal (legisla-

tive)
+ Querétaro, the capital city of Querétaro 

state (administrative)

But it’s all much more interesting than just 
this. Same-sex couples actually can get mar-
ried right now in Mexico’s other 22 states as 
well, as a result of a June 3, 2015, ruling by 
the SCJN’s First Chamber. But it’s complicated.

What the ruling said is that any same-sex 
couple who wants to marry can go to a federal 
judge and seek an injunction (known as an am-
paro) against the Civil Registry allowing them 
to marry—and the SCJN ordered that judges 
must issue the injunction. Groups of couples 
also can seek a “collective amparo.”

This process works, and couples do use it, 
but it’s slow and expensive. A couple needs 
a month or more of time and the equivalent 
of around $1,000 U.S. to pay a lawyer to help 
them.

As Mexico’s marriage-equality movement bar-
rels ahead, more states will see the freedom 
to marry (without couples having to get an 
amparo), probably several more states in the 
near future. In each state, it will happen one 
of four ways:

1. The state congress will legalize same-sex 
marriage.

2. The state government will decide to stop 
enforcing its ban on same-sex marriage. (While 
this gets the job done, it could be reversed 
by a new administration, so it’s not activists’ 
preferred route.)

3. The Supreme Court will kill a state’s ban 
via the surprising route that happened in 
Jalisco, and which may happen in Chiapas and 
Puebla, as well.

Here’s how that works. When any law is 
passed in Mexico and takes effect, there is a 
30-day window for specific governmental en-
tities to challenge that law with an “action 
of unconstitutionality” filed with the full Su-
preme Court. What Jalisco did is change the 
legal age for marriage and, in the process, in 
one sentence of the revised law, it mentioned 
that marriage is man-woman. This qualified 
that man-woman language as a “new” law that 

could be challenged during the 30 days after it 
took effect. The National Human Rights Com-
mission filed an action of unconstitutionality 
against the language and the SCJN struck down 
Jalisco’s ban on same-sex marriage in a unani-
mous ruling with immediate effect.

The states of Chiapas and Puebla also re-
cently altered their marriage laws—again not 
specifically having to do with marriage being 
between a man and a woman—and made the 
same “mistake” (or perhaps deliberate deci-
sion) that Jalisco did. They mentioned in the 
revised law that marriage is man-woman. Law-
suits were quickly filed with the Supreme Court 
and are pending.

4. A grand project of the organization Mar-
riage Equality Mexico—a project that led to 
that 2015 SCJN ruling telling judges nation-
wide that they had to approve all marriage-
equality amperes—is highly likely to bear fruit 
state by state. It’s not easy to understand, so 
let’s keep it simple:

When one of Mexico’s 253 second-level fed-
eral appeals courts or the First Chamber of the 
federal Supreme Court rules that an existing 
law is unconstitutional in five separate amparo 
rulings in a row, and uses identical language in 
each ruling, that creates legal “jurisprudence” 
against that law—and jurisprudence can then 
be used to force a state congress to eliminate 
the law—in this case, a ban on same-sex mar-
riage.

It’s a strange process, for sure, but it’s on-
going nationwide and several states are well 
on the way to arriving at the magic number of 
five identical rulings in a row from higher-level 
courts. When a state gets there, the Supreme 
Court then has the power to move directly 
against a state’s congress/legislature, and 
surely will do so.

The mastermind of this massive undertaking 
is a young activist lawyer named Alex Alí Mé-
ndez Díaz and he works on the project with 
cooperating local lawyers nationwide.

And that’s Mexico’s march toward marriage 
equality in a nutshell!

But one last thing: Why is all this snow-
balling? Mostly, it’s because when the federal 
Supreme Court’s First Chamber issued that 
2015 ruling that requires all judges to issue 
an amparo injunction to any same-sex couple 
that wants to marry, the Supreme Court also 
informed the nation that any ban on same-sex 
marriage is unconstitutional and is ultimately 
doomed.

So, the writing is on the wall and politicians, 
human-rights officials and judges all know it 
and are falling in line.

UPdate: On May 17, 2016, Mexican Presi-
dent Enrique Peña Nieto proposed amending 
Mexico’s Constitution to make marriage equal-
ity the law of the land and sent his proposal 
to Congress. Amending the Constitution re-
quires a two-thirds vote by members present 
the day of the vote in the Chamber of Deputies 
and the Senate of the Republic—followed by 
ratification by the state congresses of at least 
16 of Mexico’s 31 states. The Federal District 
(Mexico City) doesn’t get to vote on ratifica-
tion. It is not out of the question that this all 
could happen. At the same time, the bombshell 
announcement makes some Mexican marriage-
equality activists nervous that the undertak-
ing could backfire and lead to a constitutional 
definition of marriage as man-woman-only, 
undoing everything you’ve read here. Never a 
dull moment in Mexico’s wild ride to marriage 
equality.
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The winding road to 
marriage equality in Mexico
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WCT SPECIAL COLUMN

How to donate a kidney to one 
of your newspaper’s readers 

Turn to page 17

kidney donor Gretchen Rachel hammond 
(left) and recipient elvie Jordan. 
Photo by Gretchen Rachel Hammond
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A Transformation From Within

EGRIFTA® (tesamorelin for injection) is the only FDA-approved  
treatment for excess HIV-related abdominal VAT 

Help Curb Excess Abdominal VAT 

EGRIFTA® was shown to reduce VAT in 2 clinical trials of 816 total adult patients  
who received 2 mg of EGRIFTA® or placebo (26-week Main Phase and 26-week Extension Phase).a

Trial 1: 18% average reduction. Trial 2: 14% average reduction.

EGRIFTA® is not indicated to treat health issues beyond the reduction of excess abdominal VAT.

If you’re living with HIV, you may face another  
clinical challenge to healthy aging

Please see brief summary of full Important Patient Information on next page.

Visceral adipose tissue (VAT) isn’t regular fat. VAT is a hard fat that surrounds organs,  
may be associated with serious health issues, and can be difficult to control with diet and exercise alone.

SELECTED RISK INFORMATION
What is EGRIFTA®?

•   EGRIFTA® is an injectable prescription medicine to reduce the 
excess in abdominal fat in HIV-infected patients with 
lipodystrophy. The impact and safety of EGRIFTA® on 
cardiovascular health has not been studied.

•   EGRIFTA® is not indicated for weight loss management.
•   It is not known whether taking EGRIFTA® helps improve 

compliance with anti-retroviral medications. 

EGRIFTA® may cause serious side effects including:

•   Serious allergic reaction. Stop using EGRIFTA® and get 
emergency help right away if you have symptoms such as  
a rash over your body, hives, shortness of breath or trouble 
breathing, swelling of your face or throat, fast heartbeat,  
and feeling of faintness or fainting. 

•   Swelling (fluid retention). EGRIFTA® can cause swelling in some 
parts of your body. 

•   Increase in glucose (blood sugar) intolerance and diabetes.
•   Injection site reactions. Change (rotate) your injection site to help 

lower your risk for injection site reactions. The following 
symptoms around the area of the injection site can occur: 
redness, itching, pain, irritation, bleeding, rash, and swelling.

The most common side effects of EGRIFTA® include:
joint pain, pain in legs and arms, swelling in your legs, muscle 
soreness, tingling, numbness and pricking, nausea, vomiting, rash, 
and itching.

Tell your healthcare provider if you have any side effect that bothers 
you or that does not go away.

Learn more at EGRIFTA.com

aFor additional trial details, see the full Prescribing Information at EGRIFTA.com.

http://www.egrifta.com
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IMPORTANT PATIENT INFORMATION

The following is a brief summary only. See complete Prescribing 
Information at EGRIFTA.com or request complete Prescribing 
Information by calling 1-844-347-4382.  This information does 
not take the place of talking to your doctor about your medical 
condition or your treatment.

What is EGRIFTA® (tesamorelin for injection)?

•   EGRIFTA® is an injectable prescription medicine to reduce the 
excess in abdominal fat in HIV-infected patients with 
lipodystrophy. The impact and safety of EGRIFTA® on 
cardiovascular health has not been studied.

•   EGRIFTA® is not indicated for weight loss management.
•   It is not known whether taking EGRIFTA® helps improve 

compliance with anti-retroviral medications.

Do not use EGRIFTA® if you: 

•   have pituitary gland tumor, pituitary gland surgery or other 
problems related to your pituitary gland.

•   have active cancer or are receiving treatment for cancer
•   are allergic to tesamorelin or mannitol. 
•   are pregnant or become pregnant. If you become pregnant, 

stop using EGRIFTA® and talk with your healthcare provider. 

Talk to your doctor to find out if EGRIFTA® is right for you.

How should I use EGRIFTA®?

•   Read the detailed “Instructions for Use” that comes with 
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A new measure was introduced in the Chicago 
City Council May 18 that prohibits public ac-
commodations—such as hotels, restaurants or 
grocery stores—from requiring that patrons 
show a government ID to prove their gender 
identity in order to access facilities such as re-
strooms or changing facilities.

A proposed change in the language of the 
Human Rights Ordinance indicates that, “Each 
person determines his or her own gender iden-
tity; no proof shall be required except his or 
her expression of his or her gender.”

The measure was referred to the council’s 
Committee on Human Relations. The hearing 
will be Thursday, June 9, at 12 p.m. in the City 
Council chambers.

Mona Noriega, chair and commissioner of 
the city’s Commission on Human Relations, 
said that Chicago was probably “ahead of its 
time” in laws protecting gays and lesbians, but 
the current law does “have that unfortunate 
requirement about having matching gender 
markers on your ID.” She added that the new 
measure has a broad base of support: “The LGBT 
Caucus [of the City Council] and multiple City 
Council members and officials support this.” 

“The city of Chicago was probably ahead of 
its time when the [Human Rights Ordinance] 
was passed in the early ‘90s, but it did have 
that unfortunate requirement about having 
matching gender markers on your ID,” said 
Mona Noriega, chair and commissioner of the 

city’s Commission on Human Relations, who 
added that the measure has a broad base of 
support. “The LGBT Caucus [of the City Council] 
and multiple City Council members and officials 
support this.”

“The City of Chicago celebrates diversity and 
has a long and proud history of being a wel-
coming place for LGBT residents,” said Mayor 
Rahm Emanuel in a statement. “Despite mea-
sures being enacted in other states, we as a 
country should be adding more protections—
not taking them away—to prevent discrimina-
tion, which is why we’re proposing this addi-
tional measure to protect gay, lesbian, bisexual 
and transgender individuals from discrimina-
tion in Chicago.”

The rule comes as many communities across 
the country—many in the Chicago region—
grapple with transgender rights. Chicago Public 
Schools recently expanded its guidelines and 
policies around its transgender students, while 
a suburban district in the Northwest suburbs 
recently was sued along with the federal gov-
ernment for what parents said were rules that 
invaded student privacy.

Phoenix Matthews, co-chair of Pride Ac-
tion Tank’s Chicago Restroom Access Project 
(CRAP), said that CRAP has been working on 
this issue since last fall.

“It’s absolutely a remarkable advancement 
for trans civil rights in Chicago,” Matthews 
said. “Any time we can get exclusionary rules 
and language in ordinances removed is remark-
able.” 

Ald. Pat Dowell, who chairs the Committee 
on Human Relations, voiced her support for the 
measure in a statement, contrasting the city’s 
progress on the matter with that of North Caro-
lina, which recently passed its discriminatory 
HB 2 legislation.

“The North Carolina law is unconscionable 
and an extreme overreach, and I’m pleased 
that Chicago is taking the opposite approach 
in an effort to protect all of our residents from 
discrimination,” Dowell said in a statement.

“Discrimination of any kind will not be toler-
ated in Chicago,” added Ald. Tom Tunney. “This 
measure further underscores the fact that Chi-
cago welcomes all people, regardless of their 
biological category and/or their gender iden-
tity.”

“Transgender people shouldn’t be subjected 
to ridiculous restrictions on bathroom usage,” 
said Ald. James Cappleman. “This measure pro-
tects this community from discriminatory prac-
tices like those wrongly embraced by states 
like North Carolina.”

Kim Hunt, executive director of the Pride Ac-
tion Tank, said that the change “brings the or-
dinance much more in line with our core values 
as Chicagoans. PAT looks forward to meeting 
with Ald. Dowell and getting this before the 
council, and passed, as quickly as possible.”

Matthews added, “As a trans-identifying in-
dividual, I can only say it’s good to see this 
broad level of support from the city.”
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City introduces
measure eliminating
trans ID requirements

Mayor Rahm emanuel.
Photo by Gretchen Rachel Hammond Baidas joins Obama

administration
Austin Baidas, a Chicago consultant who 

held multiple key posts in former Gov. Pat 
Quinn’s election campaign and administra-
tion, has accepted a post with the Obama 
administration.

Beginning May 31, Baidas, who is openly 
gay, will be a senior advisor for pipeline and 
hazardous materials safety, a position under 
the auspices of the United States Department 
of Transportation.

Baidas began working with Quinn’s cam-
paign in 2009, taking on a large part of the 
governor’s outreach to the LGBT community. 
He became associate director of the office of 
management and budget in 2011, and was 
then, in late 2013, named as assistant di-
rector of central management services (CMS); 

Baidas was one of two gay officials in Quinn’s 
cabinet (Rocco Claps was the other; prior to 
that Mike McRaith and Brent Adams were 
members of the cabinet). Baidas also serves 
on the board of directors of Center on Hal-
sted and is board chairman for Grand Rapids, 
Michigan-based TriMatrix Laboratories.

The new post will be based in Washington, 
D.C., but Baidas said he will maintain his 
residence in Lakeview and commute to work 
in D.C.

“I love Chicago,” he said. “I don’t want to 
give up living there.”

But he added that he was excited to be 
part of Obama administration initiatives that 
demonstrate the president is serious about 
having his final months in office be meaning-
ful and have a lasting impact.

“I’m very excited to join the Obama admin-
istration,” Baidas said. “It’s exciting and an 
honor to be working for this president—he is 
the most LGBT-friendly president in history.”

15th ‘OUT of the 
Office’ on June 1
 The 15th Annual “OUT of the Office” after-
work party to kick off LGBTQ Pride Month in 
Chicago is set for Wed., June 1, 5:30-8 p.m. 
at I|O @ The Godfrey, 127 W. Huron St.
 Dream Town, Fifth Third Bank and The God-
frey are lead sponsors of this popular event 
that had more than 600 guests last year. 
  Andrew Hayes began the event 15 years 
ago as a way to kick off Pride Month in Chi-
cago and benefit LGBTQ non-profits. 
 Interested partygoers can visit the LGBT 
Chamber’s website (LGBTCC.com) and click 
on the “Out of the Office” logo to register. 
A $10 donation will ensure admittance to 
the party. Donation proceeds will benefit the 
LGBT Chamber of Commerce and Pride Action 
Tank.

Supreme Ct. 
refuses to rule on 
contraceptive case 

On May 16, the U.S. Supreme Court unan-
imously decided to send the Zubik v. Bur-
well case, which challenges the Affordable 
Care Act’s contraceptive requirement for 
employers, back to the lower courts.

The ruling was based on the information 
that both sides submitted a week after oral 
arguments were heard. The justices said 
they were not submitting opinions on the 
merits of the cases, and were not ruling on 
the issue of religious freedom (or a viola-
tion of it). 

Jennifer C. Pizer of Lambda Legal said 
in a statement that the “decision means 
employees of these religious nonprofit em-
ployers should receive no-cost birth con-
trol coverage because these lawsuits can 
be taken as notice of the employers’ objec-
tions to this health insurance.

“This is an important win for gender 
equality and public health. At the same 
time, this way of handling these cases 
leaves unanswered the critical question 
whether the concept of religious freedom 
can be stretched beyond all recognition to 
validate the breath-taking, harmful over-
reach attempted here.”

Lambda 
Legal’s 
Jennifer C. 
Pizer.

austin baidas.
Photo courtesy of Baidas
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by Liz baUdLeR

As part of its continuing initiative this month 
on behalf of LGBTQ families of Asian and Pacific 
Islanders, the National Queer Asian and Pacific 
Islander Alliance (NQAPIA) hosted a workshop 
about Asian family acceptance May 22. Held at 
the Lake View Lutheran Church, the workshop 
was a joint partnership with local organiza-
tion Invisible to Invincible: Asian and Pacific 
Islander Pride of Chicago (i2i). 

Glenn Magatapy, NQAPIA’s executive director, 
thanked local organizations like i2i for helping 
bring workshops like these to Chicago, and I-li 
Hsiao, from i2i, commented that NQAPIA helps 
unite different groups from the API (Asian/Pa-
cific Islander) community.

Marsha Aizumi—who helps run an API PFLAG 
in California and is the mother of a transgen-
der son, Aidan—facilitated the program after 
a brief introduction from Magatapy. She talked 
about Aidan’s childhood. Her son was a tom-
boy, she said, who withdrew in middle school 
when he realized neither his male or female 
classmates would accept him. First out as a 
lesbian, Aidan was subject to intense bullying 
and was diagnosed with agoraphobia, eventu-
ally coming out as trans.

As an Asian mother, Aizumi said she didn’t 
feel welcome in either her community or at a 
mostly white PFLAG meeting. “I felt like I was 
dishonoring my family,” she said. She struggled 
with fear that Aidan would be judged or never 
find a job. Yet Aizumi added that she clung to 
loving her son and wanting to maintain a good 
relationship with him. “If I got myself edu-
cated, I would be less fearful,” she explained.

Joanne Lee’s presentation about her son, 
Skylar, moved some to tears. An activist in-
volved in movements like Black Lives Mat-
ter, Skylar, who was trans, took his own life 
as a teenager. “I kept things inside myself,” 
said Lee, who is Korean and said she grew up 
Christian. She wished that she could have un-
derstood Skylar’s feelings about being trans. 
In closing, she quoted her son’s words about 
intersectionality: “it is not justice if we leave 
behind members of our community.” 

A Southern Baptist preacher who often coun-

seled young adults to pray the gay away, Pastor 
Danny Cortez conceded he used to be part of 
the problem. Eventually, through meeting peo-
ple like a gay neighbor who took him to visit 
an HIV clinic in West Hollywood, Cortez felt his 
opinions shifting. 

While listening to Macklemore’s “Same Love” 
with his son in the car, he expressed his sup-
port for the LGBTQ community. His son re-
sponded by coming out to him. The resulting 
shock waves caused Cortez to have to decide 
between his church and his family. Once he 
confessed his support for LGBTQ rights, Cortez 
said 40 percent of his parishioners left and his 
congregation was stripped of its Southern Bap-
tist affiliation. 

“I’m sorry for making you feel less than hu-
man,” Cortez apologized to the room. He and 
his family now advocate for LGBTQ rights, in-
cluding speaking at a gay Christian conference.

Aizumi opened the floor to questions after 
the speakers concluded, and eventually the 
group coalesced into a discussion circle. Par-
ticipants recounted being met with confusion 
by their families, who as immigrants may have 
had their ideas of about LGBTQ people in Asian 
culture frozen in time. They also expressed the 
desire to help educate their families. 

Aizumi concluded the circle by having each 
person say a word describing how they felt. The 
top choices were “inspired,” “acceptance” and 
“love.”

Workshop discusses
LGBTQ acceptance
in Asian families

national Queer asian and Pacific islander alliance executive director Glenn Magatapy (center) 
at the workshop.
Photo by Liz Baudler

by Liz baUdLeR

The National Queer Asian and Pacific Islander 
Alliance (NQAPIA) announced the launch of 
a new television ad campaign to foster fam-
ily acceptance of LGBTQ individuals. Covering 
20 different Asiatic languages, the ads were 
screened at a press conference on May 19,at 
Dechert, LLP in New York City. 

According to NQAPIA Executive Director 
Glenn Magpantay, the ads are the first ever to 
target the LGBTQ Asian community. “We want 
to save lives, we want to show that families 
can be strong when they support their LGBT 
kids,” Magpantay said.

Magpantay also introduced speakers who 
had ties to the Asian/Pacific Island LGBTQ 
community. Marsha Aizumi had her son, Aid-
an, come out as trans in high school. “By 
accepting my child, I am bringing honor to 
my family,” Aizumi said. 

Tevin Ith, a gay college student, spoke 
about finding acceptance away from his bio-
logical family but eventually reuniting with 

his mother. He advised fellow LGBTQ Asians 
to be strong but to ask for help if needed. 

Joanne Lee, whose trans son committed 
suicide when he was a teenager, was audibly 
emotional during the in-person/telephone 
press conference. “I promised myself my 
child’s life meant something,” she said. She 
added that trans people needed equal oppor-
tunities to be who they are. 

Pastor Danny Cortez discussed his journey 
from a Southern Baptist preacher who advo-
cated “praying the gay away” to becoming 
an LGBTQ ally to having his own son come 
out to him shortly after he’d expressed his 
support for LGBTQ people. “For the first time 
in my life, I was saying words of life to some-
one who was gay,” he said, of comforting his 
son. Cortez remembered going to an LGBTQ 
Christian conference in Chicago, listening 
to attendees’ stories of family rejection and 
apologizing to the crowd for previously hav-
ing been part of the problem. 

The speakers took questions, and the press 
conference was followed by a reception.

Events to mark 20th
anniv. of Dyke 
March 
 To celebrate Chicago Dyke March’s 20th 
anniversary, organizers are planning 
smaller community-building events in all 
the neighborhoods that have hosted the 
march.
 Information will be disseminated Wed., 
June 1, at Early2Bed, 5044 N. Clark St., 
6-7:30 p.m.
 For more info, see “Chicago Dyke March” 
on Facebook.

Group launches LGBTQ
ads targeting Asian/
Pacific Islander families

Marsha aizumi.
Photo by Corky Lee

AVER to hold
Memorial Day events

On Friday, May 27, the Chicago chapter 
of the American Veterans for Equal Rights 
(AVER) will provide the Color Guard for the 
opening ceremony of IML at Park West, 322 
W. Armitage Ave., at 8 p.m. 

On Saturday, May 28, AVER will march in 
the City of Chicago’s Memorial Day Parade. 
Line-up will be at 11 a.m. near Wacker & La-
Salle, along the Chicago River. Look for the 
large AVER sign on our car.

 In addition, AVER will hold its 23rd annual 
remembrance ceremony for Allen Schindler 
on Sunday, May 29, in Evergreen Hill Memo-
rial Park in Steger, Illinois, at 2 p.m. 

Lastly, on Monday, May 30, the organiza-
tion will charter a bus to Abraham Lincoln 
National VA Cemetery to hold the first anni-
versary celebration to the monument to LGBT 
veterans. (This monument was dedicated last 
year on Memorial Day.) The ceremony will be 
at 2 p.m., with the bus leaving the Center on 
Halsted, 3656 N. Halsted St., at noon. Call 
Bernie Santarsiero at 312 320 1445 or email 
at bds@uic.edu.

Contact Jim Darby at 773-752-0058 or 
jamesdarby@aol.com for more information.

allen Schindler’s grave.
Photo by Tracy Baim
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by Matt SiMonette
 
LGBT-rights activists and organizations decried 
the May 18 passage of a new National Defense 
Authorization Act (NDAA) containing an anti-
LGBT provision.

The provision, inserted by U.S. Rep. Steve 
Russell (R-OK), removes a rule—instigated by a 
2014 executive action from President Obama—
that prohibits discrimination against employ-
ees of federal contractors because of sexual 
orientation or gender identity. The House ap-
proved the bill 277-147.

“Taxpayer-funded discrimination is always 
wrong and today the House followed in the 
footsteps of North Carolina, Mississippi, Indi-
ana and other states that are targeting LGBT 
Americans,” said Human Rights Campaign 
Government Affairs Director David Stacy in a 
May 20 statement. “Instead of listening to 
the supermajority of the American people who 
support legal protections for LGBT people, 
the House majority is catering to right wing 
extremists who would turn back the clock on 
equality. We are very disappointed that House 
Republican Leadership allowed this bill to 
move forward with a discriminatory and harm-
ful anti-LGBT provision, and we are committed 
to working with our allies in the Senate and 
House to keep this harmful language from the 
final version of the defense bill.”

“It’s an absolute disgrace that the House 
Majority Leadership would push this outra-
geous amendment that is designed to pro-
mote discrimination against LGBTQ employees 

of federal contractors and to destroy people’s 
livelihoods. Our hope is that the champions of 
equality will prevail and this attack on people’s 
right to make a living for themselves and their 
families will be weeded out in conference com-
mittee,” added Rea Carey, executive director, 
National LGBTQ Task Force Action Fund, in a 
statement.

U.S. Rep. Sean Patrick Maloney, who is 
openly gay, filed an amendment to strip Rus-
sell’s provision, but that effort was rejected in 
a vote that erupted in chaos May 19 on the 
House floor, according to reports. Supporters of 
the amendment had obtained 217 “yes” votes 
while detractors had obtained 206 when the 

clock ran out; 213 votes were needed for it to 
pass. But the vote was held open—that is, the 
final gavel not brought down—while Repub-
lican leaders urged members to change their 
votes; several congressmen acquiesced and the 
measure was defeated 212-213, according to 
The Hill.

“This is one of the ugliest episodes I’ve ex-
perienced in my three-plus years as a member 
of this House,” said Maloney. Democrats report-
edly cried “shame” as they watched the tallies 
change.

In a May 19 statement, U.S. Rep. Mike Quig-
ley (D-Illinois) said that he “proudly voted no” 
on the NDAA because of the Russell Amend-
ment, and decried the vote surrounding Malo-

ney’s measure.
“Discrimination has no place in our armed 

services, our workplaces or our country. From 
the repeal of ‘Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell’ to the Su-
preme Court’s landmark decision on marriage 
equality, it’s clear incredible progress has been 
made in the fight for LGBT equality,” Quig-
ley said. “But amendments like Rep. Russell’s 
demonstrate how much work still remains as 
we continue to move towards a more perfect 
union.”

The authorization now goes to the Senate, 
where it will be subject to much negotiation 
and reconciliation, and must eventually be 
signed by President Obama.

The Hill’s story is at http://bit.ly/22kN9Hw.

GOP strips defense bill
of LGBT protections

U.S. Rep. Sean Patrick Maloney.
Official headshot
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Report: Southern 
MSM most 
at risk for HIV

Emory University researchers unveiled a map 
documenting HIV rates for gay and bisexual 
men, revealing those individuals are most at 
risk for becoming infected in various Southern 
cities.

The cities with the highest rates included Co-
lumbia, South Carolina; El Paso, Texas; Augus-
ta, Georgia; Baton Rouge, Louisiana; and Jack-
son, Mississippi. In these cities, more than 25 
percent of men who have sex with men (MSM) 
had been diagnosed with HIV.

According to the report, of the 25 MSAs 
(metropolitan statistical areas) with the high-
est diagnosed prevalence rates in the United 
States, 21 were in the South.

Overall, gay and bisexual men are more than 
57 times more likely to be diagnosed with HIV 
than other men in the United States, the study 
authors said.

The report, “ Rates of Prevalent HIV Infec-
tion, Prevalent Diagnoses, and New Diagno-
ses Among Men Who Have Sex With Men in 
US States, Metropolitan Statistical Areas, and 
Counties, 2012-2013,” is at http://publi-
chealth.jmir.org/.

United Latinx Pride
June 2-8
 United Latinx Pride will take place June 2-8 
in Chicago.
 There will be free events for everyone to cel-
ebrate queer Latinx community. Among the 
scheduled events are an ALMA youth confer-
ence Friday, June 3, at Columbia College, 1104 
S. Wabash Ave., at 5:30 p.m.; a worship/pot-
luck Sunday, June 5, at Uptown Underground, 
4707 N. Broadway, 11 a.m.-2:30 p.m.; and a 
mixer on Wed., June 8, at Cultura in Pilsen, 
1900 S. Carpenter St., 6-9 p.m.
 See “United Latinx Pride Week 2016” on 
Facebook.

http://www.midtown.com/tnt
http://www.ameripriseadvisors.com/phillip.j.sitar
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so I think it’s fitting that there will be LGBT-
friendly affordable housing in Logan Square in 
our honor. I’m humbled by it, but this is a first 
step and I’m looking forward to its comple-
tion.”
 The project has been in the works for about 
two years already, according to Moreno, and is 
still subject to a number of reviews and approv-
als.
 “There’s my own process that I have for any 
community project, regardless,” Moreno said. 
“We’ll move forward with the neighborhood as-
sociation. They’ll have their own internal meet-
ings and a large community meeting. This also 
has many steps for the city—it’s a planned de-
velopment, so it has to go through the Planned 
Development designation. It’s getting TIF mon-
ey, so it’s got to go through the [Community 
Development Committee], and of course it has 
to go through the normal zoning process.”
 The development is the second LGBT-friendly 
affordable housing facility in the city, after the 
Town Hall apartment complex in Lake View. But 
the Logan Square complex will not be aimed 
specifically at senior residents as Town Hall is. 
Moreno said that, even though the project was 
announced only days earlier, his organization 
had already been contacted by organizations 
eager to connect with the development.
 Rick Ehlert, a principal with MHDC/TRW, said 
his firm was approached by the city, who asked 
for “market rate-looking apartments that you 
could be proud of, that could be brought down 
to an affordable rate.”
 “At the early meetings, the alderman had a 
few different things that we tried to respond 
to—LGBTQ, LGBTQ and LGBTQ,” he added. 
“If there are things we can do to respond to 
that, that’s what we’re looking for. These are 
the typical size for market-rate apartments. If 
there is something we’ve missed so far, that we 
can add, that is geared for LGBTQ [residents], 
we’ll do it.”
 Cook County Commissioner Luis Arroyo Jr. 
said, “This is something very exciting, some-
thing new, and something that is very needed 
in the community, and I appreciate this process 
of an open-door policy to the constituents, so 
that they can give their feedback. That’s a win-
win for everyone.”
 Juan Calderon, chief operating officer of 
the Puerto Rican Cultural Center, praised the 
opening of an LGBT-friendly complex outside 
of Boystown, adding, “This goes back to the 
efforts of the Puerto Rican Cultural Center, and 
our work with Vida/Sida, and what many other 
advocates have done in terms in addressing 
the issue of transphobia and homophobia in 
our communities. This is a good step and we’re 
excited that this a possibility for the Northwest 
Side.”
 Attorney and activist Jacob Meister added, 
“This is a good use for TIF funds—it helps the 
LGBT community. It’s a great project. I’m happy 

to see it come and I applaud Ald. Moreno for 
his efforts.”
 “There’s definitely a need for LGBTQ-friend-
ly housing that’s near transit and that’s in a 
neighborhood becoming more-and-more at-
tractive,” said Moreno. “To recognize that and 
be proactive on that is my responsibility as al-
derman.”
 Neighborhood resident Johnny Elias grew up 

with Castillo and said that he was excited to 
see his friend honored.
 “He was very active in the community and 
we banded together and fought for HIV hous-
ing in ’94 or ‘95—Robert and John were right 
in the center of things,” Elias said. “… Our 
neighborhood friends are just proud. John did 
a lot of work and left too soon. This is a way to 
memorialize him.”

 As the celebration winded down, Castillo fur-
ther reflected on his late partner and his activ-
ism: “I think John would have been too modest 
to say how excited he was, but I’m sure those 
big eyes of his would have been wide, he would 
have smiled, and I’m sure he would have got-
ten a thousand hugs today. I’m sure that there 
are a million people sharing in his happiness 
today.”

HOUSING from cover

Left: ald. Proco 
“Joe” Moreno and 
Robert Castillo.
Photo by Tracy Baim

Right: Conceptual 
design document 
of the proposed 

housing.
Copyright CSA 

Partners LTD
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Namesakes
images from the marriage of Robert Castillo and John Pennycuff-Castillo in California in 2008.

Photos courtesy of Castillo
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by MeLiSSa WaSSeRMan

Questions surrounding Black feminist futurity 
within the academy framed the conversation 
had at the Black Feminist Futures Symposium 
at Northwestern University’s Mary and Leigh 
Block Museum of Art on May 20-21.

“I think the specificity of thinking about the 
futurity of Black feminism and thinking about 
its precarious positionality within institutions 
of higher education or its institutionalization 
whatsoever, is something that I think is par-
ticular to our convening this weekend,” said 
Brittnay Proctor, Black Feminist Futures co-or-
ganizer and Northwestern University doctoral 
candidate.

Proctor organized the event with Northwest-
ern University doctoral candidate Shoniqua 
Roach and Northwestern University Ph.D. stu-
dent Chelsea M. Frazier. On May 20, the sym-

posium kicked off with the plenary roundtable 
discussion.

The panel included Cathy J. Cohen, David 
and Mary Winton Green professor of political 
science and the College at the University of 
Chicago; Kara Keeling, assistant professor in 
the division of critical studies in the School of 
Cinematic Arts and in the department of Ameri-
can Studies and Ethnicity at the University of 
Southern California; Nicole R. Fleetwood, as-
sociate professor in the Department of Ameri-
can Studies and director of the Institute for 
Research on Women at Rutgers University, New 
Brunswick; and Zakiyyah Jackson, an assistant 
professor of Black feminist theory, literature 
and criticism in the Department of English at 
George Mason University. Frazier conducted the 
opening remarks, while Roach served as the 
evening’s moderator.

The symposium brought in a little over 150 
attendees and was open to the public. Proctor 
noted it was nice to see so many people come 
out on the first day and also have an intergen-
erational conversation work so well.

“It was a kind of space that articulated poli-
tics about loving Black people, but also caring 
deeply about Black women that resonated with 
me, that has always been kind of my light post, 
my North star,” said Cohen, also the deputy 
provost for graduate education at the Univer-
sity of Chicago. “My passion right now is to 
think about where we’re doing our work and 
scholarship in terms of Black feminist scholar-
ship and we’re doing them in institutions that 
both allow us to do that work, but they’re also 

at times structured in ways that harm Black 
people and harm Black women, so it seems 
important to me that as Black feminists, we 
really think about that tension and contradic-
tion, what is the price of inclusion and how do 
we build relationships and a politics who are 
outside the academy.”

Each panelist began with a brief individual 
opening lecture that centered on questions 
that the symposium’s planning committee, a 
group made up of Northwestern graduate stu-
dents devoted to Black feminist intellectual 
work, developed prior to the event. Then Roach 
asked the panel those previously crafted ques-
tions head on. The questions, according to the 
organizers, had been largely informed by on-
going debates within Black feminist criticism 
and scholarship. The questions, they described, 
were around subjects such as tensions between 
trans studies/Black feminist theory, queer 

studies/Black feminist theory, among others. 
Following the prepared questions, attendees 
participated in the discussion by asking their 
own questions.

“We took many of our questions and har-
nessed them to account for and point to some 
of the larger tensions within and beyond the 
university,” said Roach.

“I think what you saw was the diversity of 
Black feminist approaches—the theoretical 
work, some of the more empirical—my work is 
a bit more political and I think it’s important 
for us to kind of ground what we do also in the 
lived environment where we are, so what does 
Black feminism have to say to the police kill-
ing Laquan McDonald, or what does Black femi-
nism have to say to the dire straits of a Chicago 
state,” Cohen said. “That’s what, to me, Black 
feminism is about. It’s about speaking to both 
the possibility and the problems Black people 
face and putting forth that vision of liberation 
that we can all move forward toward.

The panels held on May 21 were titled “New 
Directions in Gender and Sexuality,” “Politics 
of Pleasure,” “Keywords” and “Methods.” Each 
panel featured scholars from various institu-
tions.

“The panels were an opportunity to ask dif-
ferent scholars who’s work we felt spoke to 
those particular themes,” said Frazier. “The 
panels are an opportunity to delve more deeply 
into questions that are bracketed to a cer-
tain extent by those themes and also to take 
that opportunity to more deeply investigate 
some of the more general, overarching ques-

tions that came up organically and some that 
were directed tonight. We’re looking forward 
to more interventions, more critical pressure, 
more notes of celebration, all the good stuff 
that you want to have a symposium like this.”

 “And for people to really take the conversa-
tion [and] to go a particular kind of way and for 
scholars to feel so open to being very honest 
and frank about some of the very immediate 
and very pertinent concerns of Black feminist 
theory, Black feminist thought and Black femi-
nism as a project, a lot of people have been 

remarking about the ways that they didn’t nec-
essarily anticipate that kind of conversation to 
happen in the opening plenary the way that 
it did, but everyone is very pleased and surely 
we’re pleased about the kind of conversations 
that got to happen thus far in the plenary and 
the kind of critical discourses that we got to 
have amongst one another,” Proctor said. 

For more information, visit http://sites.
northwestern.edu/blackfeministfutures2016/
home/.

Northwestern hosts
Black Feminist
Futures Symposium

Left to right: Shoniqua Roach, zakiyyah Jackson, Cathy J. Cohen, nicole R. Fleetwood and 
kara keeling.
Photo by SeanSuPhotography

by Liz baUdLeR

The Center on Halsted’s Chat series contin-
ued May 19 with “Out, Proud and Muslim,” 
a conversation with filmmaker and comedian 
Fawzia Mirza and theologian Zaynab Shahar. 
About 50 people attended the intimate con-
versation in the Center’s Baran Hall. 

Andrew Fortman, the series organizer and 
host, prefaced the discussion by noting it 
was the first time the chat had covered re-
ligion before introducing Mirza and Shahar. 

Mirza, known for her acts as Kam Kardashi-
an (the lost lesbian Kardashian) and Aye-
sha Ali Trump (Trump’s illegitimate Muslim 
daughter), said she never set out to be an 
activist. However, she added that discover-
ing her sexuality late in life and realizing the 
LGBTQ community was mostly white and gay 
meant she had to create her own identity 
around her religion and queerness. 

Shahar, the founder of Third Coast Queer 
Muslims, recounted being an openly queer 
activist of color since her teens. Beginning 
her theological education in Jewish studies, 
she observed how patriarchy and homopho-
bia got imposed on religious texts, and dis-
covered she didn’t want to be cloistered in 
academia. “I did not feel like the scholarship 
I was doing was enough out in the world,” 
she said, and mentioned that theology is of-
ten thought of as a Christian enterprise. 

Both spoke to issues of perception. Mirza 
said she’s often told she doesn’t look Paki-
stani; Shahar, who wears hijab, commented 
that most queer Muslims on social media 
don’t appear visibly Muslim. “I don’t want to 

be the obvious queer Muslim,” she said of her 
social media presence, and added that dating 
while wearing a headscarf was miserable. 

The two speakers both discussed Islamo-
phobia and assumptions other cultures make 
about Muslims. Shahar pointed out that most 
queer spaces have a “secular normative” and 
it often leads to tensions between people 

assuming what her religion won’t allow her 
to do and what she simply doesn’t feel com-
fortable with. When Fortman asked about the 
climate in America towards Muslims, Mirza 
invoked the rise of Donald Trump and how his 
supporters are both scared of and clueless 
about Muslims. “People who claim they’re 
afraid—I don’t think they’re being honest 
with themselves,” she said. 

However, she also asserted that people in 
allegedly liberal communities harbor Islamo-
phobia or negative narratives about Muslims. 
Mirza said that on her recent trip to Cannes, 
France, a woman approached her about mak-
ing a film about child brides. While Shahar 
said she preferred Trump supporters’ upfront 
honesty, she drew parallels between them 
and white people who support narratives like 
child brides and honor killings. 

Both concurred that representation of 
Muslims—particularly trans and nonbinary 
Muslims—left much to be desired, although 
Shahar pointed out that the diasporic nature 
of Muslims meant that “queer Muslim” just 
becomes shorthand for more complex identi-
ties. She also took issue with queer Muslim 
stories being portrayed as a tension between 
the old world and new world. 

Mirza talked about being driven to create 
work because not only did she not see her-
self represented, but she could be “gay on 
the internet” to reach Muslims who couldn’t 
be out as queer. Shahar mentioned that her 
group, Third Coast, tries to maintain a bal-
ance of being visible but out of the way of 
larger more conservative Muslim organiza-
tions, so that members who need access to 

both spaces can continue to have it. 
The two speakers had an easy, witty rap-

port, by turns eloquent and self-deprecating. 
“You go to film festivals and I hang out with 
Buddhists,” Shahar joked to Mirza. Fortman 
concluded by asking both a series of quick 
personal questions, and then the speakers 
mingled with the crowd.

Speakers discuss being 
‘Out, Proud and Muslim’

zaynab Shahar, andrew 
Fortman and Fawzia Mirza.
Photo by Liz Baudler
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by LiSa keen
keen neWS SeRviCe

The U.S. Senate, on May 17, confirmed the 
nomination of an openly gay man to serve as 
Secretary of the U.S. Army—the first openly 
gay person to serve as the head of any military 
branch.

The confirmation of Eric Fanning, by voice 
vote, came very quickly on May 17 after U.S. 
Sen. Pat Roberts (R-Kansas) lifted a hold he 
had put on the nomination. In a statement, 
Roberts said Fanning “has always had my sup-
port for this position” but said he had placed 
a hold on the nomination in an effort to stop 
the Obama administration from moving Guan-
tanamo Bay prisoners to Fort Leavenworth.

“I believe Eric Fanning will be a tremendous 
leader for the Army,” said Roberts.

Fanning—47 years old and a native of Michi-
gan—will take over the reins from Acting Sec-
retary of the Army Patrick Murphy. Murphy, a 
veteran of the Iraq War and a former member 
of the U.S. House, helped lead the push in Con-
gress to repeal “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” in 2010. 

No one questioned Fanning’s qualifications 
to serve as secretary. He held a series of lead-
ership positions at the Pentagon since 2009, 
including positions in the departments of the 
Air Force, Navy and Army. Last year, he also 
served as a special assistant to newly installed 
Defense Secretary Ashton Carter. He also served 
on the staff of the House Armed Services Com-
mittee and served as deputy director of the 
Commission on the Prevention of Weapons of 
Mass Destruction Proliferation and Terrorism. 

During the Clinton administration, Fanning 
served as an associate director of political af-
fairs at the White House.

President Obama nominated Fanning to re-
place retiring Secretary John McHugh last 
September. Fanning served as acting secretary 
when McHugh left but stepped aside in January 

while his nomination was pending.
“Eric’s sexual orientation has absolutely 

no bearing on his ability to do this job; nor 
was it the reason for his nomination. But this 
milestone of having an openly gay individual 
in this high level position within the Depart-
ment of Defense will help to continue to set a 
tone of understanding and respect for the LGBT 
community throughout the armed services,” 
said Matt Thorn, executive director of the LGBT 
military support group OutServe-SLDN, in a 
statement.

Human Rights Campaign President Chad Grif-
fin also applauded Fanning’s confirmation, say-
ing it was “a demonstration of the continued 
progress towards fairness and equality in our 
nation’s armed forces.”

Fanning was a board member of the Gay & 
Lesbian Victory Fund from 2004 to 2007. The 
group helps openly LGBT people seek elective 
office and appointments within the federal 
government.

As Defense Secretary Ashton Carter’s chief 
of staff last June, Fanning said he felt like he 
was the only gay man at the Pentagon when he 
came out as gay in 1993, the year then Presi-
dent Bill Clinton signed the ban on gays in the 
military into law.

“It’s gone from tolerance to acceptance to 
embrace,” said Fanning, according to a Defense 
Department press release on Fanning’s remarks 
to a group of employees at the Defense Intel-
ligence Agency’s Pride Month event. “We have 
this community of support whenever we try to 
do anything or put ourselves forward.”

While the Secretary position is a civilian one, 
Fanning’s nomination comes just six years af-
ter Congress repealed a long-standing ban on 
openly gay people serving in the military. It is 
perhaps ironic, too, that one of Fanning’s big-
gest advocates in the Senate: U.S. Sen. John 
McCain (R-Arizona)—had steadfastly opposed 
repeal of “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell.”

McCain criticized the hold on Fanning last 
month, saying, “Mr. Fanning is eminently qual-
ified to assume that role of Secretary of the 
Army.” He urged Roberts to drop his hold on 
the nomination.

“All I can say,” said McCain, April 28, on 
the floor of the Senate, “is that the U.S. Army 
needs this man, Mr. Eric Fanning’s leadership.”

Fanning’s confirmation vote was taken by 
unanimous consent, a procedure that allows 
expedited approval of a matter without debate.

©2016 keen news Service. all rights re-
served.

Gay man confirmed
as Army secretary

army Secretary eric Fanning.

Event to look at
NY LGBTQ youth
and survival sex

The Cook County Human Trafficking Task 
Force will host an event about the study 
“Surviving the Streets of New York: Experi-
ences of LGBTQ Youth Engaged in Survival 
Sex” with senior research associate Meredith 
Dank from the Urban Institute. 

The event will take place Tuesday, June 

7, 1-4 p.m. at Fourth Presbyterian Church, 
126 E. Chestnut Ave., in the Borwell Dining 
Room.

Based on interviews with 283 youth in New 
York City, this is the first study to focus on 
LGBTQ youth; young men who have sex with 
men (YMSM); and young women who have 
sex with women (YWSW) who get involved in 
the commercial sex market in order to meet 
basic survival needs, such as food or shelter.

Visit https://ht2016lgbtq.eventbrite.com. 
RSVP by Tuesday, May 31.

For art lovers & beer enthusiasts, fashionistas 
& foodies, Milwaukee’s full of fun, memorable ways to 

enjoy the summer. Whether rocking out

5710   •  VISIT MILWAUKEE   •   WINDY CITY TIMES  •  10” X 6.625”

at summer festivals, sharing inventive small plates, 
or touring a brewery, there’s always something to celebrate. 
You’ll fi nd it easy here.  visitmilwaukee.org/windycity
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by oWen keehnen

Formed in 1991 by Chuck Renslow and Tony De-
Blase and incorporated by the state of Illinois 
the same year, the Leather Archives & Museum 
(LA&M) has been serving and protecting the 
history of the fetish community for 25 years. 
To this day it remains the only institution in 
the United States dedicated to the compila-
tion, preservation, maintenance and access to 
alternative sex culture.  

Through 1995, the museum existed as little 
more than an expanding collection, appearing 
primarily as an exhibit at the International Mr. 
Leather contests. In 1996, a storefront loca-
tion was opened at 5007 N. Clark St., but the 
volume of donations soon outgrew the space. 
Since 1999 The Leather Archives and Museum 
has been located at 6418 N. Greenview Ave.in 
Chicago. As the result of a grassroots campaign 
and generous donations from the leather and 
kink communities, the organization, in August 
2004, was able to pay off the mortgage on the 
10,000-square-foot, two-story building. 

Increasingly, the Museum has become a tour-

ist destination for kinky and non-kinky folks 
alike. Rick Storer, executive director for the 
LA&M since 2002, explained that for the past 
three to four years, the number of visitors has 
increased to approximately 4,000 annually. “Of 
those visitors, approximately 50 percent iden-
tify themselves as members of the S&M com-
munity and kink lifestyle, and the other 50 
percent are tourists, those marginally involved 
and those just interested in seeing something 
different,” he said. Storer added that the 
number of those not directly involved in the 
leather/kink community is increasing. He cited 
this change with increasing mainstream accep-
tance of sex museums in general. Storer added 
that he thinks “word has gotten out that the 
museum isn’t what is expected, and that it’s 
definitely something worth seeing.”

Indeed, some of the museum’s many high-
lights include the dungeon exhibit with ar-
tifacts and S&M and bondage equipment, a 
leather bar diorama, The Leather History Time-
line, a Uniforms Room, an erotic art gallery and 
the SINS Screening Room, which plays films 
of leather and fetish interest in a loop. The 
Teri Rose Memorial Library is another notable 
feature; this 600-square-foot, non-lending 
research library holds an extensive collection 
of 15,000-20,000 books, magazine and library 

resources on all things leather and fetish. How-
ever, the crowned jewel of the LA&M remains 
the 164-seat Etienne auditorium, a handsome 
meeting space adorned with approximately 20 
murals by the celebrated erotic artist. 

In fact, these murals are the very heart of the 
museum. Renslow explained that his primary 
motivation in starting the LA&M was to store, 
maintain, and share with the public the exten-
sive artwork of his late lover Etienne (Dom Ore-
judos). At the time Renslow also donated boxes 
of memorabilia from his years in the leather 
community—running Kris Studios which pub-
lished physique photographs in the 1950’s, as 
owner of the world renown Gold Coast leather 
bar as well as other businesses, and as an origi-
nator of the International Mr. Leather contest. 
His contribution proved a dynamic start to the 
collection. 

In the past quarter-century, the collection 
has grown astronomically. Regular donations 
include erotic artwork, historical artifacts such 
as patches and pins from defunct leather and 
fetish organizations, oral history interviews 
with “old timers,” contemporary artifacts in-
cluding titleholder sashes, BDSM event T-shirts 
and posters, as well as books, periodicals, 
and films. New items are being added to the 
collection almost every day and as a 501(c) 
charitable organization all donations are tax-
deductible. 

Storer explained the scope of the museum’s 
extensive collection includes “7,500 artifacts 
including art, prints, and photography as well 
as 40 archival collections ranging in size from 
one to 120 boxes.” When asked how much of 
this is seen by the public, Storer explained that 
the museum maintains an average of two to 
three new exhibits per year on site as well as 
three to four traveling or digital exhibits. The 
LA&M has also loaned objects about sexuality 
and kink to other museums and galleries, sev-
eral universities, the Kinsey Institute and the 
Museum of Sex in New York.  

In celebration of the LA&M’s 25th anniver-
sary, organizers have planned an illustrated 
catalogue of the museum’s history including 
essays by notables in the museum’s past, as 
well as others in the leather and kink commu-
nities, discussing the importance of the muse-
um. In addition, a documentary is being made 
my filmmaker Christina Court and High Moo 
Productions under the tentative title By The 
People: 25 Years of Community Archiving at the 
Leather Archives & Museum. Also, a weekend 
celebration is scheduled for Sept. 14-16 with a 
roster of special programming, the emergence 
of the some of the museum’s lesser-seen exhib-
its and a celebratory banquet. 

A recurring theme in the discussion of the 
museum is the notion that the LA&M also 
stands as a memorial and a tribute to the past. 
Preserving the memory of so many leather and 
kink pioneers became crucial with the advent 
of the HIV crisis. Board member Jon Krongaard 
said, “In the 1980s, AIDS came along and there 
were things relevant in telling the story to the 
future that were lost because when someone 
died and the families would swoop in to clean 
up, finding these things was considered sick 
or perverse. They didn’t want to talk about it. 
These were pieces of artwork or bar vests with 
dozens of event pins, or old publications and 
magazines, and a host of other things that 
were incinerated or are rotting away in a land-
fill somewhere because parents or family mem-
bers didn’t understand. 

“This puts all that in a safe place. Enemies 
can’t get to it, families can’t throw it away, our 
history cannot be dismissed because people 
don’t understand it and therefore think it’s gar-
bage. There are a lot of folks that aren’t here 
anymore and their stories can never be told. 
Each and every person whether you are just 
starting out or you’ve been around for 50 years, 

we all have a story to tell. Those who died 
young, their stories stopped. With so many 
stories gone it is incumbent upon those who 
survive to give that lost generation a voice. 
Those lost people fought the battles that made 
our lives easier today.”

According to Storer, the role of preserva-
tion at the museum has not changed and that 
this is where the history of the community is 
safe. “How it has evolved is in how the materi-
als are being accessed,” he said. “Just saving 
something is great for emotional purposes, but 
you ultimately save it to provide access so re-
searchers or kink people or museum curators 
can access those pieces of history and use it 
for other projects.”

Storer added that advances in technology 
presents additional challenges not just at the 
LA&M, but in the archival profession in gen-
eral—including the importance of a digital 
versus a physical copy of something. “What 
exactly do you save when everything on the 
internet is saveable?,” he asked. “We are fortu-
nate in that our collection policy is very broad. 
As long as it meets the criteria of what we col-
lect here—meaning leather, kink, fetish—we 
are able to save it. The museum, as far as web 
resources and internet sources are concerned, 
is not actively going out and pulling things in. 
Instead, we have people who send us materi-
als. We are not yet in a place where we have to 
make decisions about what to save. Our 25th 
anniversary has given us the opportunity as an 
institution to start talking about that. We do 
have a space/capacity issue that will probably 
come up in four to five years, so much of our 
planning is focussed on that and what to do 
when we’re out of space here.” The most viable 
option seems to be additional storage off-site.

For 25 years, the Leather Archives & Museum 
has been a key component in the preserva-
tion and storage of everything that the leather 
and fetish communities have considered worth 
saving. The same vision remains the primary 
focus as the organization looks to the future 
and the next 25 years. Ultimately, the contin-
ued role of the Leather Archives and Museum 
is summed up simply and succinctly by Chuck 
Renslow, who said, “If you want to know where 
you are going, you need to know where you 
came from.” 

Leather Archives &
Museum turns 25

images from Leather archives & Museum.
Photo by Owen Keehnen

Leather archives & Museum executive 
director Rick Storer.
Photo by Owen Keehnen
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by Matt SiMonette
 
For the final entry in Chicago History Museum’s 
2015-2016 “Out at CHM” discussion series, re-
searchers and others gathered to discuss the 
phenomenon of online hookups via apps such 
as Grindr and Scruff.

Brian Mustanski, director of the new North-
western Institute for Sexual and Gender Mi-
nority Health and Wellbeing, moderated the 
discussion. He said that he began researching 
gay men meeting each other online in the late 
‘90s. At the time, he explained, other research-
ers largely characterized the internet as being 
a “high-risk environment,” presumably because 
of the the intrinsic aspect of anonymity there.

“This was the dominant discourse in the 
field, but that was not what I was hearing from 
the young men that that I was dealing with,” 
Mustanski said. He noted, for example, that 
men were using condoms at a higher rate with 
men that they had met online.

 Jeremy Foreshew, who works on Grindr’s peo-
ple and cultural engagement team, said that 
individuals in the United States often perceive 
apps such as his differently here than they do 
in the rest of the world, where the app is a 
means for gay and bisexual men to converse 
about issues such as politics or health.

“Grindr itself was a phenomenon that was 
designed to fill a legitimate need,” Foreshew 
said. “Here, people use it for hookups. Globally, 
people use it as a lifeline.”

Jody Ahlm, a Ph.D. candidate at University of 
Illinois at Chicago who studies new media and 
sexuality, tackled an audience member’s ques-
tion: How do women hook up online?

“There’s a large cemetery of ‘lesbian Grin-
drs’ that never got off the ground,” Ahlm said, 
noting that many women meet one another 
through Tinder, which is presumably aimed at 
straights.

The panelists also addressed whether apps 
and online forums perpetuate racial or other 
biases, as participants sometimes bluntly dis-
cuss their sexual and romantic preferences, po-
tentially marginalizing some in the community.

Michelle Birkett, research assistant profes-
sor in medical social sciences at Northwestern 
University, said, “Technology amplifies biases.”

 She also noted that many social media and 
app users cluster themselves with others with 
the same viewpoint, creating an “echo cham-
ber” effect that reinforces their viewpoints.

Foreshew said, “You have to look at causa-
tion and correlation …You have to let people 
use [the apps] the way they want to.”

But he also said that this had at least opened 
up a much-needed conversation. But even he 
said jokingly that he was surprised at how 
specific some people could be once they got 
online.

“I remember there was a day when I was 
happy just to get laid, and people weren’t so 
particular,” Foreshew said.

Experts discuss online 
hookups at ‘Out at CHM’

brian Mustanski at the “out at ChM” event.
Photo by Matt Simonette
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IN THE MATTESON
AUTO MALL!SALES HOURS: MON-FRI 9AM-9PM • SAT 9AM-6PMSOUTH SUBURBAN MITSUBISHI

ALL
NEW

SAME GREAT PEOPLE WITH A NEW STORE TO GIVE YOU MORE!

NEW 2015 MITSUBISHI
MIRAGE DE

MSRP: $16,205 #5134

OWN IT FOR ONLY...
$9,720 44

MPG HWY

NEW 2015 MITSUBISHI
OUTLANDER 

SPORT 2.4 ES
MSRP: $22,145 #5237

OWN IT FOR ONLY...
$16,612 32

MPG HWY

NEW 2016 MITSUBISHI
LANCER ES

MSRP: $19,405 #5677

OWN IT FOR ONLY...
$15,855 34

MPG HWY

NEW 2016 MITSUBISHI
OUTLANDER ES

MSRP: $23,845 #5488

OWN IT FOR ONLY...
$18,679 31

MPG HWY

2015 MITSUBISHI MIRAGE DE
MSRP: $14,095

LEASE FOR ONLY...
$159†

27
MIRAGE

IN STOCK!

Per month for 36 months. 
$2999 due at signing.

2015 OUTLANDER SPORT
MSRP: $22,145

LEASE FOR ONLY...
$199†

145
OUTLANDER 

SPORTS
IN STOCK!

Per month for 36 months. 
$2999 due at signing.

2016 MITSUBISHI OUTLANDER
MSRP: $22,995

LEASE FOR ONLY...
$219†

156
OUTLANDERS

IN STOCK!

Per month for 36 months. 
$2999 due at signing.

of original M.S.R.P.
Due to our spring inventory overstock, South Suburban Mitsubishi will sacrifice its profits on their entire new vehicle inventory in 
order to eliminate excess stock! During this event, trade-ins will be appraised at top Market Values and virtually all offers will be 

given consideration for final sale. Don’t wait for a better deal... THIS IS IT! OFFERS END 6/1/16! 

THIS OFFER IS GENUINE... NO GAMES - NO GIMMICKS!

40% OFF
*

All prices and payments plus tax, title, license and doc. fee. All applicable factory rebates applied.  †All advertised models are 36 month lease with $2,999 down. Taxes, license, title, doc fees extra. 12,000 mile per year allowance. With qualified credit thru MMCA. Residual value to be determined at lease signing. Pictures are for illustration 
purposes only. Offers for a limited time only. Prior sales ineligible. *40% off MSRP includes all applicable factory rebates and incentives available to all buyers on select models. Offers can not be combined. See dealer for details. ^0% x 84 mo. = $9.89 per $1000 financed. Available on new 2015 Outlander Sport models. Must qualify.

Based on 2015 Mitsubishi 
Motors reports.

0% APR x 84 MONTHS!^

http://www.sothsuburbanmitsubishi.com


by Liz baUdLeR

Psychology is a relatively new career for Dan 
Flave-Novak. 
 The recent Roosevelt University doctoral 
graduate had been involved in politics as 
U.S. Sen. Sherrod Brown’s (D-Ohio) LGBT aide 
around the time Brown was working on repeal-
ing “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” (DADT). Even though 
his efforts were fruitful—Flave-Novak helped 
write Brown’s “It Gets Better” Senate speech 
and assisted him with work around DADT and 
the Matthew Shepard Act—eventually, he got 
restless. 

“The political process is very frustrating,” 
said Flave-Novak. “I’ve seen the forest, now I 
want to go see the trees, and I really want to 
work and help people one on one.”

The recipient of a highly selective US Veter-
ans Administration (VA) fellowship focused on 
LGBTQ health, Flave-Novak is primed to help 
veterans at the Milwaukee VA center in the 
coming year. “I’m excited that they have this 
opportunity, and I got this opportunity. There 
are so many people, especially in the psychol-
ogy field, who are interested in LGBT mental 
health, but also the opportunity to change the 
system from the inside,” he said. 

Flave-Novak attributed the fellowship’s exis-
tence to DADT’s repeal. “I certainly think all 
along there were people with the VA system 
who were forward thinking, open minded, pro-
gressive people, but now, I think there’s a lot 
more awareness and openness,” he said. 

In his current role at a VA hospital in Mur-
freesboro, Tennessee, Flave-Novak runs a ther-
apy group for LGBTQI students. He said he fore-
sees more changes for the VA in terms of staff 
training and LGBTQ competency. 

“Clients a lot of times would be very wary 
about coming out to begin with because they 
weren’t sure how the healthcare provider would 
respond,” Flave-Novak recalled from his pre-
vious time with the VA in Chicago. “I would 
see sometimes employees who behind clients’ 
backs would make antigay comments, make 
anti-trans comments. Certainly I don’t want to 
say it’s a systemic issue, but there are people. 
A lot of it’s about education.”

A prime example of the need for more educa-
tion is how the VA staff dealt with trans vet-
erans: Flave-Novak remembered patients being 
misgendered in official charts. Yet he’s optimis-
tic about change; of the 30 people who have 
had the fellowships before him, most have 
stayed within the VA system to continue their 
work—and Flave-Novak said he thinks their ef-
forts can set a higher standard for dealing with 
LGBTQ patients. “The VA takes the lead a lot 
because it is such a huge healthcare organiza-
tion. A lot of what they do, other people fol-
low,” he said. 

His time in Chicago—first working with How-
ard Brown Health Center (now Howard Brown 
Health) and then with DePaul students as a 
counselor—left Flave-Novak with lasting im-
pressions of the mental health issues the LGBTQ 
community faces. “There’s so much feelings of 
isolation amongst the community because they 
feel they don’t fit a certain ideal, they don’t 
look a certain way,” Flave-Novak said. “Espe-
cially with a lot of people who are first com-
ing out, they see an image through the media, 
which leads to this feeling of, ‘Oh, I’m an out-
sider, I’m a double outsider. I already feel like 
an outsider because I’m queer, but now also I 
don’t match what I’m seeing.’”

In addition to observing loneliness and 
substance-abuse issues as a counselor, dur-
ing his studies at Roosevelt, Flave-Novak con-
ducted research about gay men’s flawed views 

around body image. “A long time ago, I made 
the non-scientific observation that a lot of gay 
men would personally say, ‘I’m pretty open 
to a lot of different body types, I’m not too 
picky,’” Flave-Novak explained. “Anecdotally, 
guys would be, like, ‘I don’t care if somebody 
isn’t perfect, but everybody else out there 
wants the perfect body.’ That actually has a sci-
entific name—it’s called ‘pluralistic ignorance,’ 
and it’s the idea that everybody believes that 
everybody else believes this, and so they thus 
start acting along with what they believe is 
the consensus. When the truth is, everybody 
disagrees with that.”

It turns out that gay men are heavily swayed 
by pluralistic ignorance, which Flave-Novak 
pointed out can have huge effects on indi-
viduals. “Gay men believe that everyone else 
wants someone who is thin and muscular and 
perfect,” he said. “People who are most adher-
ent to that sort of false belief are the ones 
who are going to have high amounts of body 
image problems. It’s really interesting research 
because you can do a lot with it, and even 
in basic therapy you can talk to people about 
it.” He has hypothesized that this sort of false 
belief might contribute to eating disorders in 
the community.

According to Flave-Novak, this is the first 
time pluralistic ignorance has been studied in 
gay men, as women are the typical subjects. 
He and his department chair are looking to 
publish their findings soon. In the meantime, 
Flave-Novak looks forward to his future role in 
Milwaukee and his continued efforts for the 
LGBTQ community. His motivation comes from 
growing up in working-class Cleveland and at-
tending a conservative all-male Catholic high 
school where a gay classmate committed sui-
cide.

 “I know how hard it was where I grew up, 
and the coming out process of people I knew, 
and I just wanted to give back,” Flave-Novak 
said. “And also, I just find it a fascinating sub-
ject. Gender and sexuality are fascinating.”

Psychology grad 
conducts research on
gay men’s body image

dan Flave-novak.
Photo by Liz Baudler

Alice Rapoport Center opens
 On May 18, the Alice Rapoport Center for Education and Engagement opened at Goodman 
Theatre above Petterino’s restaurant at 170 N. Dearborn St. 

This is named for Alice B. Rapoport, a Goodman trustee until her death in 2014. Her husband, 
Michael A. Sachs, attended a ceremony to name the center in her honor. The expansion project 
exceeded a $15 million goal all raised from a private sector and not government funding ex-
plained executive director Roche Schulfer.

A portrait of Alice Rapoport will always be on display in the new space with a light shining 
on it similar to the tradition of leaving a light on in the theater.

“This is a game-changing moment for all of us at the Goodman Theatre,” said artistic director 
Robert Falls. 

Willa J. Taylor, who has led the Goodman’s programs since 2007, spoke of the classes and 
upcoming collaborations. It was announced that Dael Orlandersmith will be the first artist in 
residence at the Center. Taylor Skyped in theater group Universes, Steven Sapp, William Ruiz 
and Mildred Ruiz-Sapp to witness singing and spoken-word performances of the Goodman The-
atre Education Program Participants. The piece was titled “We Are What We Imagine Ourselves 
to Be,” taken from the words of playwright August Wilson, who used it in a speech dedicated 
to the new Goodman building in 2000. 

A full schedule of upcoming events and classes can be found at GoodmanTheatre.org. 
 Photos and text by Jerry Nunn
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Willa taylor at the event.
Photo by Jerry Nunn

State GOP: Marriage
is still one man,
one woman
by Matt SiMonette
 
After a contentious debate, the Illinois State 
Republican Party voted May 20 at its conven-
tion in Peoria to retain a plank preserving 
its 2012 language that said marriage should 
be between a man and a woman, according 
to reports.

The party had been considering a resolu-
tion that, while preserving a “traditional” 
definition of marriage and family, acknowl-
edged that a wide variety of opinions existed 
and that non-traditional families were enti-
tled to respect and protection, State Journal-
Register reported.

Party insiders said delegates were not mo-
tivated to change the language, which was 
written as the state was debating marriage 
equality in the legislature and in its courts. 
They also said the issue was still important 
to Republican politicians facing off against 
conservative Democrats in their districts.

“There’s no groundswell out there amongst 
Republicans to change the definition of 
marriage,” said state Rep. Peter Breen (R-
Lombard). “It’s a core Republican principle 
across the country.” Breen represented the 
Thomas More Society when that organization 
opposed marriage equality in court.

The change had passed the GOP platform 
committee earlier that day, but opponents 

called for a floor debate and vote at the con-
vention. Out of 978 delegates in attendance, 
782 rejected the change. Gov. Bruce Rauner 
refused to weigh in on the issue.

The State Journal-Register article is at 
http://bit.ly/1WbBcE0.

State Rep. Peter breen.
Photo by Kate Sosin
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website belonging to disenfranchised former 
donors, but you can live a healthy, long life 
having given a kidney.  
 Your health insurance company cannot legally 
drop you or refuse to cover you if anything 
should go wrong with your remaining organ. 
 Although I should point out that, while my 
company Humana cannot legally discriminate 
against me in providing transgender-related 
healthcare, they have found both a state and 
federal loophole which has allowed them to do 
so. 
 Therefore I made damned sure I got it in 
writing from them that they were not going to 
do the same if I donated a kidney. 
 I received that assurance and a bouquet of 
flowers from them wishing me well. They still 
won’t cover me for anything to do with being 
transgender. But at least they are taking 
responsibility if my remaining kidney should fail. 
 However, they do enough testing at the Mayo 
Clinic’s massive campus to make sure that the 
likelihood of that happening down the road is 
minimal.
 I have joked that testing to be a kidney 
donor is like joining the space program and/or 
auditioning to be a character at Disneyland.
 It is as rigorous as it is thorough and for good 
reason; they not only want to make sure you 
are a match, but will survive long past the date 
of your donation and eventually die of natural 
causes (like while attending a TED talk on 
statistical mathematics) rather than as a result 
of the donation.  
 Elvie and I’s journey began when I called the 
Mayo Clinic’s transplant center.
 There were a lot of questions about my health 
and mental background. I had to release my 
medical records and assure them that no one 
had coerced, threatened, blackmailed or bribed 
me into wanting to donate. They even wanted 
to know if Tracy had offered me a promotion in 
exchange. The answer was of course no. 
 Two weeks later, I received a package through 
the mail containing a number of blood-sample 
tubes, instructions for a hospital lab receptionist 
on how to bill the blood draw to the Mayo Clinic 
and a convenient Fed Ex return box.  
 Starting the process was as simple as popping 
over to my hospital Swedish Covenant in Chicago 
and pointing out the Mayo’s billing instructions, 
waiting while they argued among themselves, 
getting my blood drawn and running over to the 
nearest Fed Ex office asking them to ship a bio 
sample while doing my best not to look shifty 
about it. 
 I realized that, at any point in the process, 
something could go wrong that would eliminate 
me as a match. 
 So I did not contact Elvie until I found out 
from the Mayo that my blood work had come up 
as a potential match for her. I didn’t want to 
raise her hopes.  
 After I was told I was a match, I asked Tracy 
for her number and texted her with a rather 
awkward introduction. “Hi my name’s Gretchen 
and I want to donate my kidney to you.”  
 She replied with a huge long line of heart 
Emojis. She was clearly grateful that I was trying 
but probably as uncertain as I was that this 
would go anywhere. 
 Besides, the next step was decidedly more 
complicated.  
 It meant a three-day trip to Rochester (about 
a five-hour drive north of Chicago) to engage 
in one of the most comprehensive physicals 
I have ever received. Travel, lodging and food 
during testing is not covered by the recipient’s 
insurance and my journalist’s salary did not leave 
room for vacations of any kind—even medical 
ones. There is help from organizations like the 
Kidney Foundation but I started a Go-Fund Me 
for the trip. I was shocked to discover that I had 
raised the money in under three days.
 Always take conservative talk radio with a vat 
of salt. Like I said, most people in America want 
to help.  
 The April 11-13 schedule I received from the 
Mayo was daunting: A CT scan, Echo-cardiogram, 
an ultrasound, meetings with surgeons, social 
workers and a psychologist. 
 Even though the Mayo assured me that it 

was perfectly alright and that many people did, 
I didn’t want to fail admittance as a potential 
donor
 They also tell you that you can stop the 
process at any time and that they will not even 
tell the recipient it was because you decided it 
wasn’t for you.  
 The only time I was tempted was when I 
misread the three-hour renal test they were 
going to give me as a three-hour rectal exam. 
 The Mayo Clinic is extraordinary. The campus 
is vast with multiple interconnected buildings. 
The town of Rochester itself looks as if it was 
constructed around the organization.
 Testing involved walking from one building 
to the next, a lot of patience and an attempted 
appreciation for Muzak—which I think was an 
endurance exam in itself. 
Yet everyone at the Mayo treats you with respect 
and the greatest kindness even if you are a 
member of the transgender community.
 It seems they ignored the American Family 
Association’s warnings that their female patients 
were all in peril by my being there. My donor 
advocate was particularly wonderful and the 
hour we spent together was like having coffee 
with an old friend.  
 It was also quite fascinating to look at a 3D 
interactive image of my kidneys. The surgeon 
was thrilled that there is only one ventricle 
connecting each of the kidneys to my main 
artery that they have to cut through. I also think 
he said something about taking the left one.  
 I don’t know. I was too busy staring, with 
wide-eyed fascination, at my own organs. That 
doesn’t happen a lot unless you live in medieval 
England and you are getting hung, drawn and 
quartered—which of course does not allow one 
the time for an appreciation of nature.  
 After I returned to Chicago, the waiting began.
 The surgeons, social workers, psychologists 
and my kidney advocate meet every Wednesday 
in a Mayo conference room to make a formal 
recommendation as to whether I am a suitable 
donor. I got the call one week after I returned. 
 They might as well have told me I has been 
accepted into NASA and was scheduled for the 
first manned trip to Mars/that I would be playing 
Goofy at Disneyland for 40-hours-per-week and 
dental was included.
 I was overjoyed. Elvie was terrified. I don’t 
think she expected it to go this far.  
 Surgery was scheduled on my birthday May 
20. I thought that it was appropriate. “If we 
follow the axiom that it is better to give than 
to receive,” I wrote on my Facebook page, “what 
better date on which to do it?” 
 Besides, I told my donor advocate that the 
Mayo could: 
 1) Give me cake-flavored anesthesia 
 2) Sing “Birthday” by the Beatles in the O.R. 
 3) Have a Mayo pass-the-hat for a set of false 
teeth so I can get my ground-down smile back.
 I met with Elvie a couple of weeks before the 
surgery for coffee.

 I thought it would be an awkward meeting 
but I found her to be as beautiful as she was 
genuine. We talked together for hours. I learned 
how devastated she was when she lost her 
partner, she showed me some of the dresses she 
designs ad well as her remarkable work with hair 
extensions. All of that work is outside of her 
activism for the community which she told me 
she wanted to continue.
 I arrived in Rochester with a dear friend and 
caregiver (asked by the Mayo to come along 
to keep an eye on my health after I left the 
hospital) Miriam Churchill on May 18.
 There were more blood and urine tests to 
complete and I met with the surgeons and my 
donor advocate to discuss the procedure and 
what to expect afterwards.
 They made the laparoscopic procedure sound 
as simple as getting a wisdom tooth removed.

 Elvie and I arrived at the Methodist building of 
the Mayo campus on the morning of the 20th. We 
met briefly in a pre-op waiting room and hugged 
for the last time. For the first time, I shared her 
nervousness. 
 The doctors had told me there was a chance 
the kidney would be rejected and stressed that I 
was not to take that personally.
 We were then taken to our separate preparation 
stations each with our own set of hopes. I kept 
looking in the direction of my left kidney. 
“Represent,” I ordered it.
 I was wheeled into the O.R. to the sounds 
of the Beatles “Birthday” playing from one of 
the computers. Whatever remaining fears I had 
vanished.
 I was told the procedure was that my surgery 
team would start the procedure with me first. 
Once the cameras they inserted into my abdomen 
determined there were no impediments to 
removing the kidney, then the signal would be 
given for Elvie to receive anesthesia.
 By the time they placed an oxygen mask over 
me and told me they were “giving me the good 
stuff.” John Lennon’s “Imagine” was playing.
 I awoke in recovery long enough to croak 
“is Elvie OK? Did it work?” before falling back 
asleep.
 I have urged people to resist calling me a hero. 
 To my mind it is a title that is reserved for 
soldiers, firefighters and people like Elvie who 
have battled a devastating illness and are still 
standing, determined to fight on.  
 I am was just there to lend a helping hand. 
My remaining kidney is functioning well. Outside 
of some residual pain from the incisions, I am 
eating normally and looking forward to getting 
back to life with the knowledge that a person 
who was once just a story in a newspaper but is 
now family can get on with hers.
 That’s how easy it is to change the world one 
person at a time, and you know the strangest 
thing is that it changes your life in ways that are 
just as significant. 
 to become a Living donor, visit: http://
www.americantransplantfoundation.org/
about-transplant/living-donation/becoming-
a-living-donor .
 or https://donatelife.net/living-donation .

IN HONOR OF...AMERICA’S HEALING HEROES

SUNDAY, JUNE 12 AT 8AM

  

HONOR RIDE CHICAGO 

YOUR REGISTRATION INCLUDES: A GOODIE BAG, GIVEAWAYS
FULLY STOCKED REST STOPS, SAG SUPPORT, A FINISHING MEDAL,

TACO BAR LUNCH, DRAWING FOR GREAT PRIZES LIKE APPLE
COMPUTERS, CUBS TICKETS, GIFT CARDS AND MORE! 

Three non-competitive routes of 18, 38 & 50
miles with rest stops. Beginning in Skokie

Ride with Medal of Honor recipients, Veterans, elected officials, business
leaders, corporate groups, families and hundreds of individual supporters.

REGISTER AT EVANSTONSUBARU.COM
CALL: 818-888-7091 EXT.106

EMAIL: HonorRideInfo@ RIDE2RECOVERY.COM

FACEBOOK AT: 
HONOR RIDE
CHICAGO

SPONSORED BY EVANSTON SUBARU
IN SKOKIE

KIDNEY from page 4
kidney donor Gretchen 
Rachel hammond (left) 
and recipient elvie Jordan. 
Photo by Gretchen Rachel 
Hammond
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North Carolina
governor’s ignorance
of trans identity
North Carolina Gov. Pat McCrory has doubled 
down on his support for H.B. 2, the discrimina-
tory bill requiring public school students to use 
restrooms for the gender they were assigned at 
birth. Recently, he filed a lawsuit against the 
Department of Justice alleging gross overreach 
after Attorney General Loretta Lynch imposed 
a deadline for him to stop the implementation 
of the discriminatory bill. In response, the DOJ 
filed its own lawsuit against the state, alleging 
a “pattern or practice of employment discrimi-
nation on the basis of sex.”
 But what’s worse than the discriminatory bill 
itself, and the millions in taxpayer dollars Mc-
Crory is wasting to defend it, is that the gover-

nor signed it after admitting he had never met 
a transgender person. Although McCrory later 
walked his statement back, the message he 
sent was clear: the actual experiences of trans-
gender people have no place in a debate over 
their basic rights.
 It’s a message we hear far too often. This 
brand of ignorance deliberately shuts out the 
perspective of an already marginalized commu-
nity. It’s dangerous, and it goes beyond bath-
rooms. As the father of two children, I would 
hope their world is free of discriminatory, hate-
ful legislation like North Carolina’s.
 Forcing transgender people to use the bath-
room of a gender with which they don’t iden-
tify isn’t just inconvenient or impractical. For 
many, especially young students still grappling 
with their transition, it can be traumatic, and 
at worst, unsafe.
 The failure of McCrory and other lawmakers 
to see this is a failure of compassion, a fail-
ure to recognize the difficult and frequently 
unwelcoming world transgender people must 
navigate every day, stigmatized by the fear and 
ignorance of others.
 Fighting that stigma with love and empathy 
is at core of what we do at the Elton John AIDS 
Foundation. Our funding supports programs to 
fight AIDS by investing in resources for the 
most vulnerable populations because we recog-

nize, no matter how many miracle drugs even-
tually appear, nothing will change until they 
can reach the people who need them most.
 Transgender women are 49 times more likely 
to be living with HIV than the general popula-
tion. That statistic on its face is startling, but 
when you consider the societal barriers these 
women face, it’s hardly surprising. Rampant 
employment discrimination pushing many into 
sex work as their only option for economic sur-
vival, lack of access to quality healthcare, con-
stant discrimination—it all adds up to create 
these overwhelming odds. These are the issues 
McCrory and our other elected officials should 
focus on addressing. 
 Similar failures of compassion work against 
the rest of the LGBT community, against racial 
minorities, and against anyone our society 
deems less than worthy because of their dif-
ferences. All of them are people who need our 
compassion most.
 The communities we support are vibrant and 
resilient. They persist in spite of the difficulties 
the world throws at them. They produce 
powerful networks and remarkable advocates, 
and EJAF’s goal is to support them. Casa Ruby, 
for example, is a drop-in community center 
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Consumer index Survey. out of approximately 100 
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in the survey, Windy City was the best performing 
regional media in the U.S. only survey partners 

with a nationwide footprint were able to generate 
a greater number of responses.”   —david Marshall, 

Research director, Community Marketing, inc.
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viewpoints

Elton
JOHN

letters
Supporting Title IX

Dear Secretary King and Attorney General Lynch:

On behalf of The Leadership Conference on Civil 
and Human Rights and the 22 undersigned or-
ganizations, we write in strong support of the 
joint guidance issued by the Departments of 
Education and Justice on May 13, 2016, regard-
ing the responsibility of schools, districts and 
states to protect transgender and gender non-
conforming students from discrimination. 
 The Leadership Conference on Civil and Hu-
man Rights is a coalition charged by its di-
verse membership of more than 200 national 
organizations to promote and protect the civil 
and human rights of all persons in the United 
States. This guidance follows in the greatest of 
our American traditions of protection from dis-
crimination and the advancement of justice. As 
a coalition representing African American, La-
tino, Asian American, LGBTQ and Native Ameri-
can people, women, immigrants, people with 
disabilities, people of faith, working families, 
and low-income people, we know both that 
there are transgender people within and across 
all of our communities who contribute signifi-
cantly to our society and that an attack on the 
civil and human rights of some is an attack on 
the civil and human rights of all.  
 For the past several years, the U.S. Depart-
ment of Education has made clear that dis-
crimination against transgender students con-
stitutes discrimination based on sex under Title 
IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title 
IX). That position has been reiterated in guid-
ance pertaining to sexual violence released in 
April 2014, guidance pertaining to single-sex 
education released in December 2014, and a 
settlement agreement reached with Township 
High School District 211 in Palatine, Illinois, in 
2015.
 Recently, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the 
Fourth Circuit held that Title IX does, indeed, 
protect the rights of transgender students, and 
the U.S. Department of Justice cited violations 
of Title IX in a legal challenge to a law in North 
Carolina that restricts access to restrooms and 
locker rooms in schools based on sex assigned 
at birth rather than gender identity. We have 

applauded the Obama administration’s work in 
the past to ensure that transgender students, 
who are often among the most vulnerable in 
student populations, are protected from dis-
crimination under Title IX. Today, we celebrate 
the recent release of guidance clarifying those 
protections.
 As this issue has become more prominent, 
school leaders across the nation have looked 
for resources to best serve their transgender 
student populations. The new guidance offers 
much in that regard. The guidance makes clear 
to schools, school districts, and states across 
the nation how to maintain compliance with Ti-
tle IX when working with transgender students. 
It unequivocally states that schools must pro-
vide unfettered access to restrooms and locker 
rooms for transgender students consistent with 
their gender identity, and it provides clar-
ity on athletics, single-sex classes, single-sex 
schools, fraternities and sororities, housing 
and overnight accommodations, and other sex-
specific activities and rules. The guidance also 
makes clear that schools must provide a safe 
and nondiscriminatory environment, use names 
and pronouns consistent with a student’s gen-
der identity, and respect students’ privacy.
 This guidance will provide much-needed clar-
ity to school leaders on how to create safe and 
affirming learning environments for transgen-
der students, and we commend the administra-
tion for clarifying these important civil rights 
protections under Title IX. Even more impor-
tantly, it will make clear to students and their 
families that transgender students are entitled 
to safe and supportive learning environments 
where they can focus on the work of learning 
and preparing for adulthood without fear of ha-
rassment, exclusion or discrimination based on 
who they are.  
 We appreciate your most recent effort to en-
sure all students in this country have access 
to warm, welcoming, responsive and rigorous 
schools where they can be prepared for college 
and career without fear of discrimination.

Sincerely,
The Leadership Conference 
on Civil and Human Rights
GLSEN

Human Rights Campaign
American Association for 
Access, Equity and Diversity
American Association of University Women 
(AAUW)
American Civil Liberties Union
American Federation of Teachers
Anti-Defamation League
Association of University 
Centers on Disabilities
Children’s Defense Fund
CLASP
Education Law Center-PA
Judge David L. Bazelon Center 
for Mental Health Law
Lawyers’ Committee for Civil Rights Under Law
League of United Latin American Citizens
MALDEF
NAACP
National Center for Transgender Equality
National Council of Jewish Women
National Disability Rights Network
National Education Association
National Law Center on 
Homelessness & Poverty
National Women’s Law Center
 

Oh, Boyer

Dear Editor:

Kudos to Gretchen Rachel Hammond’s article on 
David Boyer (WCT, 5-11-2016 issue).
 When David managed Carol’s Speakeasy in the 
‘80s, it was my refuge every Friday/Saturday 
night and, at the time, I was scorchingly naive 
and wanted to make friends. For a while, I was 
bringing Baker’s Square pies galore to employ-
ees there, and David took me aside one night 
and said, “Cy, we like you for who you are. You 
don’t have to bring pies or gifts.”
 I was touched, but shortly afterward, it was 
David’s birthday and that did not stop me from 
bringing him a shadow cake with “Happy birth-
day, David!’ inscribed on it.
 Leatherman Boyer, I love you, man! Here’s to 
another 40 years!

Cy Gaffney
Chicago

Turn to page 36



by LaURen WaRneCke

During summers in Chicago, festivals are king. 
 Dance is no exception; several multi-perfor-
mance series in venues all over the city—many 
of which are free—offer great opportunities for 
dance newbies to become familiar with all this 
city has to offer. For those ready to sink their 
teeth into the scene, a number of fantasti-
cally fun performances from Chicago’s mainstay 
dance companies pepper the summer months 
as well.

—Presented as part of the city’s night out in 
the Parks summer series, dance in the Parks 
(diP) returns for 16 free outdoor performances 
at parks all over the city July 13-Aug. 7. 

In addition to exceptional dancers featured 
in works by former Ballet West principle dancer 
Tom Mattingly, River North Dance Chicago vet-
eran Hanna Bricston, Visceral Dance Chicago’s 
Karl Watson and Lucky Plush Productions’ Mi-
chel Rodriguez Cintra, among others, DIP per-
formances feature youth performance partners 
and exclusive ticket giveaways for a variety of 
professional dance concerts this fall. Parks may 
have alternative indoor locations in case of in-
clement weather. More information is available 
at danceintheparks.org.

—the Chicago dancing Festival’s free per-
formance series at Chicago’s top venues returns 
for its 10th anniversary season Aug. 23-27. 
As a companion to last season’s program de-
voted to women choreographers, “Modern Men” 
will feature Joshua Beamish, Silas Riener & 
Rashaun Mitchell, Brian Brooks, Rennie Harris 
and Aszure Barton. 

Festival favorites return, including local com-
panies The Joffrey Ballet and Hubbard Street 
Dance Chicago, plus the return of audience fa-
vorite “Episode 31” by Swedish choreographer 
Alexander Ekman. As always, tickets are free 
but must be acquired in advance by phone or in 
person. The exception is the final performance 
Aug. 27 at Jay Pritzker Pavilion in Millennium 
Park. More details about the festival, including 

ticket release dates, will be available early in 
June at chicagodancingfestival.com.

—the Chicago human Rhythm Project’s 
26th annual “Rhythm World” tap festival 
boasts an impressive line up of master classes, 
workshops and performances July 5-24. The 
Museum of Contemporary Art hosts the festi-
val’s crowning event called “JUBA! Masters of 
Tap and Percussive Dance” July 20-23 in the 
Edlis Neeson Theater at 220 E. Chicago Ave. 

Three distinct programs feature foot drum-
mers spanning the globe under the genera-
tional theme “Root and Branch,” which high-
lights up-and-comers alongside the art form’s 
greatest legends. Tickets are $25-35, available 
beginning May 25 at MCAChicago.org. Shows 
often sell out; early purchase is advised. Ad-
ditional information about all “Rhythm World” 

events is listed at chicagotap.org.
—hubbard Street dance Chicago closes its 

season with the Summer Series, an encore of 
the highly acclaimed “The Art of Falling.” Run-
ning weekends June 9-19 at the Harris The-
ater for Music and Dance, 205 E. Randolph St., 
this ingenious collaboration between Hubbard 
Street and The Second City is about as good as 
it gets. If you missed it the first time, now’s 
your chance; if you didn’t, then you already 
know you should see this laugh-out-loud super 
show again. This performance is recommended 
for ages 14 and older. Tickets start at $25, 
available at hubbardstreetdance.com.

—thodos dance Chicago returns to the Ath-
enaeum Theatre, 2936 N. Southport Ave., for 
its celebrated in-house choreographic show-
case “New Dances.” Guest artist Shannon Alvis 
joins members of the company for an evening 
of ten new works performed by company mem-
bers and guest artists. Artistic director Melissa 
Thodos often adopts several of the works from 
Chicago’s oldest dancer-as-choreographer se-
ries into the company’s rep for the following 
season. Tickets are $14-40; more information 
at ThodosDanceChicago.org.

—Giordano dance Chicago closes its sea-

son at the Auditorium Theatre, 50 E. Congress 
Pkwy., as the final installment of the theater’s 
“Made in Chicago” series. Highlights include 
works from throughout this season such as 
Brock Clawson’s film noir-inspired “Sneaky 
Pete,” Ray Leeper’s nod to Broadway called 
“Feelin’ Good Sweet,” and a full-company re-
vival of Gus Giordano’s classic “Sing, Sing, 
Sing.” Also on the program is one of Gus’ per-
sonal favorites: “Can’t Take This Away,” choreo-
graphed by beloved teacher and choreographer 
Randy Duncan and set to live music. Tickets 
start at $28, at auditoriumtheatre.org.

—Chicago tap theatre (CTT) presents its 
season finale with “We Will Tap You: A Tap 
Dance Celebration to the Music of Queen,” on 
Saturday, June 25, at the Athenaeum Theatre, 
2936 N. Southport Ave. In perhaps their most 
ambitious undertaking to date, artistic director 
Mark Yonally and music director Kurt Schweitz 
tap out our favorite Freddy Mercury hits for 
this not-to-be-missed Pride Week tribute with 
help from tap choreographers Rich Ashworth 
and Kirsten Uttich, aerialist Jeremy Plummer 
(yes, aerial tap!), and special guests Mattrick 
Swayze, the Chicago Gay Men’s Chorus, Lake-
side Pride Marching Band and the Chicago 
Spirit Brigade. Tickets are $23-35, available at 
ChicagoTapTheatre.com

—Finally, save Aug. 20 for the 25th anni-
versary of dance for Life Chicago, an annual 
gala and performance that began as a response 
to the HIV/AIDS crisis within Chicago’s dance 
community. Dance for Life has expanded into 
the larger service organization Chicago Danc-
ers United, which now produces events and 
initiatives throughout the year and operates 
The Dancers’ Fund, an emergency assistance 
program for professionals in the community 
facing health crises including, but not limited 
to HIV/AIDS.

The silver-anniversary gala and performance 
include appearances by Giordano Dance Chica-
go, Hubbard Street Dance Chicago, the Joffrey 
Ballet, Chicago Dance Crash and Visceral Dance 
Chicago, emceed by The Second City’s Carisa 
Barreca and Tim Mason. Tickets to the dinner 
gala at Hilton Chicago’s Grand Ballroom, 720 S. 
Michigan, are $250-600, with the performance 
following at the Auditorium Theatre of Roos-
evelt University, 50 E. Congress Pkwy. Tickets 
may be purchased for only the Auditorium 
performance for $15-75, available at Chicago-
DancersUnited.org.

PR photo
the musical act tegan and Sara is part of WCt’s summer arts special.
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THEATER REVIEW

DISENCHANTED!
Playwright: dennis t. Giacino
at: broadway Playhouse at Water 
tower Place, 175 e. Chestnut St.
tickets: 800-775-2000; 
broadwayinChicago.com; $35.75-$78.75
Runs through: June 5

by JeRRy nUnn

An all-female cast brings the musical DISEN-
CHANTED! to reality, with some mixed results. 
Princesses from the past are placed in a talent 
show, trying to impress the audience. Even the 
title tries a bit hard, with all capital letters and 
an exclamation mark. 

Dennis T. Giacino was a history teacher who 
likes to keep it real in this production pre-

sented by Broadway In Chicago and Starvox 
Entertainment. He makes several good points 
such as missing accents and historical facts not 
being accurate in past cartoon portrayals. 

The Grimm Brothers are brought up because 
many of the tales are based on their original 
stories. Beauty and the Beast is written from 
a French novelist, Mulan from a Chinese ballad 
and Aladdin is based on a Middle Eastern folk 
tale—so why are these included if the plot is 
about the Grimms’ writings? Well, there’s the 
big unspoken mouse in the room, Disney, with 
all of the film adaptations, of course. 

Merritt Crews leads the six-woman show 
and right from the beginning she sports con-
fidence, along with a nice set of pipes in the 
Snow White role. Daniella Richards has a few 
scene-stealing moments as Sleeping Beauty. 
Miriam Drysdale plays characters like The Little 

Mermaid and Belle with gusto. Ann Paula Bau-
tista might be my favorite because she makes 
us want to root for her. Uche Ama arrives late 
in the show but makes up for lost time with 
a number about racism for The Princess Who 
Kissed the Frog.

There is not much of plot besides a group 
of princesses putting on a cabaret-styled vari-
ety show with the fourth wall broken down the 
whole time and a lot of mishaps. One princess 
comes out of the closet, one goes loco and an-
other gets her sea legs back.

DISENCHANTED! is recommended for ages 14 
and above so leave the kiddies at home. What 
audience is the show intended for, though? 
Mothers who are sick of the princess parapher-
nalia? Fans of fairy tales who want them more 
realistic? Bachelorette parties that want to see 
girl power onstage? Who knows—but they bet-

ter find it quickly. 
Several of the references are older and are 

already outdated. The audience-participation 
song “Not V’one Red Cent” doesn’t work and 
is as awkward as Rapunzel’s hair. This show 
doesn’t remember that Belle was book-smart 
and not immediately swept off her feet by a 
man, but instead puts her in straitjacket for 
seeing talking silverware. Several of the strides 
that Walt Disney Productions have made in the 
past few years are conveniently skipped. 

The show works well when it does its home-
work and calls attention to inconsistencies in 
movies over the years. From dieting to femi-
nism, there is something for everyone to take 
away and not leave the theater DISENCHANTED! 

THEATER REVIEW

Haymarket: The
Anarchist’s Songbook
Playwright: alex higgin-houser 
(book, lyrics), david kornfeld (music)
at: Underscore theatre Company at the 
edge theater, 5451 n. broadway
tickets: 312-646-0975; 
Underscoretheatre.org; $20-$25
Runs through: June 12

by Jonathan abaRbaneL

On May 4, 1886, a bomb went off during a labor 
rally near Randolph and Des Plaines streets in 
what is now the West Loop. 
 The bomber never was identified, but six 
men—none present when the bomb was 
thrown—were convicted of conspiracy. One 
committed suicide in jail, five were hung, 
one spent 15 years in prison. They fought for 
unionization, an eight-hour day, an end to 
child labor and social justice. Some believed in 
peaceful means, but it’s a fact that many early 
labor leaders were anarchists, socialists and 
bomb radicals who advocated armed struggle. 
Conservative political opinion of the day didn’t 
separate the factions. The dominant capitalist 
class was anti-union, anti-radical and anti-
immigrant, and five of the six convicted labor 
leaders were German immigrants.
 Haymarket: The Anarchist’s Songbook, is 
the second world premiere I’ve reviewed this 
month honoring the 130th anniversary of the 
Haymarket Riot and its labor martyrs. This one 
is more compact and more compelling in part 
because it’s a musical, and a smart musical at 
that using a double dramatic arc to convey its 
story. First, it dramatizes the conflict of phi-
losophies between the half-dozen men eventu-

ally convicted. Then, it personalizes the story 
of the principal unionist, Albert Parsons, an 
American-born Civil War veteran who married 
an African-American woman, Lucy. The politi-
cal and personal stories reinforce each other, 
although Albert and Lucy Parsons make a pow-
erful story by themselves.
 All nine actors in the show double on mu-
sical instruments in grand style: numerous 
strummed or bowed string instruments plus 
piano, accordion, tambourine, trumpet, even 
spoons. They’re all 19th-century folkloric in-
struments that suit composer David Kornfeld’s 

lilting tunes which range from labor anthems 
to waltzes to ballads. Alex Higgin-Houser’s lyr-
ics always are intelligent and become increas-
ingly pointed in Act II, in which the men are 
tried and hung despite international appeals 
for clemency. This particularly sharp quatrain 
caught my attention and is typical of the 
show’s quality: “Blame is a fire with suspicion 
at the center; Do you blame the fire or the fire’s 
inventor? Blame is a fire, don’t fan the flame; 
Innocent or guilty both burn the same.”
 Elizabeth Margolius directed and created 
the musical staging (not billed as choreogra-

phy). The physical work is smooth and skill-
ful on Kurtis Boetcher’s warm, wood multilevel 
unit set, suggesting a cluttered 19th-century 
warehouse containing a city’s detritus, includ-
ing miniature houses and buildings. Above all, 
Haymarket: The Anarchist’s Songbook features 
gorgeous lighting unusual for an intimate off-
Loop theater. On a cozy proscenium arch stage, 
lighting designer Erik Barry mixes overlapping 
areas of white, yellow, blue and red given great 
depth by perfect back lighting, the use of 
which too often is forgotten. 

CRITICS’     
    PICKS

death of a Streetcar named virginia Woolf, 
Writers Theatre, Glencoe, through July 31. Tim 
Ryder and Tim Sniffen’s comic mashup of great 
U.S. theater dramas by the likes of Tennes-
see Williams, Arthur Miller, Edward Albee and 
Thornton Wilder is a laugh riot. SCM

once in a Lifetime, Strawdog Theatre Com-
pany, through June 4. What could be more ap-
propriate for a final farewell to this venerable 
loft theater than a screwball comedy about 
rolling with the changes and moving on? MSB

the Producers, Mercury Theater Chicago, 
through June 26. Go and laugh your head off at 
director L. Walter Sterns’ masterful stage reduc-
tion of Mel Brooks’ mammoth 2001 Broadway 
musical hit. SCM

Sender, A Red Orchid, extended through June 
4. In Ike Holter’s new comedy, four millennials 
must decide whether to be adults or fall under 
a charming slacker’s spell. It’s a little short on 
substance but the characters are sharply-drawn 
and Holter’s comic riffs are potent. Superbly 
played and directed (Shade Murray). JA

—By Abarbanel, Barnidge 
and Morgan

c
Lakecia harris (front, center) with (left to right) tyler 

Merle thompson, david kaplinsky, victoria olivier, 
khaki Pixley and Summer hofford.

Photo by Evan Hanover

THEATER REVIEW

The Gospel 
According to Thomas 
Jefferson...
Playwright: Scott Carter
at. northlight theatre, 
9501 Skokie blvd., Skokie
tickets: 847-673-6300; 
northlight.org; $25-$79
Runs through: June 12

by Jonathan abaRbaneL

Playwright Scott Carter spent years exploring 
his own Christian beliefs and, in the process, 
found that Thomas Jefferson, Charles Dickens 
and Leo Tolstoy all wrote their own highly per-
sonal versions of the New Testament gospels. 
In Discord, Carter throws the three together 
in an afterlife limbo—a sterile interrogation 
room—to discuss Christian philosophy. Tol-
stoy (died 1910) knows who Dickens and Jef-
ferson were, Dickens (died 1870) knows who 
Jefferson was but Tom (third president, 1801-

1809) hasn’t a clue about the other two.
 That’s the gist of Discord, a work of Chris-
tian apology (meaning literature defending 
Christian faith) which assumes a priori accep-
tance of God and Christ. The play may be of 
less purpose to those who do not accept God 
or Christ or both. For such individuals, how-
ever, Discord still will be an impressive and 
entertaining work of intellectual examina-
tion, revealing facets of the three great men 
beyond their best-known claims to fame.
 None of the three was a conventionally ob-
servant Christian (Tolstoy was excommuni-
cated, Dickens was pietistic but not pious), 
and all three were notable for moral inconsis-
tencies and hypocrisies which Carter includes 
(Jefferson’s ownership of slaves and Dicken’s 
and Tolstoy’s treatment of their wives and 
children). It’s the fact that they questioned 
orthodoxy—Jefferson and Tolstoy far more 
than Dickens—that makes their three-way 
debate, and their individual versions of The 
Gospels—interesting. George Bernard Shaw 
probably would have admired Discord for both 
literary and ideological reasons. 
 This production is extremely well done un-

der director Kimberly Senior, the Chicago-
based veteran who has achieved a deserved 
national reputation. Actors Nathan Hosner, 
Jeff Parker and Mark Montgomery are dead-
ringers respectively for Jefferson, Dickens 
and Tolstoy as they appeared in their late-
youthful primes (with assists from costume 
designer Nan Zabriskie and uncredited wig/
makeup masters). As delineated by Carter, the 
personalities of the characters are effective 
but rather simplistic with Jefferson as the 
self-effacing diplomat and compromiser, Dick-
ens as an egocentric star (he was an actor) 
and Tolstoy as blustery and argumentative.
 Not surprisingly, there can be no final meet-
ing of the minds because Jefferson, Dickens 
and Tolstoy are discussing articles of faith 
and not something subject to empirical con-
clusions. Religion, of course, was a private 
matter; an issue in which none of the three 
had particular public expertise. It might have 
been a far more universal play to have the 
three discuss social justice, liberal reform 
and the limits of government—topics about 
which all three took revolutionary public po-
sitions.
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THEATER REVIEW

The Body of an
American
Playwright: dan o’brien
at: theater Wit, 1229 W. belmont
tickets: 773-975-8150 or 
theaterWit.org; $20-30
Runs through: June 19

by Liz baUdLeR

The Body of An American needs to be tack-
led by actors but absorbed by the audience, 
and Stage Left Theatre gives this deceptive yet 
engrossing work a riveting Midwest debut at 
Theater Wit. The play simultaneously manages 
to start without preamble but zigzags continu-
ously through backstory, which playwright Dan 
O’Brien likens to the disorientation of PTSD. 

The play’s topic and genesis are nonfiction. 

In 2007, in the midst of writing a play about 
ghosts, O’Brien heard a Fresh Air interview 
with Pulitzer-Prize winning photographer Paul 
Watson. Watson’s no stranger to horror and 
death—his bylines include Kabul and Iraq—
but he’s best known for a photo he took in So-
malia in 1993 of a dead American soldier, Sgt. 
William David Cleveland Jr. It’s a controversial 
shot—Watson’s character postulates that the 
photo led to American withdrawal from Somalia 
and tragic reluctance to intervene in Rwanda’s 
genocide a year later—and as Watson snapped 
it, he heard the phrase “If you do this, I’ll own 
you forever,” resounding in his head. He’s con-
vinced Cleveland still haunts him. 

So begins an intense 95 minutes of barking, 
rapid-fire, intertwining dialogue with both Don 
Bender as Watson and Ryan Hallahan as O’Brien 
more than thirty different roles to illustrate au-
tobiographical scenes, or occasionally doubling 

don bender and Ryan 
hallahan in the body of an 
american.
Photo by Ian McLaren
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Church’s cabaret
benefit May 28
 A Church 4 Me MCC is hosting “Harmony ... 
A Cabaret” Saturday, May 28, 7-10 p.m., at @
mosphere, 5355 N. Clark St.
 The show was created by A Church 4 Me music 
director Michael McBride and features Chicago 
cabaret and theater performing artists. Also, A 
Church 4 Me MCC will be presenting Its Com-
munity Builder and Quiet Inspiration awards at 
the event; they will go to Chicago House Board 
Chair Ray Lechner and the church’s David So-
beck, respectively.
 Proceeds will benefit the programs of A 
Church 4 Me MCC, including its HIV/AIDS pre-
vention ministry and senior support group as 

well as its ongoing support of the Lakeview 
Pantry.
 Tickets are $15 pre-sale and $20 at the door; 
visit AChurch4Me.org. 

Joffrey receives
$200K grant
 The Joffrey Ballet, led by Artistic Director 
Ashley Wheater and Executive Director Greg 
Cameron, announced that the Joffrey Academy 
of Dance has been awarded a $200,000 chal-
lenge grant from the Reva & David Logan Foun-
dation. 
 The grant is meant to expressly to support a 
new initiative aimed at annually funding more 
than $400,000 in scholarships for talented 

and motived youth at the Joffrey Academy of 
Dance.
 Based in Chicago, the Reva & David Logan 
Foundation provides strategic grants to sup-
port the arts, investigative journalism, schol-
arship, and social-justice organizations with 
innovative approaches to teaching and com-
munity organization across the country. 
 In recognition of Joffrey’s dedication to equi-
ty in arts education, the foundation will match 
all contributions received by The Joffrey Ballet 
through June 30—up to $200,000, the second 
largest grant awarded by the foundation in the 
first quarter of 2016. This is the first time The 
Joffrey Ballet has received support from the 
Reva & David Logan Foundation. 

Sean Graney directs and adapts a modern 
take on Christopher Marlowe’s The Tragical 
History of Doctor Faustus for The Hypocrites 
called Johanna Faustus. The hour-long piece 
deploys six actors who also serve as the de-
sign team in this morality play questioning 
how a woman trades away her soul for suc-
cess and power. Johanna Faustus continues 
at the Den Theatre’s Heath Main Stage, 1329 
N. Milwaukee Ave. Remaining performances 
are at 8 p.m. Friday, May 27, 3 and 8 p.m. 
Saturday, May 28, and 3 p.m. Sunday, May 
29. Tickets are $36 and $15 for students; vis-
it The-hypocrites.com for more information. 
  Caption: (From left) Sasha Smith and Dana 
Omar in The Hypocrites’ world premiere of 
Johanna Faustus. Photo by Evan Hanover

SPOTLIGHTe Joffrey Ballet Artistic Director Ashley 
Wheater.

NOW PLAYING!
773.281.8463   tImeLINetheAtre.cOm

“As gripping as a good novel”
     – London Times

“A triumph of storytelling”
     – Time Out London

“A masterly intertwined story filled with 
suspense and introspection”

     – Windy City Times

“HIGHLY RECOMMENDED ... RIVETING” 
      – Chicago Sun-Times

 An action-packed, music-filled, theatrical event! 
Follow the rise and fall of Shakespeare's kings,  
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up to portray the same character. (O’Brien de-
scribed his play as “a one man show for two 
actors”). Bender employs visceral physicality in 
portraying Watson, who was born with no left 
hand, and thus Bender’s left hand is a notice-
able inert curl for nearly the entire show. As 
the photographer’s stories span so many plac-
es, producers wisely opted for a minimal, two-
chair set and a multitude of projected back-
drops, some of which include Watson’s photos. 

Acquaintanceship with the past 25 years 
of world conflict greatly enhances this play’s 
viewing. That said, watching O’Brien slowly 
unravel Watson’s existence is compelling 
even without much grounding. The pair start 
as strangers over email, O’Brien clearly want-
ing to interrogate Watson and Watson clearly 
dismissive. There is humor, dark and brimming 

with nihilism; the energy masculine. Both men 
have their secrets but are reluctant to reveal 
them, whether it’s because they’re afraid to be 
emotional or they’re afraid to have their crazi-
ness, which they separately attribute as a driv-
ing force behind their professions, snatched 
out from underneath them. Watson’s trauma is 
more obvious and immediate; it takes a while 
to work towards O’Brien’s personal damage. 

Sgt. Cleveland’s presence is mostly forgotten 
as Watson and O’Brien debate depression, the 
decline of journalism, and reality TV. In a way, 
Cleveland haunts the play as well, though he is 
eventually readdressed. The Body of An Ameri-
can is one of those plays that could continue 
indefinitely, like a late-night conversation with 
a close friend. Energy never drops off—in fact, 
the final third seems to escalate if anything—
but by the last words, an intimacy between 
the performers has solidified, and the audience 
should feel privileged to see it. 

REVIEW from page 22

http://www.chicagoshakes.com
http://www.timelinetheatre.com


by SCott C. MoRGan
 
With the promise of warmer weather this sum-
mer, Chicagoans can’t be blamed for spending 
as much time outdoors. But Chicago-area the-
aters promise plenty of great reasons to stay 
indoors for live entertainment. 
 Below is a list of shows with LGBTQ content, 
plus a looks at world premieres and works new 
to the Windy City. All shows listed are chrono-
logical and located in Chicago unless otherwise 
noted. 
 
of LGbtQ interest

the Secretaries, About Face Theatre at The-
ater Wit, 1229 W. Belmont Ave. The Five Les-
bian Brothers (one of whom is Fun Home Tony 
Award-winner Lisa Kron) show that women can 
also do outrageous camp comedy in this 1990s 
Twin Peaks-influenced piece involving ritual 
lumberjack sacrifices. (now to June 12; www.
aboutfacetheatre.com)

the boys Upstairs, Pride Films and Plays at 
Mary’s Attic, 5400 N. Clark St. This is the Chi-
cago premiere of Jason Mitchell’s popular New 
York fringe show about modern gay guys and 
their dating habits. (now to July 2; www.pride-
filmsandplays.com)

the irish Curse, Level 11 Theatre at Den 
Theatre, 1333 N. Milwaukee Ave. Martin Ca-
sella’s 2010 comedy about a support group for 
men with undersize penises finally comes to 
Chicago. (now to June 12; www.level11theatre.
org)

Rent, Metropolis Performing Arts Centre, 111 
W. Campbell St., Arlington Heights. The late 
Jonathan Larson’s 1996 Broadway rock updat-
ing of Puccini’s opera La Boheme continues in 
a suburban run. (now to July 3; www.metropo-
lisarts.com)

out of the blue, Organic Theater Company 
at Greenhouse Theater Center, 2257 N. Lincoln 
Ave. Russian playwright Vladimir Zaytsev ex-
plores his country’s violently repressive stance 
toward homosexuality in his modern drama 
centered on a teenager who comes out. (May 
31 through July 10 and in repertory with The 
Good Doctor; www.organictheater.org)

xanadu, American Theater Company, 1909 
W. Byron Ave. The critically acclaimed 2007 
Broadway musical adaptation of the campy 
1980 film musical was one of the last projects 
scheduled by this company’s former artistic di-
rector. So groove along to music by the Electric 
Light Orchestra as you pay tribute to the late 
PJ Paparelli. (May 27 through July 17; www.
atcweb.org)

the divine Sister, Hell in a Handbag Pro-
ductions at Ebenezer Lutheran Church, 1650 W. 
Foster Ave. Charles Busch’s hilarious drag-filled 
2010 comedy that mashes up all kinds of Cath-
olic film references finally makes its Chicago 
debut. (June 4 to July 10; www.handbagpro-
ductions.org)

deathtrap, Drury Lane Theatre, 100 Drury 
Lane, Oakbrook Terrace. A married playwright 
concocts a scheme to steal a new play away 
from his handsome protege in Ira Levin’s clas-
sic 1978 Broadway thriller. (June 9 to Aug. 14; 
www.drurylanetheatre.com)

Make Me a Song, Eclectic Theatre Compa-
ny at Athenaeum Theatre, 2936 N. Southport 
Ave. This musical revue focuses on the ups 
and downs of Tony Award-winning composer/
lyricist William Finn, who is best known for his 
scores to Falsettos and The 25th Annual Put-
nam County Spelling Bee. (June 10 to July 10; 
www.eclectic-theatre.com)

MotherStruck! Solo Celebration at Green-
house Theater Center, 2257 N. Lincoln Ave. 
Confrontational lesbian performance poet 

Straceyann Chin’s recent off-Broadway show 
questioning her bad-ass credentials in the face 
of motherhood makes its Chicago premiere. 
(June 11-July 17; www.greenhousetheater.org)

Star Whores: the Pride awakens, GayCo 
at Playground Theatre, 3290 N. Halsted St. 
Chicago’s oldest LGBTQ sketch comedy troupe 
performs two evenings of improvised material, 
along with stories from local sex workers as 
special guests. (June 24-25; www.gayco.com)

Company, Writers Theatre, 325 Tudor Ct., 
Glencoe. Stephen Sondheim and George Furth’s 
influential 1970 Broadway meditation on the 
complexities of marriage and relationships is 
the first musical to play the company’s new 
multimillion-dollar theater complex. (June 15 
to July 31; www.writerstheatre.org)

i do today, The Other Theater Company at 
Greenhouse Theater Center, 2257 N. Lincoln 
Ave. World premiere solo piece by Sarah My-
ers looks at bisexuality, kabbalah and more in 
questioning modern marriage. (Sept. 2 to Oct. 
9; www.greenhousetheater.org)

 
World premieres

Prowess, Jackalope Theatre at Broadway 
Armory Park, 5917 N. Broadway St. Ike Holter 
(Exit Strategy, Hit the Wall) tackles the en-
demic violence of Chicago in a piece pitting 
heroism versus vigilante justice. (now to June 
25: www.jackalopetheatre.org)

Soups, Stews, and Casseroles: 1976, Good-
man Theatre, 170 N. Dearborn St. Rebecca Gil-
man (Boy Gets Girl, The Glory of Living) looks 
at how a Chicago corporation’s takeover of a 
cheese factory upends a small Wisconsin town. 
(now to June 19; www.goodmantheatre.org)

northanger abbey, Lifeline Theatre, 6912 N. 
Glenwood Ave. Jane Austen’s 1817 comic novel 
of a young woman navigating the treacherous 
world of high society is transformed into a mu-
sical with a score by George Howe and a book 
by Robert Kauzlaric. (May 27 to July 17; www.
lifelinetheatre.org)

thaddeus and Slocum: a vaudeville adven-
ture, Lookingglass Theatre, 821 N. Michigan 
Ave. Kevin Douglas explores the fraught inter-
section of race, entertainment and friendship 
in this historical and slapstick-filled drama set 
in 1908 Chicago. (June 1 to Aug. 14; www.
lookingglasstheatre.org)

a Small oak tree Runs Red, Congo Square 
Theatre at Athenaeum Theatre, 2936 N. South-
port Ave. The historical figures of Mary Turner 
and Sidney Johnson meet up in a purgatory of 
sorts in Lekethia Dalcoe’s new drama. (June 3 
to July 3; www.congosquaretheatre.org)

the Spongebob Musical, Oriental Theatre, 
24 W. Randolph St. Lesbian director Tina Lan-
dau helms this big Broadway-aimed musical 

inspired by the beloved Nickelodeon animated 
series. Big-name rock stars and bands provide 
the eclectic score. (June 7 to July 10; www.
broadwayinchicago.com)

the ben hecht Show, Grippo Stage Company 
at Piven Theatre, 927 Noyes St., Evanston. 
Written and performed by James Sherman, 
this show aims to be a 1940s guide sharing 
the views of its title renaissance-man writer 
on topics ranging from show business to an-
ti-Semites. (June 10 to July 17; www.grip-
postagecompany.com)

the house that Will not Stand, Victory Gar-
dens Theater, N. Lincoln Ave. A world premiere 
historical drama by Marcus Gardley (An Issue of 
Blood, The Gospel of Lovingkindness) exploring 
what happens to an African-American wife and 
mother in New Orleans when her white husband 
mysteriously disappears. (June 10 to July 10; 
www.victorygardens.org)

the Way She Spoke: a docu-mythologia, 
Solo Celebration at Greenhouse Theater Center, 
2257 N. Lincoln Ave. Karen Rodriguez explores 
the frightening and upsetting facts about the 
missing and murdered women of Ciudad Juarez, 
Mexico, in this new solo piece. (June 10 to July 
10; www.greenhousetheater.org)

the Seedbed, Redtwist Theatre, 1044 W. 
Bryn Mawr Ave. An 18-year-old woman intro-
duces her much-older new fiancé to her very 
wary parents in Bryan Delaney’s modern Irish 
drama. (June 18 to July 17; www.redtwist.org)

War Paint, Goodman Theatre, 170 N. Dear-
born St. The artistic team behind the acclaimed 
Broadway musical Grey Gardens reteam for this 
musical exploration of the rivalry between cos-
metics titans Helena Rubinstein and Elizabeth 
Arden. Two-time Tony Award-winners Patti Lu-
Pone and Christine Ebersole star. (June 28 to 

Aug. 14; www.goodmantheatre.org)
kin Folk, The New Colony at Den Theatre, 

1333 N. Milwaukee Ave. A small girl retreats 
to a world of fantasy when her parents plan to 
move their family to Chicago in this new drama 
by William Glick. (July 8 to Aug. 14; www.the-
newcolony.org)

eroica, Azusa Productions at Redtwist The-
atre, 1044 W. Bryn Mawr Ave. Protests against 
the Vietnam War figure prominently in this 
1960s-set drama by David Alex. (July 9 to Aug. 
7; azusaprod.weebly.com)

the Portrait, Solo Celebration at Greenhouse 
Theater Center, 2257 N. Lincoln Ave. Susan 
Padveen writes and directs this portrait of the 
iconic Viennese painter Gustav Klimt in his 
early years. (July 15 to Aug. 14; www.green-
housetheater.org)

douglass, the american vicarious at Theater 
Wit, 1229 W. Belmont Ave. Christopher McEl-
roen’s multimedia work looks at race and poli-
tics from the abolitionist movement up to to-
day. (July 21 to Aug. 14; www.theaterwit.org)

good friday, Oracle Productions, N. Broad-
way St. Kristiana Rae Colón’s drama involves 
five feminist academics facing down a campus 
shooting. (Aug. 13 to Sept. 17; www.publicac-
cesstheatre.org)

distance, Strawdog Theatre Company at Fac-
tory Theater, 1621 W. Howard St. A woman bat-
tles with Alzheimer’s disease in this new drama 
by Jerre Dye (Cicada). (Aug. 25 to Oct. 1; www.
strawdog.org)

 
Chicago-area premieres

the distance, Haven Theatre Company at Ra-
ven Theatre, N. Clark St. While spending a night 
on the town in Brighton, England, a group of 
friends is upset by the changes in their long-
absent Bea in Deborah Bruce’s contemporary 
British drama. (now to June 26; www.haven-
theatrechicago.com)

one Man, two Guvnors, Court Theatre, S. El-
lis Ave. Richard Bean’s hit 1960s updating of 
Goldoni’s Italian farce The Servant of Two Mas-
ters helped to alert producers to the talents 
of late night TV talk show host James Corden. 
(now to June 12; www.courttheatre.org)

Spinning, Irish Theatre of Chicago at Den 
Theatre, 1333 N. Milwaukee Ave. This is a U.S. 
premiere of Deirdre Kinahan’s contemporary 
Irish drama that focuses on a bond between a 
former prisoner and a woman who is grieving 
the loss of her teenage daughter. (now to July 
3; www.irishtheatreofchicago.org)

Constellations, Steppenwolf Theatre, 1650 
N. Halsted St. Nick Payne’s award-winning 
drama exploring higher physics and grief stars 
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nelson Rodriguez, Gary henderson and Shau baer in the boys Upstairs.
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by JeRRy nUnn

The legendary designer Bob Mackie has cre-
ated garments for a huge list of spectacular 
entertainers, including Judy Garland, Madonna, 
Bette Midler and Elton John. 

He was the costume designer for The Carol 
Burnett Show during the entire 11-year tele-
vision run, and he then moved to the spinoff 
Mama’s Family. 

Mackie was nominated for an Oscar for Best 
Costume Design in the movie Lady Sings the 
Blues (starring Diana Ross) and was later nomi-
nated two more times. He has won nine Emmys 
over the years.

From Bart Simpson to Barbie dolls, all the 
big names have had their time with the sultan 

of sequins. 
Recently, Mackie was honored with a Design-

er of Excellence Award from the Chicago Cos-
tume Council at the Chicago History Museum. 
He sat down to talk a bit about his career. 

Windy City times: hi, bob. you are known 
for sequins. Was it all hand stitching in the 
early days?

Bob Mackie: Oh, yeah. It was all hand-done. 
Over the years there have been fabrics beauti-
fully done with sequins put on by a machine; 
those didn’t exist when I started in the busi-
ness. Norman Norell used to make clothes 
where each sequin was double stitched on the 
garment one at a time. It was a true mermaid 
and just magical. They do make a machine-
made fabric now that is pretty close to it but 

not quite as good. 
WCt: With stars like Cher, Carol burnett or 

Joan Rivers, did you go over to their houses 
to work with them?

BM: They came to my office. They did eventu-
ally come to my house as friends. When you 
work with them that many years you are bound 
to eat dinner with them once in a while. 

WCt: did you keep any of their clothing?
BM: Yes; actually, I have quite a few things 

of different people—not everybody. In fact, I 
heard that Melissa Rivers has some things of 
Joan’s and wanted to see if I would like to keep 
them. I did a lot of Joan’s clothes when she 
was working in Vegas. It became the thing. She 
dressed way up in those days for Vegas. 

WCt: What advice do you give to new de-
signers?

BM: I tell them to go work for someone that 
they admire. They can learn from them and 
watch them. Sometimes, they might think they 
are making a mistake but I tell them to just 
watch them and see if they do or not. 

WCt: did you have a lot of apprentices 
over the years?

BM: Not so many. I worked for people in the 
beginning that I watched. I didn’t have a lot 
of apprentices. I didn’t have time. Apprentices 
you have to give a little attention. In those 
days when I was doing two and three variety 
shows a week I didn’t have time for anybody 
that didn’t know what they were doing. I know 
that sounds selfish but that is just the way it 
was. 

WCt: Carol burnett said it was a grueling 
schedule. 

BM: It was. Carol is so smart and had minimal 
rehearsal time. She would play the songs in her 
car on her tape recorder on the way to work 
at the studio. She would know the words by 
the time she got there and would know the ar-
rangements. She was one of those people. She 
would learn her lines the first time she read it. 

I have seen her with other performers pre-
tend to have trouble with Sondheim songs, 
which are so hard to sing, and she would learn 

them immediately. She is really smart but 
didn’t want people to be uncomfortable and 
would pretend to have trouble. 

WCt: are you still be commissioned by Ru-
Paul to design outfits?

BM: I haven’t done anything for RuPaul in 
years. RuPual grew up idolizing Diana Ross, 
Tina Turner and Cher. Those are all my girls! 
When he had a chance to come to me and do 
something he had a good time. 

WCt: you judged RuPaul’s drag Race be-
fore, didn’t you?

BM: Yes—a couple of times. 
WCt: how was the coming-out process for 

you?
BM: In those days one didn’t know anything. 

Kids know everything now. They have com-
puters. You spent your whole youth trying to 
please everybody, trying to be what everyone 
wanted you to be. 

I enjoyed my time in high school but there 
was always that little thing. I was married. I 
had a son. I have great grandchildren now, so 
those are the good parts. It is tough but it 
doesn’t need to be that way anymore. It really 
doesn’t. People are smarter and know more of 
what is going on. 

visit bobMackie.com.

Writers Theatre
running ‘Company’
 Glencoe’s Writers Theatre, 325 Tudor Ct., 
concludes its 2015/16 season with Com-
pany, featuring music and lyrics by Stephen 
Sondheim and book by George Furth. 
 The show runs June 15–July 31 in the 
Alexandra C. and John D. Nichols Theatre.
 Winner of seven Tony Awards, Company 
looks at contemporary relationships and 
features some of Sondheim’s best-known 
songs, including “Side by Side by Side,” 
“Marry Me a Little” and “Being Alive.”
 Tickets are $35-$90; visit WritersTheatre.
org or call 847-242-6000.

NOW PLAYING
Performed in the Gillian Theatre at 325 Tudor Court, Glencoe

WRITERSTHEATRE.ORG | 847-242-6000
INAUGURAL SEASON SPONSOR OFFICIAL LIGHTING SPONSOR CORPORATE SPONSOR NEW WORK SERIES SUPPORT

PICTURED: MICHAEL PEREZ, KAREN JANES WODITSCH, JENNIFER ENGSTROM, JOHN HOOGENAKKER
AND MARC GRAPEY. PHOTO BY SAVERIO TRUGLIA.

bob Mackie.
Photo by Harry Langdon
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Legendary designer
Bob Mackie talks
sequins, coming out
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by Jonathan abaRbaneL
            
When warm weather arrives we remind read-
ers about theater in the Great Outdoors, and 
list a few of the many possibilities in the city, 
suburbs and beyond. We don’t know if warm 
weather actually will arrive this year, but tradi-
tion says it must if we’re just patient a little 
longer. On that assumption we offer our guide 
to Theater Under the Sun and Stars!

We focus on Shakespeare—this year being 
the 400th anniversary of his death and given 
that most of his plays first were performed in 
open-air theaters—although not exclusively. 
In alphabetical order, here are some tried-and-
true venues.

—american Players theatre, Spring Green, 
Wisconsin—A premier destination theater fes-
tival 50 miles west of Madison, American Play-
ers Theatre (APT) is cheek-by-jowl with Frank 
Lloyd Wright’s Taliesin and the Wisconsin River 
(canoeing, fishing, nude beach). APT has of-
fered a rotating repertory of classic plays for 
37 years, attracting a wide audience from the 
Upper Midwest and beyond. 

Spring Green has country charms, good res-
taurants and a very good bookstore, while APT 
is summer home to name Chicago directors 
such as William Brown and James Bohnen. The 
company has spectacular wooded grounds on 
a hillside above the river with plenty of park-
ing, picnic tables and gas-fired grills (so you 
can bbq). 

There’s a handsome 1,100-seat outdoor 
amphitheater and a 200-seat air-conditioned 
indoor space. The Shakespeare offerings for 
2016 are The Comedy of Errors and King Lear, 
plus non-Shakespeare works by Tom Stoppard, 
Sarah Ruhl (her wonderful take on the Eurydice 
legend), Oscar Wilde, Arthur Miller and Samuel 
Beckett among others in a nine-play rotating 
repertory, June 3-Oct. 30; www.americanplay-
ers.org; $47-$85.

—door Shakespeare, Bjorklunden Estate, 
Baileys Harbor, Wisconsin—Wisconsin’s popu-
lar Door County is home to Door Shakespeare, 
offering outdoor classics since 1995 on the 
beautifully-wooded grounds of a former private 
estate of over 400 acres, on the so-called “qui-
et side” of the Door peninsula facing the body 
of Lake Michigan (vs. Green Bay). Bjorklunden 
offers forest and garden walks, gorgeous views 
over the lake and picnic grounds. This season’s 
shows are Julius Caesar and A Midsummer 
Night’s Dream, running in repertory June 29-
Aug. 20; www.doorshakespeare.com; $29. FYI: 
Door Shakespeare is a more intimate and infor-
mal venue than, say, American Players Theatre 
or Illinois Shakespeare Festival.

—First Folio theatre, Mayslake Peabody Es-
tate, Oak Brook, Illinois—For its 20th outdoor 
season, First Folio offers a play perfectly suited 
to an open-air garden setting, Shakespeare’s 
romantic comedy, A Midsummer Night’s Dream, 
July 6-Aug. 14. First Folio sits on the rolling 
and lovely grounds of a once-private estate, 
and you really will think you’re in the coun-
try as love in an enchanted forest plays out in 
the suburbs of Chicago. Plenty of free parking; 
picnics encouraged.  First Folio operates year-
round as well, within the restored Peabody 
Mansion; www.firstfolio.org; $29-$39.

—illinois Shakespeare Festival, Blooming-
ton, Illinois—On the handsome, landscaped 
lawn of Tudoresque Ewing Manor stands a 
modern amphitheater where Illinois Shake-
speare Festival (ISF) will stage Twelfth Night, 
Hamlet and the non-Shakespeare Peter and 
the Starcatcher (a prequel to Peter Pan and a 
family-friendly show) in repertory, July 5-Aug. 
13. Stay two days and see all three plays at this 
destination festival and enjoy the Victorian ar-
chitecture of Bloomington, the freshly sourced 
restaurants, country antiquing and Victorian 
B&Bs. 

The ISF has been going strong since 1978, 
supplementing the plays with picnicking on 

the garden grounds and strolling minstrels for 
your pre-show pleasure; www.thefestival.org; 
$16-$47. FYI: The ISF also is presenting Ro-

deo, by Chicago-based gay playwright Philip 
Dawkins. It’s a family-friendly comedy about a 
cowgirl planning to win the big rodeo, present-
ed free on Wednesday and Saturday mornings, 
July 9-Aug. 13.

—Lakeside Shakespeare Company, Frank-
fort, Michigan—Well-known Chicago actor and 
director Elizabeth Laidlaw founded this com-
pany in 2003, offering free summertime Shake-
speare to citizens of Benzie County and much 
of northern Michigan beyond. For its 14th 
season under Laidlaw’s leadership, Lakeside 
Shakes presents The Winter’s Tale and Richard 
Sheridan’s The Rivals in an extremely ambitious 
rotating rep of only two weeks, July 26-Aug. 5. 

Regular theatergoers will recognize names/
faces from Chicago. All performances are at 
Tank Hill (188 Park Ave.) in Frankfort (on 
the eastern shore of Lake Michigan, south 
of Sleeping Bear Dunes National Lakeshore). 
Street parking is available and picnics are en-
couraged; bring your own blanket and low-rise 
chairs; www.lakesideshakespeare.org; free.

—oak Park Festival theatre, Austin Gar-
dens, Oak Park—Enjoy the rabbits and fireflies 
playing in the background as you picnic and 
watch the sun go down, surrounded by the 
Frank Lloyd Wright Historic District. For its 
42nd season, Oak Park Festival offers Shaw’s 
Pygmalion, June 18-July 16 and Shakespeare’s 
The Taming of the Shrew, July 23-Aug. 27. 
Street parking is easy to find nearby, and the 
CTA Green Line goes there as well; www.oak-
parkfestival.com; $29. 

Oak Park Festival is partnering (again) with 
The Viola Project, a unique program utilizing 
Shakespeare’s works to unite and empower 
girls so they may become independent women. 
The Viola Project will offer two five-day sum-
mer theater camps with the Oak Park Festival. 
Details on the Festival website.

—Shakespeare in the Parks, numerous 
dates and locations—Several theater compa-
nies are offering free performances of Shake-
speare in various Chicago public parks over the 
summer. Check the websites of the individual 
troupes for details, or go to the Chicago Park 
District website. Chicago Shakespeare Theater 

brings a Bard mash-up of scenes from four 
of his most popular plays to 18 city parks in 
July and August, traveling around in a big, 

easily-identified truck (www.chicagoshakes.
com). Also, Midsommer Flight returns for the 
fifth year to Lincoln Park, Touhy Park, Schreiber 
Park and Gross Park with As You Like It, on 
Saturdays and Sundays, July 11-Aug. 30 (www.
midsommerflight.com).

As ever with outdoor theater, bring an ex-
tra layer for a chilly night and insect repellant 
and/or sunblock (for daytime shows).

SUMMER DANCE SPECIAL

Theater in the great outdoors

illinois Shakespeare Festival’s ewing Manor grounds.
Photo courtesy of the festival

Non-Equity Jeff
nods announced
 The Jeff Awards Committee announced 121 
nominations in 24 categories for the 43rd 
Annual Non-Equity Jeff Awards for produc-
tions that opened between April 1, 2015, 
and March 31, 2016.
 The Non-Equity Awards honor excellence in 
Chicago theaters not under a union contract. 
 Jeff judges attended opening nights of 
148 productions offered by 67 Non-Equity 
producing organizations. The Jeff Commit-
tee recommended 65 of those shows, mak-
ing them eligible for Non-Equity Jeff Award 
nominations. Of the 65 Jeff-recommended 
productions, a record 53 received nomina-
tions, representing 32 theater companies.
 Just a few of the productions receiving 
multiple nominations include Blood Broth-
ers, Pocatello, Loving Repeating, Heathers: 
The Musical, Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf? 
and Byhalia, Mississippi.
 The 43rd Annual Non-Equity Jeff Awards 
ceremony will be held Monday, June 6, at 

Park West, 322 W. Armitage Ave. Doors open 
with a cash bar at 6 p.m., light buffet at 6:30 
p.m., and the awards ceremony at 7:30 p.m. 
 Tickets are $40 in advance and $45 at the 
door; a group rate of $35 is available for par-
ties of 10 or more. See JeffAwards.org.

Chicago Musical
Theatre Festival
Aug. 9-28 
 The third annual Chicago Musical Theatre 
Festival will feature 14 new musical produc-
tions. 
 Created to showcase and support Chicago’s 
burgeoning field of musical-theater creators, 
this year’s festival will be held Aug. 9-28 at 
Victory Gardens Richard Christiansen Theater, 
2433 N. Lincoln Ave.
 The festival will offer everything from a 
Righteous Brothers tribute to reimaginings 
of Greek mythology to a celebration of Jew-
ish cuisine and culture.
 Single tickets and festival passes go on sale 
Friday, July 1, at CMTF.org.

byhalia, Mississippi, which received multiple non-equity Jeff nominations.
Photo by Joe Mazza/Brave Lux



by LaWRenCe FeRbeR

Are Canadian synthpop wonders Tegan and Sara 
trying to tell us something with their catchy 
new single, “Boyfriend?” Has one of the openly 
queer Quin twins switched teams since their 
multiple award-winning 2013 record, Heart-
throb?

Tegan, older by eight minutes, assured that 
the answer is no, and that the song and its title 
was inspired by her sister’s epiphany during a 
noncommittal dating situation with a woman. 

“We always joke that with lesbians, you go 
on one date and are monogamous and moving 
in together,” she said. “Neither Sarah or I are 
like that, so she was dating someone and this 
person was zeroing in on someone else she’d 
been seeing as long as Sarah. So Sarah was 
like, ‘You’re treating me like a boyfriend here, 

you’re calling me every night, we’re going out 
all the time—let’s lock this down.’ I love that 
Sarah used the term ‘boyfriend,’ because I felt 
like I say that in my relationship, too. Totally, 
my girlfriend treats me like a dumb boyfriend 
all the time.”

The twins’ new album, Love You To Death 
(Warner Bros.), can only be interpreted as spar-
kling ‘80s-inspired contemporary dance-pop, 
a synth-rich marriage of New Zealand’s Lady-
hawke, Sweden’s Lykke Li and Katy Perry, the 
latter of whom they opened for on the 2014 
“Prismatic” tour. “Boyfriend” has already been 
followed up with a bouncy, bona fide earworm, 
“U-Turn,” that seems to owe as much a tip of 
the hat to Tom Tom Club’s iconic ‘80s ditty “Ge-
nius of Love” as Norway’s electro-diva Annie. 

Every one of the album’s 10 songs will be 
accompanied by a video created in collabora-

tion with “directors and artists who are queer, 
or transgender, or women, or people of color,” 
Tegan stated. Gay artist/musician Seth Bogart, 
of Hunx & His Punx, directed the colorful, part-
animated “U-Turn,” while actress-turned-direc-
tor Clea DuVall helmed the humorous, quirky 
“Boyfriend” clip. (Sara composed the score for 
DuVall’s directorial debut, The Intervention, 
which bowed at 2016’s Sundance Film Festi-
val.) 

“We’re putting our money where our mouth 
is,” Tegan explained, “because it feels like in 
the past we had been like, ‘Diversity—enough 
of misogyny, sexism and homophobia in the 
industry!’ and then we’re hiring white hetero-
sexual males all the time. So it was like, if we’re 
going to do a video for every song, we should 
try to collaborate with artists like Jess Rona, 
who has this insanely popular and hilarious 

dog grooming Instagram, @JessRonaGroom-
ing, for “100x.”

Relationships, and the way they have power 
to either cripple, transform, or both, is the 
overriding theme of Love You To Death. Not 
just relationships with girlfriends—Tegan has 
been going steady for six months and count-
ing, while Sara is approaching the six-year 
mark with her girlfriend—but also their con-
nection with each other. 

“Dying To Know” is the fruit of two separate 
songs the pair was writing separately (“We only 
had room for one more track and producer Greg 
Kurstin made the genius suggestion, ‘Tegan, 
you sing the verse and three chords of your 
song and Sara you sing the chorus of yours.”), 
while “That Girl,” represents Tegan’s revelation 
that she was the thing going wrong with her 
previous, failed relationships. 

Of course, Tegan and Sara’s relationship with 
their fans has also stirred up some complicated 
feelings the past few years, as evidenced by 
the comment threads on their Facebook page. 
When Tegan and Sara’s first release on a label, 
2000’s This Business of Art, came out, their 
music had a sort of Indigo Girls-meets-Le Ti-
gre indie sound. Over the years and albums, 
the guitars increasingly featured synths. When 
2013’s Heartthrob came around—which fea-
tured the Billboard number-one Hot Dance Club 
Song “Closer”—they enlisted producer Greg 
Kurstin (who brought us Adele’s “Hello”) and 
became a downright synth-driven outfit with 
irresistible hooks and zeitgeist appeal. “Yeah, 
its been a shift,” Tegan admitted, “but over a 
long period of time and feels natural. I think 
if you heard us in 2004 and tuned out until 
Heartthrob it gave you a bit of whiplash, but 
we’re stoked.”

Tegan and Sara 2.0 rose to international star-
dom, global tour dates and, most importantly, 
played music more in the vein of the ‘80s acts 
they grew up loving, like New Order, Cyndi Lau-
per and Depeche Mode. Tegan also confesses 
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by RiChaRd kniGht JR.                                                            
 
A bounty of sequels, prequels, franchises, tent-
poles, and still more sequels can only mean 
that the summer movie season is upon us. 

Although a few of the releases over the next 
three months have some queer content, the 
majority do not. I have been writing these 
roundups for more than a decade, always tag-
ging them “The Summer LGBT Movie Preview,” 
highlighting the scant queer-themed ones. 

But honestly, when it comes to movies, sum-
mer is the least likely time to find LGBT-themed 

films; those are generally reserved for release 
at awards time (late fall). And though some of 
these movies include queer characters or situa-
tions, to be fair, I’m dropping the “LGBT” moni-
ker from the title of this preview. But there’s 
still plenty here for Our People to anticipate (X 
Men: Apocalypse and Alice Through the Look-
ing-Glass, both opening this Friday, are good 
examples.) 

 
June

the Conjuring 2—Those wacky ghost hunt-
ers Ed and Lorraine (Patrick Wilson and Vera 
Farmiga) are back for round two; this time the 
deadly serious duo head to London to help a 
single mom with four children rid their lodg-
ings of unwanted paranormal baddies. The first 
round was long on atmosphere and truly fright-
ened; here’s hoping that lightning (of the ecto-
plasmic variety) strikes twice. June 10 

Presenting Princess Shaw—It’s the true 
story of bisexual YouTube sensation Samantha 
Montgomery aka Princess Shaw, whose original 
a capella songs were transformed by her dis-
coverer, mysterious composer Kutiman, into 
mainstream sensations. June 10

Finding dory—In this long-anticipated se-
quel to Disney’s undersea animated megahit 
Finding Nemo, Ellen DeGeneres returns to voice 
the beloved, daffy fish with the memory issues 
as she embarks on a journey to reunite with 
her mother (voiced by Diane Keaton) and fa-

ther (voiced by Eugene Levy). June 17 
de Palma—Brian De Palma, the director who 

graphically combined sex and death on the 
screen; Hitchcock’s most ambitious successor; 
and the filmmaker behind Carrie, Dressed to 
Kill, Body Double, The Untouchables, and more 
is profiled in this long-overdue documentary. 
June 17

Genius—The long-gestating screen adapta-
tion of out writer A. Scott Berg’s award win-
ning biography detailing the “romantic friend-
ship” between legendary editor Max Perkins 
(Colin Firth) and southern writer Thomas Wolfe 

(Jude Law). Out screenwriter John Logan wrote 
the script; Nicole Kidman, Guy Pearce, Dominic 
West, and Laura Linney co-star. June 17 

independence day: Resurgence—They’re 
baaaackkk. Twenty years after Will Smith et al 
kicked some alien ass, the little green men re-
turn for revenge. Although Smith isn’t making 
the reunion, seemingly everyone else from the 
original is with Liam Hemsworth as this ver-
sion’s cocky flier pilot. Oh, and there’s a gay 
couple in the line-up—this being a film from 
out writer-director Roland Emmerich. June 24 

the neon demon—Elle Fanning plays an 
aspiring model in this futuristic thriller whose 
beauty is coveted by everyone around her in 
youth-obsessed Los Angeles. It sounds decid-
edly strange (did I mention the cannibals?) 
and kinda fabulous. June 24

 
July

the bFG—A young girl has a series of en-
chanting adventures when she meets the 
BFG—Big Friendly Giant (Mark Rylance)—of 
the title in this children’s movie for all ages 
from director Steven Spielberg that’s based on 
the revered Roald Dahl book. July 1 

the Legend of tarzan—About the 20,000th 
film adaptation of the Edgar Rice Burroughs 
jungle yarn—this time with True Blood Scan-
dinavian hunk Alexander Skarsgard donning 
the loincloth. Margot Robbie is Jane, Christoph 
Waltz is the villain and Samuel L. Jackson also 

stars. July 1 
Ghostbusters—A female-driven remake of 

the 1980s buddy comedy classic has Melissa 
McCarthy, Kristen Wiig and Kate McKinnon 
stepping in for Bill Murray, Dan Akroyd and 
Harold Ramis. Let’s hear it for the girls! July 15 

absolutely Fabulous: the Movie—Patsy 
and Edina, those two hard partying London-
based “sweetie, sweetie, darlings” who took 
the world (and just about every gay bar’s TV 
set) by storm in the early ‘90s are back in 
this large-screen romp. Jennifer Saunder and 
Joanna Lumley return as Pats and Eddy, and 
the wisecracks, zingers and sight gags are sure 
to flow faster than the “champers.” The plot 
springs from the accidental drowning by Eddy 
of supermodel Kate Moss in the Thames. Comic 
mayhem no doubt ensues. July 22 

Little Men—Out writer-director Ira Sachs 
follows-up his triumphant film about an aging 
gay couple in Love Is Strange with another New 
York City-set character drama. This one follows 
the budding friendship of two 13-year-old boys 
who find their friendship tested when the fall-
out over an inheritance becomes a sore point 
for their respective parents. Greg Kinnear, Jen-
nifer Ehle and Paulina Garcia co-star in support 
of newcomers Theo Taplitz and Michael Barb-
ieri. July 22 

Star trek beyond—The Star Trek movie fran-
chise reboot returns with a third edition that 
looks to be pretty darn snazzy. Captain Kirk 
(Chris Pine) and his logical No. 2, Spock (out 
actor Zachary Quinto), along with the rest of 
the crew of the Enterprise find themselves fac-
ing a deadly alien threat when they are strand-
ed on a hostile planet. July 22 

Jason bourne—The cunning and nearly un-
stoppable CIA agent is back—both the char-
acter and Matt Damon who originated the role 

and now returns to the franchise. Expect non-
stop action because Bourne has regained his 
memory—and he wants revenge (what else?). I 
suggest that, not unlike Freddy and Jason and 
Predator and Alien, Jason Bourne and Ethan 
Hunt (Tom Cruise’s character in the Mission 
Impossible series) should have a go at each 
other and create yet another action franchise. 
July 29

 
august

the Founder—The story of McDonald’s burg-
er chain founder Ray Croc (Michael Keaton) is 
detailed. Linda Cardellini, Patrick Wilson, Laura 
Dern and Nick Offerman co-star. Aug. 5

Florence Foster Jenkins—Mighty Meryl re-
turns with another entry in her lucky August 
release spot with this improbable but true 
story of a wealthy heiress who lets nothing get 
in the way of her dream of being an opera sing-
er—not even her horrid singing voice. Hugh 
Grant co-stars as Streep’s husband. Aug. 12 

hell or high Water—Chris Pine and Ben 
Foster play two brothers who decide to rob a 
bank when their family farm is threatened with 
foreclosure. Jeff Bridges plays the Texas Ranger 
who pursues them with a vengeance. Aug. 12. 

ben-hur—From the trailers it doesn’t look as 
if the infamous, jaw dropping homoerotic sub-
text between the Jewish hunk and the Roman 
hunk in William Wyler’s 1959 classic is present 
in this new adaptation starring Jack Huston 
and Toby Kebbell stepping in for Charlton Hes-
ton and Stephen Boyd. But we’ll see. Aug. 19 

Southside with you—Future U.S. President 
Barack Obama (Parker Sawyers) and lawyer Mi-
chelle Robinson (Tika Sumpter) go on a fateful 
first date in the summer of 1989 (the date in-
cluding a screening of Spike Lee’s Do the Right 
Thing) in this well-timed film romance. Aug. 26

Summer movie
preview 

ellen deGeneres voices the title character in Finding dory.

Demi Lovato makes 
trans statement at 
Billboard awards

At the Billboard Music Awards, broadcast 
May 22 on ABC, women were in the spot-
light—including Demi Lovato, who made a 
pro-trans sartorial statement.

Lovato stood out—and not just for her 
pipes, as the GLAAD Vanguard Award re-
cipient wore a T-shirt featuring an inclusive 
bathroom symbol. (Her performance of “Cool 
for the Summer” dovetailed tourmate Nick 
Jonas’ duet with Tove Lo.) GLAAD announced 
that a replica of the T-shirt will be sold dur-
ing Lovato’s Honda Civic tour: Future Now, 
with the proceeds being donated to LGBT 
organizations in North Carolina. In April, 
Lovato and Nick Jonas cancelled their North 
Carolina tour dates over the state’s anti-LGBT 
law.

Madonna paid tribute to Prince in a set 
that featured the songs “Nothing Compares 
2 U” and “Purple Rain” (singing with Ste-
vie Wonder at one point)—and that earned 

mixed reviews on social media. Also, after a 
topsy-turvy news week, Kesha was allowed 
to perform “It Ain’t Me, Babe” to honor Bob 
Dylan. Rihanna earned a standing ovation for 
“Love on the Brain.”

Also, Adele debuted her new video, “Send 
My Love (To Your New Lover),” and won five 
awards (out of eight nods), including Top 
Artist and Top Selling Song (for “Hello”).

In addition, Celine Dion and Britney Spears 
were honored with special awards. Dion per-
formed “The Show Must Go On,” and received 
her honor (in a surprise) from son Rene-
Charles. Spears opened the show with a med-
ley of her greatest hits.

There were other LGBT-related moments 
during the show in addition to Lovato’s 
statement. Openly gay YouTube star/singer 
Troye Sivan performed his song “Youth” and 
musician ?uestlove, before introducing Ma-
donna, said that Prince’s music transcended 
many things, including sexual orientation.

Men also their moments during the Las Ve-
gas show, including The Weeknd, who won 
eight awards (out of 19 nominations), in-
cluding Top 100 artist. Justin Bieber received 
the award for Top Male Artist. 

demi Lovato at the awards.
Screen shot



‘Take Me to the
River,’ horror hags
and sequel summer

 
back to nebraska

The absolute last thing that Ryder (Logan 
Miller), a sullen teenager from California with 
a thatch of curly golden locks and a permanent 
pout, wants to do is go with his parents to a 
reunion in Nebraska. But if he has to go he’ll 
be damned if he’s going to apologize for be-
ing gay or anything else. Okay, maybe he’ll be 
quiet about the gay thing—for the sake of his 
mother Cindy (a carefully guarded Robin Wei-
gert who memorably starred in the sexy lesbian 

drama Concussion) who pleads with him for 
understanding as this is her side of the family. 
Dad (Richard Schiff) just seems to want to get 
this done.

This fish-out-of-water premise is the opening 
of take Me to the River, the debut film from 
writer-director Matt Sobel, and it promises a 
familiar dysfunctional family drama—ground is 
most assuredly covered. Pulling up to the fam-
ily homestead (the farm where Cindy grew up) 
things are immediately tense. The assembled 
clan are clearly a conservative bunch and Ry-
der, with his blazing red short shorts and girly 
sunglasses, immediately comes under sus-
picion. But there’s a lot more here than the 
expected homophobia and rigid conservatism. 
The undercurrent of dread is almost palpable 
and escalates soon after Ryder—who defiantly 
moves into the front row of the assembled fam-
ily photo—goes into the barn exploring at the 
insistence of his 9-year-old cousin Molly (Ur-
sula Parker).

Screams are heard from the barn and, a mo-
ment later, Molly appears with a blood stain 
on her clothes followed in short order by a 
confused Ryder, who claims not to remember 
what happened. Cindy’s brother Keith (a fright-
eningly intense Josh Hamilton) assumes the 
worst and isn’t interested in Ryder’s protests 
of innocence. Cindy manages to calm everyone 
down; the next day, Keith shows up at grand-
ma’s offering a heartfelt apology and inviting 
Ryder over for dinner. 

It’s before, during and after this rather be-
nign gathering—a taco dinner prepared by 
Keith’s wife and their daughters—that So-
bel’s movie veers off into the darkest of areas. 

The characters all seem to share a terrible 
knowledge and in one of the most disturbing 
scenes in a film I can recall—because of what 
it implies rather than what it shows—Sobel’s 
strangely compelling scenario lets us in on the 
secret. With that, we unexpectedly enter the 
realm of human tragedy. Take Me to the River, 
no doubt, is going to wildly divide audiences. I 
think it announces the arrival of a tremendous 
talent and is not to be missed. The film is hav-
ing its Chicago premiere at the Gene Siskel Film 
Center, 164 N. State St. It screens May 27 and 
29 as well as June 1. http://www.siskelfilmcen-
ter.org/takemetotheriver

 
horror hags

The news that Jessica Lange and Susan Sa-
randon are going to play Joan Crawford and 
Bette Davis, respectfully, in a miniseries de-
tailing their feud during the making of 1962’s 
What Ever Happened to Baby Jane? set many 
a gay man’s heart aflutter (this one included). 
That certainly included TV horror-meister Ryan 
Murphy, who came up with the idea and will 
direct. It’s also sure to spur interest in what is 
sometimes labeled the hag-horror genre—the 
spate of movies in the 1960s and ‘70s starring 
classic Hollywood stars in fright flicks. These 
included everything from the Davis and Craw-
ford teaming to Barbara Stanwyck in The Night 

Walker, Olivia de Havilland in Lady in a Cage, 
Ruth Gordon in What Ever Happened to Aunt 
Alice?, Davis again in Dead Ringer and Hush, 
Hush Sweet Charlotte, Tallulah Bankhead in Die 
Die My Darling and Joan Bennett in Suspiria.

Two movies that often get overlooked in 
this genre have just been released in sparkling 
new Blu-ray editions from Shout! Factory. The 
first is 1965’s i Saw What you did, which bills 
Crawford as its star; though Crawford is actually 
given minimal screen time here, she’s dressed 
to the hilt (with a hairdo and jewels to match) 
and plays with her usual intensity. The story 
focuses on prank telephone calls made by two 
bored teenage girls who anonymously dial up 
strangers and menacingly whisper, “I saw what 
you did … and I know who you are!” The two 
little pranksters call a man (John Ireland) who 
has just committed murder and he will stop at 
nothing to find those teenage brats! It’s camp 
stuff, to be sure (the sitcom-ish ‘60s score is a 
hoot) and while not nearly as fun as Crawford’s 
Strait-Jacket, it still has its share of delightful 
groaners (this being a William Castle produc-
tion, after all). 

The second film is the much better but more 
obscure you’ll Like My Mother, from 1972. 
Patty Duke stars as a young pregnant widow 
who trudges (literally) through a blizzard 
to visit the mother of her late husband—a 
woman she’s never met. But the woman who 
she’d thought was going to be warm and loving 
(hence the title) is the human embodiment of 
the raging snowstorm outside. 

Character actor Rosemary Murphy arguably 
does her best screen work as the nasty gorgon 

while Duke matches her in the scenery-chewing 
department as the seemingly complacent but 
rather determined daughter-in-law. Compli-
cations arise when the storm forces Duke to 
spend the night in the family manse—a fabu-
lous mansion with lots of mysterious going-ons 
(is there a maniac in the house?) exacerbated 
by Duke going into labor at the height of the 
blizzard. Richard Thomas and Sian Barbara Al-
len co-star in this superb example of the psy-
chological thriller. Composer Gil Melle’s score 
(he did many Night Gallery episodes) helps to 
ratchet up the tension, as does Lamont John-
son’s sure direction. The disc includes a new 
interview with Thomas and Allen.

 
Summer of sequels

Although summer hasn’t officially begun by 
the calendar, it recently arrived in theaters 

with Captain america: Civil War, the third (or 
is the 10th?) film in the ever-expanding Mar-
vel movie universe. There’s more just up ahead. 
Case in point: x-Men: apocalypse, which is 
the ninth—yes, the ninth—installment of the 
franchise focused on mutant (code word for 
gay) superheroes and their struggles to coexist 
with ordinary (code word for boring) old hu-
mans. Out director Bryan Singer is once again 
at the helm.

Mutants of another sort are on display in al-
ice through the Looking Glass, the sequel to 
Tim Burton 2010’s fantasy extravaganza (this 
time directed by James Bobin). Both films 
open this Friday, May 27. Head on over to my 
Summer Movie Preview in this week’s issue for 
more highlights of this summer’s sequels and 
offbeat indie fare—all noted from my usual 
queer perspective.
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Robin Weigart and Logan Miller in take Me to the River.

KNIGHT

by RiChaRd kniGht, JR.

KNIGHTKNIGHT
at the
movies

Tribute to P!nk
May 30 at 
Underground
 Firebrand Theatre will present the tribute 
concert “P!nk: Sung by Her” on Monday, May 
30, at 7:30 p.m. at Underground Lounge, 952 
W. Newport Ave.
 “P!nk: Sung by Her” will feature Chicago 
performers Kasey Alfonso, Angela Alise, Nea-
la Barron, Karla L. Beard, Emily Berman, Syd-
ney Charles, Lara Filip, Harmony France, Jess 
Godwin, Emily Goldberg, Amanda Horvath, 
Donica Lynn, Danni Smith and Keely Vasquez. 
The band includes Christopher Logan, Justin 
Adair and Scott Simon.
 Proceeds from the concert will support 
Firebrand Theatre—Chicago’s first musical 
theater committed to employing and em-
powering women by expanding opportunities 
on and off the stage. Tickets ($20 suggested 
donation) are available at the door. VIP seats 
($25 donation) are available in advance at 
FirebrandTheatre.org/launch. 

Groban, McLachlan
in Chicago Aug. 9
 Multi-platinum recording artist Josh Gro-
ban will return to the road this summer for 
the next leg of his worldwide tour in support 
of his gold-certified album, Stages. 
 During his Chicago visit Tuesday, Aug. 9, at 
Northerly Island’s First Merit Bank Pavilion, 
the special guests will be Sarah McLachlan 
and Foy Vance.
 Josh Groban: On Stage will kick off Friday, 
July 15, in New Orleans and will hit more 
than 20 cities in the United States. Tickets 
are available now at LiveNation.com.

Trikone to screen
short film May 28

Trikone-Chicago will screen Walking the 
Walk, a short film by Moses Tulasi, at 1104 
Center-Columbia College Chicago, 1104 S. 
Wabash Ave., Room # 402, on Saturday, May 
28, at 2 p.m.

Walking The Walk highlights the issues faced 
by the Hijra transgender community. More 
information can be found at https://www.
facebook.com/events/1674003352851705/.

that guitar was never the easiest instrument 
for her to connect with or handle—both she 
and Sara were classically trained on piano be-
tween the ages of 5 to 16.

In September, Tegan and Sara embark on a 
three-month tour of the USA, which includes 
a stop at Asheville, North Carolina’s, Orange 
Peel on Thursday, Nov. 10. While a famously 
progressive city, some would say the Portland 
of the Southeast, Asheville has nonetheless 
suffered in the controversies and boycotts re-
sulting from the state’s reprehensible HB2 bill, 
which dictates that men and women must use 
the restroom corresponding with their birth-
certificate gender. (This legislation, like so 
many transphobic and fear-stoking “bathroom 
bills” sweeping the country, is actually a clev-
er albeit vile method of packing in a Trojan 
Horse’s worth of other measures that, in this 
case, caps the state’s minimum wage and strips 
workers of the right to sue employers for dis-
crimination on a state level.)  

The pair has kept an eye and ear on this 
wave of transphobia, and will be donating a 
dollar from every tour ticket to charitable or-
ganizations with a focus on transgender rights 
and protections. However, when asked if they 
will boycott the North Carolina appearance if 
HB2 isn’t repealed by then, Tegan replied they 
would not. Instead, they feel their appearance 
would in fact serve as a meeting place and joy-
ful space for those against the bill. 

“If Sara and I chose not to play the Orange 
Peel it would make zero impact,” Tegan said. 
“We it as sort of what we did when we toured 
countries in Central Europe and Asia that have 
really fucked-up [anti-LGBT] laws, and that is 
try to bring hope, be a meeting place, and say 

your fighting is worth it. 
“Everything that’s happening now, all the 

major boycotts like Springsteen’s are impor-
tant, but as gay artists we’re going to go there 
and reward the people of North Carolina. We’ve 
had the most amazing shows there. Things 
are changing and this is just a bunch of old, 
fucked-up people acting as if they are protect-
ing someone, who doesn’t need protection. 
This is just the next fight.”

Speaking of fighting, one aspect of relation-
ships not addressed on Love You To Death is 
whether either of the twins has a predilection 
for chick magnets—the type of girl who makes 
them beat off competitors with a bat when out 
in public. What does it take to win the eyes or 
heart of Tegan and Sara, anyway?

“Our girlfriends are very different,” Tegan 
said with a laugh, “and we always dated very 
different people. We have different tastes in 
women. The person I’m dating is a total babe. 
I constantly find myself out and I’ll see her 
but don’t know its her, and check her out and 
be, like, ‘Oh my god—that’s the girl I’m dat-
ing!’ And I think Sara’s partner is wonderful, 
she’s a total babe and so smart and so ambi-
tious and hilarious. But we both date pretty 
private people. That’s the price to pay for dat-
ing Tegan or Sara. You’ve got to lock down your 
life. Our fans are hungry for details and we’ve 
been hacked a few times and had breaches of 
privacy. When you enter our closed circle, even 
the people who work for us, it’s like, ‘OK—ev-
erything goes private. You can’t post anything 
about where we are or what we’re doing, no 
photos of us with you.’ It’s not that fun, hon-
estly. We’re not a good time.”

Love you to death will be released Friday, 
June 3. For more information on tegan and 
Sara, visit teganandSara.com.

TEGAN from page 27



JUNE (various dates) - COMEDY SHOW 
- “Star Whores: The Pride Awakens.” by 
GayCo Productions at The Playground 
Theater, 3209 N. Halsted St. in Chicago. 
10:30 pm (on Friday and Saturday, 6/24 and 
6/25). Tickets: $15. 

JUNE (various dates) - INTERFAITH 
SPIRITUALITY GROUP - “Faith Beyond 
Resentment, Power Beyond Pride” for 
LGBTQ “peacemakers” by Living Well 
Ministries, 5051 W. Gunnison in Chicago. 
Dates: Four consecutive Thursdays: June 
2, 9, 16, 23. Time: 7:30-9:30 pm. RSVP 
requested.   www.livingwellministries.net  
773-655-4357.

JUNE 1 - BENEFIT PARTY - “Out of the 
Office” Pride Month kick-off fundraiser for 
LGBT Chamber of Commerce of Illinois and 
Pride Action Tank. Sponsored by Fifth Third 
Bank, Dream Town Realty and I/O Godfrey 
at The Godfrey Rooftop, 127 W. Huron 
in Chicago. 5:30-8 pm. Cost: $10. Enjoy 
sponsored cocktails, cash bar and light fare. 
Register: http://business.lgbtcc.com/events/
register/2857

JUNE 1 - BOOK LAUNCH PARTY - “The 
Dandelion Cloud” by Dale Boyer at Women 
& Children First Books, 5233 N. Clark St. 
in Chicago. 7:30 pm. (a Read Local event). 
The friendship and love of men: a story 
of three friends in a small college town in 
1979.  www.womenandchildrenfirst.com, 
wcfbooks@gmail.com  773-769-9299.

JUNE 1 - CENTER ON HALSTED - 
During June Pride Month, the center will 
be hosting a variety of different LGBTQIA 
events. 3656 N. Halsted St. in Chicago. 
www.centeronhalsted.org

JUNE 1 - (various dates) - COMEDY 
- “The Boys Upstairs” by Jason Mitchell 
presented by Pride Films and Plays. Previews 
and press opening is at the end of May. For 
dates, times, ticket prices, location etc. www.
pridefilmsandplays.com,  800-737-0984.

JUNE 2 - TELEVISION SHOW - 
Independent Lens “Limited Partnership” 
10 pm on 11.1 WTTW HD. This show 
chronicles the 40-year love story between 
Filipino-American Richard Adams and his 
Australian husband Tony Sullivan who, 
in 1975, were one of the first same- sex 
couples in the world to be legally married 
(thanks to a courageous county clerk in 
Boulder, Colorado). After that, Richard was 
denied a green card and the Immigration and 
Naturalization Service sent a letter stating, 
“You have failed to establish that a bona fide 
relationship can exist between two faggots.” 
Outraged at the tone, tenor and politics of the 
letter—and to prevent Tony’s deportation—
they embarked on a journey that included 
bringing a lawsuit against the federal 
government. This is one of several LGBT-
related shows on WTTW HD and WTTW 

Prime during June Pride Month. (This show 
is repeated on June 26 at 3:30 pm on 11.1 
WTTW HD).  www.wttw.com

JUNE 4 - PARADISE PARTY - by Women 
For Women at the Center on Halsted, 3656 N. 
Halsted in Chicago. Includes Pride Cocktail 
competition, limbo contest, Chicago Aloha 
Dancers, rooftop DJ and dancing. For ticket 
prices, time, etc.: www.centeronhalsted.org  

JUNE 5 - DISCUSSION GROUP - “Pope 
Francis on Love and the Family: Good 
News, or Same Old, Same Old?” moderated 
by Mark Andrews at Dignity/Chicago. 
Location: Broadway United Methodist 
Church, 3338 N. Broadway in Chicago. 2 
pm. Informal discussion about most recent 
comment by Pope Francis. Attendees are 
welcome to stay to attend Dignity/Chicago’s 
44th Anniversary Mass, following the 
discussion. www.dignity-chicago.org, 
dignitychicago@gmail.com, 312-458-9438.

JUNE 5 - MASS - “44th Anniversary 
Liturgy - Roman Catholic Mass” sponsored 
by Dignity/Chicago at Broadway United 
Methodist Church, 3338 N. Broadway in 
Chicago. 5 pm. The mass is inclusive. A 
short awards ceremony follows the mass. 
www.dignity-chicago.org,  dignitychicago@
gmail.com, 312-458-9438.

JUNE 5 - TELEVISION SHOW - 
Independent Lens “Limited Partnership” 
11 pm on 11.2 WTTW Prime. This show 
chronicles the 40-year love story between 
Filipino American Richard Adams and his 
Australian husband Tony Sullivan who, in 
1975, were one of the first same-sex couples 
in the world to be legally married (thanks 
to a courageous county clerk in Boulder, 
Colorado). After that, Richard was denied 
a green card and the Immigration and 
Naturalization Service sent a letter stating, 
“You have failed to establish that a bona fide 
relationship can exist between two faggots.” 
Outraged at the tone, tenor and politics of the 
letter—and to prevent Tony’s deportation—
they embarked on a journey that included 
bringing a lawsuit against the federal 
government. This is one of several LGBT-
related shows on WTTW HD and WTTW 
Prime during June Pride Month.  www.wttw.
com  

JUNE 5 - UNITED LATINO PRIDE 
WEEK WORSHIP EXPERIENCE - 
“Potluck With A Purpose: Discuss what it 
means to be LGBTQ/Ally and Christian” 
by Lighthouse Church and United Latino 
Pride at Uptown Underground, 4707 N. 
Broadway in Chicago. 1:30-3:30 pm,  www.
lighthousechicago.org  

JUNE 10 - QUEER GENRE FICTION 
BOOK DISCUSSION GROUP - “Black 
Blade Blues” by J.A. Pitts at Gerber/Hart 
Library and Archives, 6500 N. Clark Street 
in Chicago. 7-9 pm. Sci-fi, a love interest and 

dragons all in one book. For more information 
about the book:  www.gerberhart.org, info@
gerberhart.org, 773-381-8030.

JUNE 11- BBQ - “20th Annual Flag Day 
BBQ & Beer Bust” benefit for the American 
Veterans for Equal Rights (AVER) at Replay 
Bar, 3439 N. Halsted in Chicago. 7 pm. $10. 
www.averchicago.org, jamesdarby@aol.
com,  773-752-0058.

JUNE 11 - COMEDY SHOW - “Gays 
of Our Lives: A Night of Queer Comedy” 
by Brittani J. Ferguson at Stage 773, 
1225 W. Belmont in Chicago. 7:30 pm. 
brittanijferguson@gmail.com, 630-247-
1512.

JUNE 11 - PRIDE CHORAL CONCERT 
& DANCE - “Voices of Joyful Rebellion” 
by the Artemis Singers (Chicago’s Lesbian 
Feminist Chorus since 1980) at Broadway 
United Methodist Church, 3338 N. 
Broadway in Chicago. 7 pm. Hyde Park 
concert co-sponsored by Artemis Singers 
and Affinity Community Services. The dance 
with live DJ immediately follows. For those 
65 and over or 12 and under: Free. (repeat 
performance June 18 at First Unitarian 
Church, 5650 S. Woodlawn in Chicago.) 
June 11 tickets: http://artemisrebellakeview.
brownpapertickets.com. June 18 
tickets: http://artemisrebelhydepark.
brownpapertickets.com. General 
information: www.artemissingers.org, 
info@artemissingers.org, 773-764-4465

JUNE 11 - MUSICAL PERFORMANCE 
- “Wilde and Wooley: A Musical Exploration 
of Cole Porter’s Inner Circle” by Songs 
for the Season at Davenport’s Piano Bar & 
Cabaret, 1383 N. Milwaukee in Chicago. 
8-9:30 pm. Cost: $13 (plus 2 drink 
minimum). Daniel Johnson has produced 
a one-man show about the history of Cole 
Porter’s inner circle. Porter lived with 
great style and charm as a (semi-) closeted 
gay artist in the pre-Stonewall era, which 
influenced his work and his relationships, 
including close friendships with playwright/
actor Noel Coward and actor/director 
Monty Wooley. The show celebrates the 
influences each had on the other and the 
legacies they left the public. Reservations: 
http://reservations.davenportspianobar.
com/events/daniel-johnson-2/, Program 
information: https://songsfortheseason.
wordpress.com, gustibear@netzero.com, 
862-233-1165.  

JUNE 12 - PRIDE WORSHIP SERVICE 
- at Grace Lutheran Church, 1430 South 
Blvd.,in Evanston.  www.gracelutheran.org  

JUNE12 - TELEVISION SHOW - 
Independent Lens “The New Black” 11 pm 
on 11.2 WTTW Prime. This is a documentary 
about how the African-American community 
is dealing with the gay rights issue in light 
of the recent same sex marriage movement 

and the fight over civil rights. This is one of 
several LGBT-related shows on WTTW HD 
and WTTW Prime during June Pride Month.  
www.wttw.com  

JUNE 14 - SAPPHO’S SALON: PRIDE 
OPEN MIC -  The Salon will host this 
year’s annual Pride Open Mic w/ three 
featured performers: Coco Shonell, Avi 
Roque and Carolyn Reynolds at 7:30 pm 
along with 5-minute open mic segments, first 
come/first served, check in at 7 pm. Includes 
Mediterranean spread, but BYOB. Cost: Pay 
what you can with proceeds to the featured 
performers and the bookstore’s Women’s 
Voices Fund. Women & Children First 
Books, 5233 N. Clark St. in Chicago. 7 pm. 
Information: www.womenandchildrenfirst.
com,  wcfbooks@gmail.com  773-769-9299.

JUNE 15 - WORKSHOP - “Too Young 
To Retire—Now What ?” If you are 
recently retired or thinking about retiring, 
this workshop will help you sort out what 
you want to do next: new career; part-time 
work; volunteering; travel or something 
else. Facilitated by Judi Lansky of Lansky 
Career Consultants at 115 S. LaSalle 
Street, #2600 in Chicago. 6:30-8:30 pm. 
Reservations required, no cost.  www.
lanskycareerconsultants.com, jlansky@
lanskycareerconsultants.com, 312-494-
0022.

JUNE 16 (though June 19) - PRIDE 
PARTY - “13th Annual Back Lot Bash” 
Women’s festival. (Two weekends this year:  
7 days total: from JUNE 16 to 19 and JUNE 
24 to 26!). Includes a Comedy Night at the 
Laugh Factory: Girls Night Out at Seven 
Lounge; Sunday Social and Wine Tasting at 
Himmel’s; Sunset Concert behind Cheetah 
Gym; All-Day Bash behind Cheetah Gym; 
and Pride Day behind Cheetah Gym.   www.
backlotbashchicago.com  

JUNE 16 - READING & SIGNING - 
“The Lesbian Sex Haiku Book (w/Cats)” 
by Anna Pulley at Women & Children 
First Books, 523.3 N. Clark St. in Chicago. 
7:30 pm. For more information: www.
womenandchildrenfirst.com, wcfbooks@
gmail.com, 773-769-9299.

JUNE 17 - COMEDY SHOW - “The 
Women of GayCo” at Stage 773. Location: 
1225 W. Belmont Ave. in Chicago for 
The 5th Annual Chicago Women’s Funny 
Festival. 9 pm. $15. The females of GayCo 
Productions, Chicago’s premier LGBT 
sketch comedy company, perform some of 
their best-of lady sketches. www.stage773.
com/WomensFestCalendar 

JUNE 18 - CHICAGO PRIDE FEST - A 
street festival with vendors and entertainers 
by the Northalsted Business Alliance (NBA). 
(Two-day festival continues on June 19).  
www.northalsted.com  
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JUNE 18 - CHORAL CONCERT - “Simply 
the Best” by Windy City Gay Chorus & 
Windy City Treble Quire at Ebenezer 
Lutheran Church, 1650 W. Foster in Chicago. 
Two shows: 5 pm and 8 pm. Advance 
tickets from Brown Paper Tickets. Ticket 
choices include: reserved seating; general 
admission; student, senior and children 
rates. Information: www.windycitysings.
org, justinfyala@windycitysings.org    

JUNE 18 - LGBTQIA PRIDE SHOW - 
“You’re Being Ridiculous” at Women & 
Children First Books, 5233 N. Clark St. 
in Chicago. 7 pm. (Live Lit event). $10 
suggested donation to benefit performers 
and the bookstore’s Women’s Voices Fund. 
BYOB. www.womenandchildrenfirst.com, 
wcfbooks@gmail.com, 773-769-9299.

JUNE 18 - PRIDE CHORAL CONCERT 
& DANCE - “Voices of Joyful Rebellion” 
by the Artemis Singers (Chicago’s Lesbian 
Feminist Chorus since 1980) at First 
Unitarian Church, 5650 S. Woodlawn in 
Chicago. 7 pm. The dance with Live DJ 
immediately follows. Tickets $15 advance 
or online via Brown Paper Tickets. For those 
65 and over or 12 and under: FREE. http://
artemisrebelhydepark.brownpapertickets.
com, general information:  www.
artemissingers.org, info@artemissingers.
org, 773-764-4465

JUNE 19 - CHICAGO PRIDE FEST - A 
street festival with vendors and entertainers 
by the Northalsted Business Alliance (NBA). 
(Second day of a two-day festival).  www.
northalsted.com

JUNE 19 - TELEVISION SHOW - “The 
Boy in the Dress” 5:50 pm on 11.1 WTTW 
HD. Dennis is a 12-year-old boy who enjoys 
football and fashion. The film shows the 
reaction of his family and friends. This is one 
of several LGBT-related shows on WTTW 
HD and WTTW Prime during June Pride 
Month.  www.wttw.com  

JUNE 19 - TELEVISION SHOW 
-  “VICIOUS SPECIAL”  7 pm on 11.1 
WTTW HD. The comedy series Vicious tells 
the story of two gay men who have been 
a couple for 50 years. Based in London, 
the series deals with their ups and downs 
(including their codependent fighting), but 
underneath they have a deep love for one 
another. This is one of several LGBT-related 
shows on WTTW HD and WTTW Prime 
during June Pride Month.  www.wttw.com  

JUNE 19 - TELEVISION SHOW - 
“Anyone and Everyone” 11 pm on 11.2 
WTTW Prime. The show features parents 
who have a child who is gay. It depicts 
families from all walks of life. Individuals 
from such divergent backgrounds as 
Japanese, Bolivian and Cherokee, as well 
as from various religious denominations 
such as Mormon, Jewish, Roman Catholic, 
Hindu and Southern Baptist share intimate 
accounts of how their children revealed their 
sexual orientation and discuss the responses. 
(First aired in 2007, it also shows PFLAG 
meetings). This is one of several LGBT-

related shows on WTTW HD and WTTW 
Prime during June Pride Month.  www.wttw.
com  

JUNE 22 - AWARDS CEREMONY - “30 
Under 30 Awards” by Windy City Media 
Group, co-sponsored with Polo Cafe & 
Catering, AIDS Foundation of Chicago, 
Center on Halsted, Howard Brown Health 
Center and Chicago House. Location: 
Polo Cafe and Catering, 3322 S. Morgan 
St. in Chicago. Reception: 5:30 pm; 
Program: 6-7:30 pm. The awards honor 
30 outstanding young (under 30 years old) 
LGBT individuals and allies who have made 
substantial contributions to the Chicagoland 
LGBT communities. Information: www.
windycitymediagroup.com, andrew@
windycitymediagroup.com, 773-871-7609. 

JUNE 23 - TRIVIA NIGHT - “PRIDE 
TRIVIA” with host KWizmaster Kirk 
Williamson. Challenging questions from 
Sappho to Stonewall to “Sissy That Walk,” 
plus video and photo rounds. Sponsored by 
Leinenkugel’s Grapefruit Shandy. $10 per 
team to play (limit of 6 players per team). 
First-place takes 75% of the pot; second-
place gets 25%. 8 pm. The Glenwood, 6962 
N. Glenwood Ave. (right off the Morse Red 
Line stop). For more info: email kirk@
windycitymediagroup.com

JUNE 24 - MOVIE PREMIERE - “More 
Than Friends” by MVP Productions at 
the Patio Theater, 6008 W. Irving Park 
Rd. in Chicago. 7 pm (Red Carpet); 8 pm 
(Showtime). Tickets: $20 advance ($30 
door).  www.TheMakingsofMVP.com, 
MVPproductions2009@gmail.com 

JUNE 24 - PRIDE PARTY - “13th Annual 
Backlot Bash” Women’s festival (continues 
on June 25 and 26). Sunset Concert on 
June 24.  www.backlotbashchicago.com, 
backlotbash@yahoo.com  

JUNE 24 - PRIDE PARTY - Annual 
bash at Center on Halsted (Richard M. 
Daley Terrace Roof), 3656 N. Halsted in 
Chicago. 6-9 pm. Admission: $20 includes 
two drinks, nibbles, cash bar. Lady Bunny 
performing and officiating. Also featuring 
DJ competition (DJ Billy Brown vs. DJ 
Gemini Jones).  Tickets: http://community.
centeronhalsted.org/TKO

JUNE 24 - READING & LESBIAN 
SINGLES MIXER - “Girls Guide To 
Healthy Dating: Between the Breakup and 
the Next U-Haul” at Women & Children 
First Books, 5233 N. Clark St. in Chicago. 
7 pm.  www.womenandchildrenfirst.com, 
wcfbooks@gmail.com,  773-769-9299.

JUNE 24 - URBANO BLATINO PRIDE 
PARTY - by Clubhouse Productions/Urbano 
at Family (formerly Circuit), 3641 N. 
Halsted. 11 pm - 4 am. For more information:  
www.windycityblackpride.info

JUNE 25 - BEACH PARTY - “Transmale 
Beach Bash Party” It’s time to be visible 
during Pride weekend at Hollywood Beach 
(south end, gay area). 10 am to 5 pm. FREE. 

Transmen invited to bring your own food 
and beverages (non-alcoholic), as well as 
beach towels, coolers, plenty of ice, water, 
etc. and music.  www.transmalechicago.
com/transmale-beach-party-hollywood-
beach-june25th/, transmalechicago@gmail.
com  

JUNE 25 - CHICAGO DYKE MARCH 
- For more information: www.facebook.
com/groups/dykemarchchicago or 
ch i cagodykemarch .wordpres s . com, 
dykemarchchicago@gmail.com

JUNE 25 - PRIDE LITURGY - Roman 
Catholic Mass sponsored by Dignity/Chicago 
at Broadway United Methodist Church, 
3338 N. Broadway in Chicago. 5 pm.  www.
dignity-chicago.org, dignitychicago@gmail.
com  312-458-9438.

JUNE 25 - PRIDE PARTY - “13th Annual 
Backlot Bash” Women’s festival (continues 
on June 26). Pride Family & Kids Fest. www.
backlotbashchicago.com,  backlotbash@
yahoo.com

JUNE 25 - ROOF TOP DAY PARTY - 
by Rails Marketing Group & Clubhouse/
Urbano at the Kensington (rooftop), 324 W. 
Chicago Ave. in Chicago. 2-7 pm. For more 
information: www.windycityblackpride.info

JUNE 25 & 26 - SX CHICAGO PRIDE 
PARTY - by Clubhouse Productions/
Urbano, Rockafellaz & Flavworks at 
Manhole/The Den, 3210 N. Halsted. On two 
separate days. For more information: www.
sxchicago.net  or www.windycitypride.info

JUNE 25 - TELEVISION SHOW - “Out 
& Proud in Chicago” 7 pm. on 11.2 WTTW 
Prime. Encore presentation of the critically-
acclaimed show featuring historical coverage 
of LGBTs in Chicago. Narrated by actress 
and Chicago native Jane Lynch. This is one 
of several LGBT-related shows on WTTW 
HD and WTTW Prime during June Pride 
Month. www.wttw.com

JUNE 25 - WALK & RUN - “Proud To 
Run” - 35th annual event includes 5K and 
10K race/walk and teams coordinated by 
Proud to Run (PTR). 8:04 am from Montrose 
Harbor. Benefit for About Face Theatre, 
TransTech Social Enterprises and Center on 
Halsted. The event is USA Track and Field 
certified and presented in association with 
Frontrunners/Frontwalkers Chicago. For 
fees and registration information:  www.
proudtorun.org  

JUNE 26 - PRIDE NORTH - Dance/
party/fest-Celebrating Pride on the North 
side. Location: Glenwood Avenue between 
Lunt and Farwell in the Rogers Park 
neighborhood in Chicago. Information: 
www.pridenorthchicago.com

JUNE 26 - PRIDE PARADE - Chicago 
47th Annual Pride Parade, coordinated 
by PRIDEChicago. Noon. www.
ChicagoPrideCalendar.org, PrideChgo@aol.
com,  773-348-8243.

JUNE 26 - PRIDE  PARTY - “13th Annual 
Backlot Bash” Women’s festival. All day, 
Pride Day bash. www.backlotbashchicago.
com, backlotbash@yahoo.com

JUNE 26 - TELEVISION SHOW - 
Independent Lens “Limited Partnership” 
3:30 pm on 11.1 WTTW HD. This show 
chronicles the 40-year love story between 
Filipino-American Richard Adams and his 
Australian husband Tony Sullivan who, in 
1975, were one of the first same-sex couples 
in the world to be legally married (thanks 
to a courageous county clerk in Boulder, 
Colorado). After that, Richard was denied 
a green card and the Immigration and 
Naturalization Service sent a letter stating, 
“You have failed to establish that a bona fide 
relationship can exist between two faggots.” 
Outraged at the tone, tenor and politics of the 
letter—and to prevent Tony’s deportation—
they embarked on a journey that included 
bringing a lawsuit against the federal 
governmemnt. This is one of several LGBT-
related shows on WTTW HD and WTTW 
Prime during June Pride Month. www.wttw.
com

JUNE 26 - TELEVISION SHOW - “Out 
and Proud in Chicago” 5 pm on 11.2 WTTW 
Prime. Encore presentation of the critically-
acclaimed show featuring historical coverage 
of LGBTs in Chicago. Narrated by actress 
and Chicago native Jane Lynch. This is one 
of several LGBT-related shows on WTTW 
HD and WTTW Prime during June Pride 
Month.  www.wttw.com   

JUNE 26 - TELEVISION SHOW - “2016 
PRIDE PARADE” Parade day is capped off 
each year with ABC-7 Chicago’s one-hour 
show presenting a taped presentation of the 
first hour of the parade. Check local listing 
for time.   

JUNE 30 - CEREMONY - “Salute to 
LGBT Veterans” by the American Veterans 
for Equal Rights (AVER) at Daley Plaza in 
downtown Chicago. Noon - 1 pm. www.
averchicago.org, jamesdarby@aol.com, 
773-752-0058.

JUNE 30 (through July 4) -  CHICAGO 
BLACK PRIDE - There will be various 
events for the LGBTQ Black communities 
and allies.  www.windycityblackpride.info  

JUNE 30 - TELEVISION SHOW - “Out 
& Proud in Chicago” 8 pm on 11.1 WTTW 
HD. Encore presentation of the critically-
acclaimed show featuring historical coverage 
of LGBTs in Chicago. Narrated by actress 
and Chicago native Jane Lynch. This is one 
of several LGBT-related shows on WTTW 
HD and WTTW Prime during June Pride 
Month.  www.wttw.com  

JUNE 30 - TELEVISION SHOW - 
American Masters “Billie Jean King” 9:30 
pm on 11.1 WTTW HD. The story of athlete 
and activist Billie Jean King. This is one of 
several LGBT-related shows on WTTW HD 
and WTTW Prime during June Pride Month.  
www.wttw.com  

For travel to the parade and other pride events

ride the CTA/PACE/METRA.
www.transitchicago.com (1-312-836-7000) 

or www.metrarail.com (1-312-322-6900)
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The DJ industry has always been geared toward 
a younger demo of, let’s say, under-35 folks. A 
bar traditionally drawing in young clientele is 
perceived as hipper and more lucrative. That 
was then, this is now. 

In recent years the trend amongst that age 
group has been house parties or no parties, 
while the slightly older Gen X and Gen Ys 
still remember the thrill of dancing with a 
stranger and getting stranger with a dancer at 
a nightclub ‘til the break of day. In turn, the 
X&Ys spend money (vs. pre-drinking or weed) 
because, first, they have more money, and 
second, are living longer and healthier with 
no children so they can party much later into 
their decades. Hence, the popularity of bars 
like Big Chicks and Sidetrack and bar nights 
like Madonnarama (Berlin) and DILF (Daddies 
I’d Like to F…) at The Sofo Tap, the latter of 
which I’m the DJ and co-creator. I’ve learned 
a lot working it for the +35s, and as you slip 
into the decidedly mature IML weekend, here’s 
a few of my tips for your playlist or selecting a 
groove to kink to. 

1. don’t be afraid of retro: Anyone looking 

to soundtrack a party will go for Spotify’s pure 
pop playlists or rush to contemporary house or 
circuit mixes. It’s IML. You want subtler, darker, 
yet familiar. But with retro, don’t get too cute. 
No one wants to hear “Girls Just Wanna Have 
Fun” while sounding. Keep the choices middle-
of-the-road obscure, not the first single off the 
album, but the second or third. Think a-ha’s 
“Train of Thought” vs. “Take On Me.” You’re not 
only more likely to get a nice reaction from 
playing not-the-obvious, but you also weed 
out the less interesting ones. Don’t let the 
twinks pick on you for not playing Britney or 
Rihanna. It’s our party and we can play Prince 
if we want to. 

2. Stay a bit manly: Nothing wrong with 
tossing in some female vocalists, especially 
your Grace Joneses and Florence + The 
Machineses of the world, but make sure your 
choices trend to men. Nothing will throw 
off that pending boner like Deniece Williams 
shouting “Let’s Hear It For The Boy!” 

3. Remix vs. 12”: there’s a difference: 
Remixes are fun for the club with everything 
turned up to 11, and you might be turned 
up also to 11 (see Spinal Tap if you’re not 
following me. I’ll wait), but the classic 12” 
mixes are always more subtle and true to the 
songs. 12” mixes are usually an extended jam 
on the original, whereas a remix is usually a 
hyped up backing track, sometimes with less 
vocals and lots of ups and downs … imagine 
edging vs. a line of blow. While a remix will pull 
you out of the situation and lift you up, the old 
12” (and who doesn’t love a good old 12”) will 
just extend your pleasure. 

As a final rule, just remember the daddies 
are a tad more serious, but no less fun. Don’t 
disturb your daddy’s groove and you’ll soon get 
into his. 

dJ Moose will be spinning for the daddies 
at the Sofo tap’s legendary iML diLF party, 
Saturday, May 28, starting at 9 pm. no Cover. 

DANCING
ABOUT
ARCHITECTURE
by MaRC ‘MooSe’ ModeR

DANCINGDANCING
ABOUTABOUT
ARCHITECTUREARCHITECTURE

DJing for the 
Daddies

The Queer Prom (which took place at the National Mu-
seum of Mexican Art on May 20) was created 11 years 
ago to allow LGBTQ young people & allies to celebrate 
fearlessly & unapologetically who they are. 

Unlike CPS-sponsored proms, this event provides in-
formation booths containing everything from safer sex 
information and kits to youth housing. The booths were 
provided by community partner organizations who spon-
sored the prom. Attendees come from schools all over 
Chicago. 

When asked how they learned of the Queer Prom, many 
said they heard about it by word of mouth from past at-
tendees and through social media. Some past attendees 
have even come back to volunteer because they want to 
keep the tradition alive and to make sure future attend-
ees have just as much funsas they did.

Another thing you want see at a CPS promo is a drag 
show that showcases drag queens. The Queer Prom gives 
drag queen under 21 an opportunity to strut their stuff 
on stage. The evening’s show was hosted by Chicago’s 
Miss Continental Plus Milani Ninja. This year’s amazing 
performances included those done by Sindy Vicious, Azu-
la Sapphire, Ophelia Monroe, Luna La Catrina and Naomi 
as well as a dance performance by Yassss Productions.

After the show the crowd danced the night away—in-
cluding a conga line—to the sounds of DJ OCD.

text and photos by ed negron

THE QUEER PROM @ NATIONAL 
MUSEUM OF MEXICAN ART

More photos on page 35.
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IML 2016 Best of Chicago 
Welcome Party

Wed., May 25, 9 pm
touche, 

6412 n. Clark St.
Hosted by Mr. Chicago Leather 2016 
Todd Harris, with BLUF/Chicago, wel-
coming leather brothers and sisters from 
across the globe. Come join the party 
and meet people from around the world 
and jumpstart the IML weekend.

Porn ‘n Progress

Fri., May 27, 7-10 pm
Progress bar, 

3359 n. halsted St.
Underwear auction and raffle with 
signed DVDs from guest porn stars Jack 
Hunter, Bray Love, Mickey Taylor and 
Cameron Diggs. Hosted by Debbie Fox 
and Sister Roma. Benefitting Fred Says.

Furball

Sat., May 28, 9 pm
Metro, 

3730 n. Clark St.
Bears and leathermen converge for one of 
the hottest, sweatiest parties of IML/Bear 
Pride weekend. DJ Hifi Sean (London) and 
DJ Ron Geronimo. $16 advance tix at www. 
etix.com/ticket/p/5898391/furballchi-
cago-chicago-metrochicagoil; $20 at the 
door.

IML 2016 Victory Party

Sun., May 29, 9 pm
house of blues, 

329 n. dearborn St.
Fete the new International Mr. Leather 
and International Mr. Bootblack at the 
official IML afterparty. DJ/producer 
Tiago Vibe (Brazil) and Chicago DJ Fred-
die Bain. Individual tix at www.house-
ofblues.com.

by andReW daviS

Columbus Tap (200 N. Columbus Dr.; ColumbusTap.
com) is a new gastropub at The Fairmont Chicago 
that just opened in April and that has an unmis-
takable masculine vibe—one that my dining com-
panion (a female) also picked up on immediately, 
down to the strong decor and the overwhelmingly 
male patronage.
 Chef Atticus Garant (a chef who exudes an al-
most elegant air) offers cuisine that is in keep-
ing with that vibe—although the menu really has 
something for everyone. We started with spice-
dusted pork cracklings that were absolutely enor-

mous. (Garant explained that even just a little skin 
can create these huge items.) Following that, we 
tried the open-faced toast with rotisserie chicken, 
bacon, lettuce, tomato and smoked “ranch”—an 
incredibly scrumptious item.
 Another winning dish was called A Run Through 
the Garden, which consists of spring peas, fava 
beans, pea tendrils and spring onions. However, 
we then tackled a couple decidedly non-vegetari-
an dishes: Tap That Burger (yes, that’s the name) 
and the fish ‘n’ chips. The burger, with “American 
Gruyere” and something called “sneaky sauce,” 
was one of the best I’ve tried recently. The fish 

‘n’ chips (with malt-vinegar tartar sauce) was also 
pretty tasty. (Other entree offerings include whis-
key honey ham hocks and the tempting chicken 
and biscuits.)
 Dessert was (literally) a slice of heaven, with 
items including chocolate cake, sundae (with ba-
con candy), coffee and donuts, strawberry short-
cake and seasonal pie. Hopefully, Garant will take 
my advice and make a platter of all these sweet 
treats.
 One more thing: It wouldn’t be the Columbus 
Tap profile without mentioning its drinks. There’s a 
spectacular selection—including an intriguing ale 
selection called Une Annee Esquisse that comes 
across as more of an acquired taste. However, 
those who want to try various drafts can try a beer 
flight; either the diner or the Tap’s beverage direc-
tor can choose.

big Gay brunch June 5
 The Big Gay Brunch will return to Boiler Room, 
2210 N. California Ave., on Sunday, June 5, 1-4 
p.m.
 DJs Robojojo and Butch Sassidy the Come Dance 
Kid will entertain, while the hosts will be Lucy 
Stoole and Imp Queen.
 Guests are encouraged to RSVP at Do312 to re-
ceive a complimentary PBR and shot of Sauza Hor-
nitos. Entrance is free.
 RSVP at http://do312.com/events/2016/6/5/
big-gay-brunch.
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The Columbus 
Tap; Big Gay 
Brunch dessert platter at the Columbus tap. 

Photo by Nikki Hudson

On May 21, The Northalsted Business Alliance (NBA), in 
collaboration with The Legacy Project, presented “Pride 
Prom: A Chance to Rewrite History.” 

The event—which kicked off the start of future col-
laborations between the two organizations—took place 
under a massive tent on Halsted and Newport streets, and 
featured live music by The Lakeside Pride Strayhorn Jazz 
Combo and DJ Moose along with light refreshments from 
Halsted-area restaurants.

NBA Executive Director Christopher Barrett Politan stat-
ed before the event, “For many in the LGBTQ Community, 
prom was a less than welcoming environment to express 
gender identity or sexual orientation.” Under the tent dur-
ing this evening, identity and orientation were the norm as 
long and short term same-sex couples danced and mingled 
to a soundtrack which included old-school jazz and dance-
floor favorites like Rod Stewart’s “Do Ya Think I’m Sexy?” 
and ABBA’s “Dancing Queen.” 

Many guests went all out in dressing for this prom with 
the attitude to reclaim the event as there very own. A num-
ber of guests made dramatic entrances in high-end tuxedos 
and a variety of full-length gowns. Later in the evening, 
46th Ward Ald. James Cappleman and his husband, Richard 
Thale, crowned the “Queens” and “Kings” of the prom.

The event was co-sponsored by Miller Beer, BMO Har-
ris Bank, Allstate Insurance, Steamworks Baths, and The 
Chicago Cubs.

text and photos by vern hester

NORTHALSTED’S PRIDE PROM 

dixie (with the good hair) hosts another all things beyonce, Wed., May 18.
Photos by Jed Dulanas

SIDETRACK
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“I’m not opposed to anything. But if you’re 
gonna pull your dick out, it’d better be from an 
Academy Award-winning movie.”—zac efron lets 
us know what it would take to see him naked 
on film, which I’m guessing means he’ll never 
appear naked on film—unless in some alternate 
universe, Neighbors 2 is considered an art film!

I’d like to kick off this week with a story I’m 
sure will resonate with the bulk of my readers. 
A European study has proven that the more you 
masturbate, the longer you’ll live. And you know 
what that means? People with a membership to 
BillyMasters.com will outlive everyone! Suddenly 
that $5 a month moves from the Entertainment 
column to the Health column of your budget! 
You’re welcome.

Last week, my native Boston was the site of the 
nation’s first genitourinary vascularized compos-
ite allograft transplant—commonly referred to 
as the first successful penis transplant. This was 
done at Massachusetts General Hospital. And, in 
one of those coincidences I find fascinating, the 
head of the team was also instrumental in the 
first hand transplant four years ago—and if you 
don’t think the hand and penis go together, then 
you aren’t paying attention. Thus far, the organ 
has not been rejected—which is quite an ac-
complishment for any penis in Boston. Although 
we’re not sure where the organ came from, I think 
it’s safe to assume that the donor was just some 
stiff.

File this story under “You Think You Have 
Problems.” Back in March, a man in Seattle was 
pissed off after being jilted by his Grindr hook-
up. According to reports, Alik Lebedev went to 
the home of a guy he was chatting with on the 
popular hookup app. When he arrived, the guy of-
fered him a glass of water ... and then asked him 
to leave. OK, we’ve all been there. I was actu-
ally asked to watch the potatoes cooking on the 
stove while two guys I was there to have sex with 
started without me. So, I feel your pain. Shortly 
after Alik left, the guy sent him another text in-
viting him back. (That part never happened to 
me.) When Alik returned, he brought a gun (also, 
something I never considered). 

According to the victim, Alik wanted his cash, 
watches and credit cards, and then made him 
delete the Grindr conversation before taking his 
SIM card and leaving. But remember that glass of 
water? The glass had enough DNA for the police 
to track him down. Since real life doesn’t work 
as quickly as TV, it took two months for police 
to get a match. When they did, police went to 
pick up Lebedev, who barricaded himself inside 
his home and threatened to shoot. At the end of 
the eight-hour ordeal, Alik tried to commit sui-
cide by shooting himself in the chest. Alas, his 
suicide attempt was as successful as his sex life. 
He’s currently in jail awaiting trial.

You know who else is looking for sex? The char-
acters in Looking. And we’ll find out what hap-
pened to them in the upcoming farewell movie. 
HBO has announced that the feature-length fi-
nale will premiere July 23. Reportedly, the film 
picks up one year after Jonathan Groff’s char-
acter left San Francisco. Everyone seems to be 
wondering who will come back—hopefully, Scott 
bakula stops by. A bigger question is, will the 
few viewers who stuck with the show ‘til it limped 
to the end of season two even care to see how it 
all wraps up? Stay tuned...

A couple of weeks ago, my dear friend Jenifer 
Lewis sent me a video of her singing with brandy 
and Roz Ryan in her kitchen. It was an infor-

mal gathering of the divas—I’m told Roz brought 
fish. The ditty, improvised on the spot, was to 
the words, “I don’t want nobody fucking with me 
in these streets”—only a snippet of a song, but 
one that could become a gutsy gospel anthem. 
I forgot about it until a handful of fans sent me 
a link to the same video this past week—and 
it’s now had over 18 MILLION views! Not only 
that, but scores of people have filmed their own 
version of the song, including Lee daniels and 
Jussie Smollett. Check them out on BillyMasters.
com.

Speaking of divas, barbra Streisand just an-
nounced that she’ll be going on tour this sum-
mer in support of her upcoming CD Encore: Movie 
Partners Sing Broadway. The tour, subtitled “The 
Music...The Mem’ries...The Magic!”, includes nine 
cities from Los Angeles to Toronto, Canada. Re-
portedly, each show will include special guests to 
be announced at a later date. 

More details are coming out regarding bette 
Midler’s upcoming Hello, Dolly! on Broadway. Her 
Horace will be that inimitable ladies’ man, david 
hyde Pierce. The show will play the Shubert The-
atre, where “Matilda, The Musical” is the current 
tenant. Previews will begin on March 13, 2017, 
and opening night will be April 20. 

Our “Ask Billy” question comes from Richard in 
Miami: “You’ve talked about nyle [diMarco] from 
America’s Next Top Model. What about dustin 
Mcneer? He’s absolutely stunning and always 
seems to be showing off.”

To put it mildly. But first, let’s address who 
Dustin is. He competed on ANTM during Nyle’s 
season. In fact, Nyle made a point of saying that 
Dustin was the only contestant who made an ef-
fort to learn sign language in order to communi-
cate with him. Let’s all say it together: Awwww. 
Was he flirting? Is he gay? Or just a tease? The 
jury’s out, but one thing is certain—he likes at-
tention. And he’s been getting it by leaking some 
tasteful nudes since last December—not that I’m 
complaining. We’ve even received a couple of vid-
eos of him in the shower, and who am I to deny 
you those? A tasteful and yet explicit mouthful 
awaits you at BillyMasters.com.

When models are leaking, it’s time to grab a 
mop and end yet another column. Wow, we really 
ran the gamut this week—from transplanted pri-
vates to leaking privates. For those interested in 
penii, this certainly is a varied collection—one 
of the many joys to partake of at www.BillyMas-
ters.com, the site that uncovers only the best. If 
you have a question—or a story to leak—send it 
along to Billy@BillyMasters.com, and I promise 
to get back to you before we see if a member-
ship to BillyMasters.com could be covered un-
der Obamacare—or at the very least, count as 
a health-related deduction. So, until next time, 
remember, one man’s filth is another man’s bible.

BILLY
Masters

BILLYBILLYBILLY
MastersMastersMasters

Model dustin Mcneer likes attention, 
according to billy. 
Instagram photo

More from the Queer Prom at the national Museum of Mexican art.
Photos by Ed Negron

http://www.sidetrackchicago.com
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Family Law
Donald B. Boyd, Jr.
• Pre-Marital Agreements  • 

LGBT Issues • Divorce/Wills/Trusts • Real Estate Closings
Custody Violation • Child Support

Free Initial Consultation
708-848-1005

113 South Marion St., Ste. 100, Oak Park, Ill., 60302
Evening & Weekend

Appointments Available
Major Credit Cards Accepted

www.BoydDivorce.com

• Residential
• Commercial
• Industrial

• Service
• Installation
• Sales

847-729-7889
www.AAServiceCo.com

550 Anthony Trail, Northbrook, IL

Find us on Facebook at
www.facebook.com/AAService

Family Owned & Operated Since 1965
24-Hour Emergency Service

We Service ALL Makes & Models

LGBTQ  Family Law    • Divorce    • Mediation

Adoption • Paternity    • Division of Property

• Custody    • Children’s rights

Child support  and enforcement

• Maintenance   • Domestic violence

Post divorce enforcement and modification

Grandparents and extended family rights

Pre-nuptial and post nuptial agreements

Robert T. Badesch
Tina Abramovitch

 Cory Blalock•Nicole McKinnon
William McSurley•Karen VanderMeer

ADULT MALE ENTERTAINMENT
boRed??  We have the SoLUtion! Check out 
www.gayflicks.com. Buy DVDs, Stream Gay Movies, 
Download them or just Pay Per Minute and watch only 
the scenes you want to!  You will love these xxx gay 
movies. WWW.GayFLiCkS.CoM (5/25/16-4)

BOOKKEEPER AVAILABLE
QUiCkbook bookkeePeR avaiLabLe.  Accounts 
Payable/Accounts Receivable, Invoicing, Collections, 
Time Tracking, Bank & Credit card reconciliations, Fi-
nancial Statements, Journal Entry, Reports for accoun-
tants for year-end and Much More! www.rockstarbooks.
webs.com

BOOKS

CLEANING SERVICES
CheStnUt CLeaninG SeRviCeS: We’re a house clean-
ing service for homes, small businesses and small 
buildings. We also have fabulous organizational skills 
(a separate function at a separate cost that utilizes 
your assistance) for what hasn’t been cleaned in many 
months or years due to long-term illness, depression, 
physical/mental challenges, for the elderly, if you 
have downsized and more. Depressed about going 
home to chaos? We can organize your chaos, straight-
en out your chaos, help you make sense of your chaos 
and finally clean what is no longer chaos. Can we help 
you? Bonded and insured. Chestnut Cleaning Ser-
vice: 312-332-5575. www.ChestnutCleaning.com 
(11/23/16-52)

COSMETIC DENTISTRY
FReShen UP! CoSMetiC dentiStRy and botox 
avaiLabLe. Host a Botox partly of 3 or more and 
the host/hostess gets a special deal. Dr. Rudziewiez 
is a liscensed dentist and certified Botox specialist.  
Lakeview location and home visits available.  For 
consultation or more information call 872-999-0110. 
(5/25/16)

HELP WANTED
entRePReneURiaL SPiRitS Wanted. Achieve Person-
al & Financial FREEDOM. Help us help you help  others. 
It’s what we do. Earn $10,000/month while you learn 
to invest VERY PROFITABLY in Real Estate. For a brief 
online overview, call or text your name to 708-292-
8778. (5/25/16-4)

HOME IMPROVEMENT & PAINTING
Make yoUR hoMe Look FabULoUS! We do Bathroom 
Remodeling, Carpentry, Drywall Repairs, Painting and 
more. “A+” with BBB. Licensed-Bonded-Insured, One 
year Warranty. Free Estimates! andy onCall 847-328-
3100 www.andyoncallchicago.com  (12/16/16-56)

MASSAGE
MaSSaGe FiRSt-CLaSS aSian MaLe MaSSeUR. Lon-
don-trained and qualified. Over 25 years of worldwide 
experience and 100% attuned to your needs. Satisfac-
tion assured. Please call dennis at 773-248-9407 
(7/6/16-16)

RELIGIOUS SERVICES

CLASSIFIEDS

bestgaybooks4you.com
Go to the above website 

for complete descriptions.

Gay Murder Mysteries
Passion

Sexy Guys

All eBooks $0.99-$2.99

by
G. TOBY KING

REAL ESTATE
REALTORS
ChiCaGo’S toP Gay ReaLtoRS INSTANT FREE ACCESS 
TO CHICAGO’S TOP GAY REALTORS. FREE Buyers Repre-
sentation - FREE Sellers Market Analysis - FREE Reloca-
tion Kit any City, USA! on-line: WWW.GayReaLeS-
tate.CoM or toll Free 1-888-420-Move (6683). no 
Cost or obligation (2/28/17-52)

REAL ESTATE - FOR SALE - OUT OF 
TOWN

noRthWeSt indiana PRivate Lake hoMeS. Hidden 
hideaways located about an hour from downtown in 
Northwest Indiana. Charming home that could be run 
as a bed and breakfast over looking Pine Lake in La-
Porte Indiana. There is also a private ranch style home 
near Tee Lake. Swimming, fishing, or canoeing in a 
private lake community of homes. Call or text Tommy 
Sunn of 1st Choice Realty Group at 219-575-0881 
for more information on these homes or any other in 
Northwest Indiana. take the virtual tours at www.
tommysunn.com (5/4/16-2)

VACATION RENTAL
dooR CoUnty SPRinGtiMe RetReat Private, spacious, 
central to entire peninsula on 40 acres of meadow and 
blossoming wild apple orchard, natural views in every 
direction. Between Sister Bay and Egg Harbor, 5 min 
from sunset over water. 3 bed/2 bath, fully equipped 
for 6. new listing! Please contact agent for info: 
andrea@lundquistrealty.com (5/11/16-2)

Broadway veterans John Michael Hall (Superior 
Donuts) and Jessie Fisher (Once). (now in pre-
views; through July 3; www.steppenwolf.org)

the north Pool, Interrobang Theatre Project 
at Athenaeum Theatre, 2936 N. Southport Ave. 
Midwest premiere of Rajiv Joseph’s drama vice 
principal who keeps a student named Khadim 
after school for detention, though accusations 
of a larger crime are later revealed. (May 27 to 
June 26; www.interrobangtheatre.org)

Caught, Sideshow Theatre at Victory Gardens 
Theater, 2433 N. Lincoln Ave. A recent play by 
Christopher Chen questions the truths spouted 
by a Chinese dissident detailing the abuses he’s 
suffered under his country’s communist regime. 
(May 29 to July 3; www.sideshowtheatre.org)

voice Lessons, Steppenwolf 1700 Theatre, 
1700 N. Halsted St. Emmy Award-winner Laure 
Metcalf stars in this recent comedy by Justin 
Tanner about a deluded community theater star 
and her vocal coach. (May 31 to June 11; www.
steppenwolf.org)

World builders, First Floor Theater at Flat 
Iron Arts Building, 1579 N. Milwaukee Ave. Two 
people in a drug trial for schizophrenia medi-
cation question their love for other in Johnna 
Adams’ drama. (June 3 to July 2; www.first-
floortheater.com)

human terrain, Broken Nose Theatre at 
Voice of the City, 3429 W. Diversey Ave. Benja-
min Brownson’s award-winning drama about an 
anthropologist working alongside the American 

military in Iraq. (June 10 to July 9; www.bro-
kennosetheatre.com)

between Riverside and Crazy, Steppenwolf 
Theatre, 1650 N. Halsted St. Stephen Adly Guir-
gis’ Pulitzer Prize-winning drama about a reclu-
sive African-American former cop who refuses 
to take an offer on his place by a gentrifying 
New York developer. (June 23 to Aug. 21; www.
steppenwolf.org)

Wastwater, Steep Theatre, 1115 W. Berwyn 
Ave. This storefront theater’s love affair with 
Tony Award-winning British playwright Simon 
Stephens continues with the U.S. premiere of 
this work exploring three relationships on the 
cusp of a defining decision. (July 7 to Aug. 13; 
www.steeptheatre.com)

Squeeze My Cans, Solo Celebration at Green-
house Theater Center, 2257 N. Lincoln Ave. 
Cathy Schenkelberg’s one-woman show shares 
what she found out when she explored becom-
ing a Scientologist. (July 14 to 24; www.green-
housetheater.org)

Mother (and Me), Solo Celebration at Green-
house Theater Center, 2257 N. Lincoln Ave. 
Kimberly Senior directs Melinda Buckley’s one-
woman show about a Broadway veteran and her 
Hungarian stage mother who is slowly slipping 
into dementia. (Aug. 4 to 14; www.greenhous-
etheater.org)

bloodshot, Solo Celebration at Greenhouse 
Theater Center, 2257 N. Lincoln Ave. Simon 
Slater stars in Douglas Post’s imported one-
man murder mystery about a photographer 
who witnesses the killing of a showgirl in 1957 

London. (Aug. 10 to Sept. 10; www.greenhous-
etheater.org)

Sister Cities, Chimera Ensemble at Den The-
atre, 1333 N. Milwaukee Ave. Four estranged 
sisters face the sudden death of their mother 
in Colette Freedman’s drama which will soon 
be a feature film. (Aug. 19 to Sept. 18; www.
chimeraensemble.com)

Rose, Solo Celebration at Greenhouse The-
ater Center, 2257 N. Lincoln Ave. Steve Scott 
directs Laurence Leamer’s off-Broadway por-
trait of 79-year-old Rose Fitzgerald Kennedy 
just after the tragedy at Chappaquiddick in-
volving her son, Sen. Edward M. Kennedy. (Aug. 
19 to Sept. 25; www.greenhousetheater.org)

SUMMER from page 24

offering a safe space, housing and housing 
referrals, legal services, counseling and more 
to empower trans people in Washington, D.C.
 Our grantees, like Casa Ruby, are often led by 
people who come from the communities they 
serve, which means they are intimately familiar 
with the problems they’re trying to solve.
 Shouldn’t our elected officials be able to say 
the same about the problems they’re trying to 
solve? Stigma and shame drive some of the 
biggest problems facing society’s most mar-
ginalized populations. An unacceptably high 
percentage of LGBT teens are severely bullied. 
Only 30 percent of Americans with HIV reach 
viral suppression, many too ashamed to seek 
appropriate care. The transgender homicide 
rate is at an all-time high, driven by fear and 
prejudice.
 To address these problems, our leaders must 
first acknowledge their existence, as well as 
the existence of the people affected. And yes, 
that starts with bathrooms.

 Just a few weeks before McCrory signed his 
discriminatory bill, similar legislation in South 
Dakota took a very different turn. Gov. Dennis 
Daugaard, who also admitted he’d never met 
a trans person, had a change of heart about 
a discriminatory bill he’d originally supported. 
Why? He agreed to meet with transgender ac-
tivists. He credited those meetings with giving 
him a new perspective. “I heard their personal 
stories,” he said, “and I saw things through 
their eyes in that sense.” 
 McCrory and others who support these dis-
criminatory bathroom bills need to reverse 
course, but moreover, they need a lesson in 
compassion. They need to recognize the exis-
tence of trans people, and they need to ac-
knowledge that all people have a fundamental 
desire—and a fundamental right—to be treat-
ed fairly.
 this op-ed originally appeared in the hill; 
see thehill.com/blogs/congress-blog/civil-
rights/279995-north-carolina-governors-
ignorance-of-trans-identity.

VIEWPOINTS from page 18
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1478 W. Berwyn - 773.784.3962    

ilo
ilo

CUSTOM FRAMING

25% OFF 
Custom Framing

Framing Chicago’s art since 1991.

Ray J. Koenig III and Clark Hill PLC

Clark Hill is an entrepreneurial, full service law firm that provides 
business legal services, government & public affairs, and personal 
legal services to our clients throughout the country. With offices 
in Arizona, Delaware, Illinois, Michigan, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, 
Washington, D.C. and West Virginia, Clark Hill has more than 300 
attorneys and professionals.

clarkhill.com

312.985.5938    rkoenig@clarkhill.com 

• Probate
• Trusts
• Guardianship
• Estate Planning
• Elder Law

1435 W. Rosemont Ave, #1W , Chicago, IL, 60660

CONNE IONSX MAKE IT YOUR BUSINESS

CHAD DUDA
Broker Associate

773.398.4097
CHADDUDA@GMAIL.COM
CHADDUDA.COM

SERVING OUR
COMMUNITY

FOR OVER 15 YEARS

“I’m excited to get you 
into your new home!”

Artists
Professionals
Business owners

serving:

www.abd-cpas.com  •  (847) 257-7330

• Divorce
• Child Custody
• Adoption
• Cohabitation
  Agreements
• Domestic Violence
• Spousal and 
  Child Support

Proudly serving same-sex couples!
115 S. LaSalle St., 26th Floor
312-715-0870
www.illinoislawforyou.com

Janice L. Boback Kimberly J. 
Anderson

Freshen UpTM

You can be who you want to be!

Host a Botox Party (3 people minimum), 
and Hostess gets a special deal!

Call for a consultation or for more info:
872-999-0110

Services Available: Cosmetic Dentistry
Botox

Dr. Rudziewicz, licensed dentist and Botox specialist, 
will return all inquiries within twelve hours.

Convenient Lakeview Location
Home Visits Available

When experience counts...
In service to the community 
for over 35 years.

The Law Offices of
Roger V. McCaffrey-Boss 

& Associates

• Bankruptcy     
• Wills, Trusts & Probate    
• Real Estate Closings     
• Premarital Agreements

33 N. Dearborn St., Suite 800, Chicago, IL 60602
312-263-8800       RVMLAWYER@AOL.COM

We are a debt relief agency. 
We help people file for bankruptcy relief under the bankruptcy code.

EsEs is Results.
Es is Experience.

Es is Your Real Estate Guru.
Esmeralda (Es) Román

Cell/Text: 630.747.7338  |  eroman@koenigrubloff.com

312-855-0875 | 221 N. LaSalle St., Chicago, IL 
LysterFirm@aol.com

Speak to an experienced 
attorney within minutes who 

• State & Federal Courts
• Felonies & Misdemeanors
• Internet & White-Collar Crime
• All Drug Charges

• Weapon & Gun Charges

• Drunk Driving
• Orders of Protection
• Expungements

 24/7 Emergency Phone : 847-309-7777
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Wednesday, May 25
touche: best of Chicago Welcome Party 

The official kickoff to IML weekend in 
Chicago. Hosted by Mr. Chicago Leather 
2016 Todd Harris. Part of Touche’s 
Memorial Day weekend festivities. 9 pm 
- 4 am,  6412 N. Clark St.

Manhandler: bear Pride Party The first 
official event of Bear Pride 22.  9:30 
pm - 2 am, 1948 N. Halsted St., www.
bearpride.org

Lesbians Who tech May happy hour 
Whether you work at a tech company, 
have a technical job or just love 
technology. 6 pm, Joie De Vine, 1744 
W. Balmoral Ave., www.facebook.com/
lesbianswhotech/

Thursday, May 26
Roast of iML 2015 Patrick Smith and 

iMbb 2015 bamm-bamm Free seating 
available (come early). Join the LA&M 
as we roast IML 2015 Patrick and 
IMBB 2015 Bamm-Bamm. Buses from 
Congress Hotel at 6:30 and 7:45 pm. 
An official IML 2016 event.  9-10:30 
pm, Leather Archives & Museum, 6418 
N. Greenview Ave., www.imrl.com 

Steamworks: invaSion Get ready to 
grope your way through the dark-
ness at this lights-out night. Fisting 
demos from MAFIA. Part of Steamworks’ 
Memorial Day weekend festivities. 4 
pm - 4 am, 3246 N. Halsted St., www.
steamworksbaths.com

hydrate: initiation Kick off the hot 
summer weekend with DJs Barry Harris 
and Steve Henderson. Presented by 
Hydrate and Spitshine Productions. Part 
of Hydrate’s Memorial Day weekend fes-
tivities. 9 pm - 4 am, 3458 N. Halsted 
St., www.hydratechicago.com

touche: bear Pride early bird Party Wel-
coming bears from around the world. 
Join them after the IML roast. Part of 
Bear Pride weekend. Part of Touche’s 
Memorial Day weekend festivities. 9 
pm - 4 am, 6412 N. Clark St., www.
touchechicago.com

Jackhammer: babes in boyland Special 
Bear Pride edition of this weekly drag 
show, hosted by Teri Yaki. Show cast 
regularly includes RuPaul’s Drag Race’s 
Gia Gunn and Monica Beverly Hillz. A 
Trident smoker. 11 pm - 4 am, 6406 N. 
Clark St., www.jackhammerchicago.com

big Chicks: bear den: Record box with 
hifi Sean Hifi Sean brings this London 
event to Chicago again this year. Hear 
the other sides of his record collection, 
outside of the what you know him for 
as a house DJ. No cover. A special edi-
tion of Big Chicks’ weekly bear night. 9 
pm - 2 am, 5024 N. Sheridan Rd. 

Friday, May 27
iML 2016 opening Ceremonies Event 

includes the introduction of contes-
tants and judges. Doors open at 8 pm, 
show begins at 9 pm. Sponsored by ID 
Lube.  8-11 pm, Park West Chicago, 322 
W. Armitage Ave., www.imrl.com

Progress bar: Porn and Progress Porn 
stars, go-go boys, body shots and a live 
DJ with hostess Debbie Fox. 7-10 pm, 
3359 N. Halsted St.

Steamworks: Jailbreak Live show with 
Titan Men Nick Prescott and Dirk Caber. 
Part of Steamworks’ Memorial Day 
weekend festivities. 9 pm - 6 am, 3246 
N. Halsted St., www.steamworksbaths.
com

Jackhammer: Men’s Room 2016 iML 
Party Resident DJs with special guests 
Michael Magnan (Holy Mountain, 
NYC) and Hijo Prodigo. Special BDSM 
performances. Dress code enforced. $20 
cover. 10 pm - 4 am , 6406 N. Clark St., 
www.jackhammerchicago.com

Manhole: Grunt Party with DJ Seth 
Breezy. Doors open at 10. No cover 
until midnight. Part of Manhole’s Me-
morial Day weekend festivities. 10 
pm - 2 am, 3210 N. Halsted St., www.
manhole.com

touche: Fetisch What gets YOU off? Pre-
sented by Grabby Wall of Fame director 
Christian Owen. Special performances 
and appearances by Hugh Hunter, Dolf 
Dietrich, Brian Bonds, Johnny Fisher 
and Ashley Ryder. DVD giveaways and 
more. DJ Harry T. Part of Touche’s 
Memorial Day weekend festivities. 10 
pm - 4 am, 6412 N. Clark St., www.
touchechicago.com

hydrate: Route 69 iML 2016 DJ Guy 
Scheiman (Tel Aviv) spins late into the 
sweaty night. Part of Hydrate’s Memo-
rial Day weekend festivities. 11:30 
pm - 4 am, 3458 N. Halsted St., www.
hydratechicago.com

Saturday, May 28
iML 2016 Pecs & Personality IML con-

testants are judged on their appearance 
and stage presence. Doors open at 7 
pm, contest begins at 8. Sponsored 
by Orbitz. An official IML 2016 event.  
8-11 pm, Park West Chicago, 322 W. 
Armitage Ave., www.imrl.com

Furball Chicago Celebrate IML/Bear Pride 

weekend at the third annual Furball. 
Featuring DJ Hifi Sean (London) and 
DJ Ron Geronimo. $16 advance tickets 
available at www.metrochicago.com. 
$20 at the door. See more at www.
furball.nyc . 11:30 pm - 4 am, Metro 
Chicago, 3730 N. Clark St., www.metro-
chicago.com

Grabbys 2016 The annual gay adult film 
awards show, hosted by Chi Chi LaRue 
and Honey West. Doors open at 6:30. 
18 and over, ID required. Cash bar 21 
and over. Presented by GRAB Magazine. 
6:30-11:30 pm, Metro Chicago, 3730 N. 
Clark St., 773-857-2262, www.grabbys.
com

Steamworks: Wet n’ Wild The of-
ficial bathhouse event of Bear Pride 
weekend. Part of Steamworks’ Memorial 
Day weekend festivities. 11 am - 6 pm, 
3246 N. Halsted St., www.steamworks-
baths.com

Manhole: dJ neill MacLeod No cover 
until 10. Mandatory dress code: shirts 
off or gear on. Part of Manhole’s 
Memorial Day weekend festivities.  8 
pm - 3 am,  3210 N. Halsted St., www.
manhole.com

onyx: old Skool Jam w/ the Men of 
onyx The famed IML-weekend ONYX 
party moves to Rogers Park! House 
sounds from DJ Tiger and sexy danc-
ers all night. $20 admission. $5 Blue 
Muthafuckas. Right off the Morse stop 
of the CTA Red Line. 10 pm - 2 am, 
Pub 626, 1406 W. Morse Ave., www.
onyxmidwest.com

Jackhammer: Fetish hell by voltage 
10th anniversary party with Chicago’s 
own DJ Milty Evans. Fetish dress code 
enforced. $10 cover. 10 pm - 5 am, 
6406 N. Clark St., www.jackhammerchi-
cago.com

the Lair: an Unofficial iML after-
party DJs Psychobitch and Teri Bristol. 
Hosted by Lucy Stoole, Jasper Colorado, 
Aleks Buldocek and Lorenzo Flexx. 10 
pm - 4 am, Smart Bar, 3730 N. Clark St.

touche: Rough trade Party Raffles and 
prizes by roughtradegear.com. Rough 
Trade movie premiere. Meet the men of 
Rough Trade: Dallas Steele, David Ben-
jamin, Dirk Caber, Jesse Jackman, Nick 
Prescott and Adam Ramzi. Live show 
at 1. Strict dress code in Club Room. 
Part of Touche’s Memorial Day weekend 
festivities. 10 pm - 5 pm, 6412 N. Clark 
St., www.touchechicago.com

hydrate: Strapped Gear up for Hydrate’s 
Saturday night party with DJ Shane 
Stiel (LA). Part of Hydrate’s Memorial 
Day weekend festivities. 11:30 pm - 5 
am, 3458 N. Halsted St., www.hydrat-
echicago.com

Steamworks: Skin xxii The Memorial 
Day weekend bathhouse event. 2 am 
live show with Falcon A-Team exclu-
sives Ryan Rose and JJ Knight, with 
special guest DJ Jack Chang (Berlin/
London/Amsterdam). Part of Steam-
works’ Memorial Day weekend festivi-
ties. 9 pm - 8 am, 3246 N. Halsted St., 
www.steamworksbaths.com

trikone-Chicago screening: Walk-
ing the Walk Short film by Moses 
Tulasi highlights the issues faced 
by the Hijra-Transgender community 
alongside the efforts of a collective 
of LGBTQI activists to organize the 

newly formed state of Telangana’s 
first Swabhimana (self-respect) Queer 
Pride March. 2 pm, 1104 Center Room 
#402, Columbia College Chicago, 1104 
S. Wabash Ave., www.facebook.com/
events/1674003352851705/ 

brüt Chicago: iML Weekend The Brüt 
boys are back to invade Chicago terri-
tory once again. This time they decided 
to change the weekend up a little and 
bring you Brüt darkness in the middle 
of the day. Get your cruise on, then 
take home your spoils for all those 
things that IML is known for. A dark, 
seedy dancefloor, amazing NYC under-
ground house music, and some of the 
hottest man meat this event can sup-
ply. Brüt resident DJs Peter Napoli and 
Dan Darlington. Spybar, 646 N. Franklin 
St. 3 pm - 10 pm, 646 N. Franklin St., 
www.brutparty.com

bear Pride 22 bar Crawl Catch the bears 
all up and down the Boystown strip. An 
official Bear Pride 22 event. Noon - 7 
pm, Locations include Bobby Love’s,  
3729 N. Halsted St., www.bearpride.org 

Chicago’s annual Memorial day Parade 
Chicago Chapter of the American Veter-
ans for Equal Rights (gay veterans) will 
participate. Noon, from Lake St. going 
south on State St. to Van Buren St. 

 
Sunday, May 29
iML 2016 Contest Buses start from the 

host hotel at 4. Doors open at 5. Con-
test at 6. Proudly sponsored by Miller 
Lite. 6-9 pm,   Harris Theater, 205 E. 
Randolph Dr., www.imrl.com

iML victory Party Cheer on the new 
International Mr. Leather (after the 
Sunday evening contest). DJ/producer 
Tiago Vibe (Brazil) makes his IML 
debut. Chicago DJ Freddie Bain spins 
in The Foundation Room. Directed by 
Matthew Harvat. Dancers from around 
the world. Custom laser show by 
S2. Individual tix available at www.
houseofblues.com. 9 pm - 4 am, House 
of Blues, 329 N. Dearborn Ave.  Tickets: 
www.houseofblues.com 

american veterans for equal Rights 
Remembrance Ceremony for allen 
Schindler Call Jim for information.  
2 pm, Evergreen Hill Memorial Park, 
Steiger, Ill., 773-752-0058

Leather Queen! DJs Michael Serafini, 
Garrett David, Harry Cross and Jacob 
Meehan, plus hosts Lucy Stoole, Jojo 
Baby, Nico, Shea Coulee, Sara Andrews 
and Khloe. Chicago’s hottest weekly 
Sunday night party. 10 pm - 4 am, 
Smart Bar, 3730 N. Clark St.

Jackhammer: Sunday bbQ Pig out at 
this Memorial Day weekend BBQ. DJ 
Jerry presents Afterglow. 2 pm, 6406 N. 
Clark St., www.jackhammerchicago.com

hydrate: xxx Sunday Funday Boystown’s 
official after-brunch party, featuring 
porn star dancers. Part of Hydrate’s 
Memorial Day weekend festivities. 2-10 
pm, 3458 N. Halsted St., www.hydrat-
echicago.com

Manhole: Combat A military ball with 
DJ Deanne (Miami). Part of Manhole’s 
Memorial Day weekend festivities. 9 
pm - 2 am, 3210 N. Halsted St., www.
manhole.com

touche: Super Ripe Party Touche’s post-
IML down and dirty party. Dim lights, 

deep beats and hot go-go dudes. Free 
clothing check. DJ Harry T. Featuring 
Aleks Buldocek and Lorenzo Flexx. 9 
pm - 4 am, 6412 N. Clark St., www.
touchechicago.com

Steamworks: Sin Live show with Hugh 
Hunter and Dolf Dietrich. Part of 
Steamworks’ Memorial Day weekend 
festivities.  10 pm - 6 am, 3246 N. 
Halsted St., www.steamworksbaths.com

hydrate: torque Round out Sunday Fun-
day with Boystown’s own DJ Laura B. 
Part of Hydrate’s Memorial Day weekend 
festivities. 11:30 pm - 4 am, 3458 N. 
Halsted St., www.hydratechicago.com

Monday, May 30
anniversary celebration to the monu-

ment to LGbt veterans American Vet-
erans for Equal Rights will charter a bus 
to the cemetery, leaving from Center on 
Halsted at noon. Call Bernie Santarsiero 
for more information or send email to 
bds@uic.edu. 2 pm, Abraham Lincoln 
National VA Cemetery, 312-320-1445

iML black & blue ball DJ/producer Tom 
Stephan (Superchumbo, U.K.) headlines 
this official IML 2016 closing event. 
Chicago DJs Milty Evans and Alex 
Cabot. Produced by Matthew Harvat. 
Limited number of $45 tickets available 
at Full Kit Gear, 5021 N. Clark St. 9 pm 
- 4 am, Sound-Bar,  226 W. Ontario St.

Manhole: daybreak Keep the party going 
into Memorial Day with DJ Billy Lace 
(NYC). Part of Manhole’s Memorial Day 
weekend festivities. 7 am - 4 pm, 3210 
N. Halsted St., www.manhole.com

Jackhammer: Memorial day BBQ at 2 
pm. Party all day until the “Best Worst 
Drag Show” in town at 2 am with Del-
maria’s girls.  6406 N. Clark St., www.
jackhammerchicago.com

Leather 64ten: Weenie Roast/Semi-
annual Sale Free hot dogs and snacks. 
Stop by and try their delicious weenies. 
Take a picture with the Big Weenie. 
Semi-annual sale: 25% off and 5% of 
sales go to benefit Ride For AIDS Chi-
cago and Leather Archives & Museum. 
Enter to win a $300 shopping spree. 
One winner will be announced at 7 
(must be present to win). 3-7 pm, 6410 
N. Clark St., www.leather64ten.com

touche: Cook out/Survivor Party All-day 
beer bust: $1 Bud/Bud Light drafts. 
Cook out from 3-7, hosted by Team 
Touche Ride For AIDS bike team. Fresh 
eats off the grill. Raffles and auction. 
Survivor Party at 10. Get your last 
grope for IML/Bear Pride. 6412 N. Clark 
St., www.touchechicago.com

Wed., June 1
out of the office Kick off Pride month. 

Enjoy sponsored cocktails, cash bar and 
light fare. $10 donation online.   5:30-
8 pm, The Godfrey Rooftop, 127 W. 
Huron at La Salle, http://lgbtcc.com/
pride-kick-off-june-1 

drinks and desserts honoring dyke 
March To honor Dyke March’s rich his-
tory in Andersonville. Drinks and des-
serts. Accessible for those on wheels. 
Brief remarks at 6:30 pm. 6 pm, Early 
to Bed, 5044 N. Clark St., www.face-
book.com/groups/dykemarchchicago/

COMMUNITY
CALENDAR

LEATHER LEANINGS

the new international Mr. 
Leather will be chosen 

at harris theater, 205 e. 
Randolph dr. 

Photo by Verdell Shannon

Sunday, May 29

Special IML edition of WCT’s COMMUNITY CALENDAR
everything you need to know about what to do during iML/bear Pride/Grabbys weekend, the unofficial kickoff to summer in LGbtQ Chicago. 

Plus more community events for the upcoming week.

Windy City times wishes good luck to Chicago’s 
iML 2016 contestants, Mr. Chicago Leather 2016 
todd harris (left) and 2016 Mr. Leather 64ten 

James tyrcha (right). bring the title home, boys!

Photos by Verdell Shannon

and don’t forget 
to download our 

official iML 2016 Guide at 
www.windycitymediagroup.com/pdf/nS_20160518_lowresiML.pdf nightspots

a publication of

&

OFFICIAL GUIDE
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NEW BODY,
NEW YOU

Discover what others know ...

Award-Winning Plastic Surgery
DR. DAVID SHIFRIN

Board-Certified Plastic Surgeon

CHICAGO • 312-502-6200
680 N. Lake Shore Dr.

www.davidshifrinmd.com

Member

Mention 
WINDY CITY TIMES 

and get 
$500 off.

Offer good through May 31, 2016

Visit our website:
www.davidshifrinmd.com

http://www.davidshifrinmd.com
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OUT OF THE OFFICE was conceived 
15 years ago by community supporter 
and Chicago publicist, Andrew Hayes, 
as a way to kick off Pride Month and 
benefit local LGBTQ charities.  To date 
more than $50,000 has been raised 
by this party benefitting many 
LGBTQ nonprofit organizations 

The Godfrey and I|O have been an 
exceptional partner for this event, 
where in 2015, the party enjoyed over 
600 partygoers!  Be sure to tell your 
friends to join you for what’s certain 
to be another great evening of 
connections, community and cocktails. 

Kick Off Pride Month in Chicago

The GODFREY Rooftop
127 W. Huron at LaSalle, Chicago
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JUNE 1, 2016
5:30 P.M. TO 8 P.M.
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Enjoy sponsored cocktails, cash bar and light fare.

BENEFITTING

a project of AIDS Foundation of Chicago

Don’t MISS

the PARTY!

Because last year’s event 

sold out, you can now order 

advance tickets onlne.

Visit www.lgbtcc.com and look for 

OUT of Office or go directly to

lgbtcc.com/pride-kick-off-june-1/
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